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Abstract 
Tcrrestrial snow cover is rin important climatologicaf vanahlc bccriusc of ils intlucncc on [hc wrt'acc 
rridiativc halancc. and a signiticrint hydrological variable ris it acts ris the frozen storagc tcnn in thc watcr 
hrilrincc. Chunctcrizing rcgional snow covcr patterns. and atmosphcric triggcrs 111 their riccumulation and 
iihlation is thcrchrc si_sniticant givcn thc important rolc that snow covcr pliiys in global cncrgy and watcr 
cycles. SiireIlite passi*:c-microwrivc imagery has bccn uscd as a source ot'snow covcr intimniiticin hccausc 
rit' dl-wcather imaging cripabilities. rapid sccnc revisit timc. and the sibility to dcrivc quantitative estirnates 
of sriow watcr ~'quivsilcnt (SWE). 
In rhis study. tcn wintcr scasons (Dcccmbcr. lanuary, Fcbruary I9HX/N9 to 1097iOH) 01' tivc driy avcrrigcd 
i pcnt;id) passive-micruwavc derivcd SWE image? arc utilizcd to sxan~ine thc w a w u l  wow cover 
chririctcristics o f  a grriund-validate North Amcrican Prairie study arcri. .A mcthtd clhrcd lin ~urt'ricc 
tcmpcrarurc has bccn dcvclopcd to idcntify and rcmovc thosc i m q e  acquisiiion intcnalh u hcn 
rcmpcrriturcs arc rikwc frcc~ing rind liquitl watcr is likcly prcscnt within the m)wpiick - J physical statc 
\vhich iidvcrscly at'fccts the accuri~cy o f  pr~ssivc microwrivc SWE retricval. Principal crmipt~ricnts ;inlilyiih 
i PCA) ioi uscd to idcntify thc dominant spatial pattcrns through timc for ihrce passivc-micrcnvavc dcrivcd 
datascts: r I ) pcntad SWE. (2 )  pentlid SWE anomalies brrscd on ihc I O  season mcrin and strinhrd Jcvirition. 
;inci ( 3 )  chsrngc-in-pcntad SWE (ASWE) caiculatcd by subtracting ciich SU'E pattern li-rim thc prcvious. 
Intcrprctation of the camponent loading patterns indicatcs that thc ASWE timc w i c s  is hcst witcd for thc 
climri[cilogicril application of idcntifying associations bctwcen snow covcr and ~itrntisphcric circuliiticin. 
Four dominant pattcrns arc identiticd wiihin the ASWE time scrics. The positivc (ncgritivc i phase of PC I 
capturcs a pattern of widcsprcd SWE ablation (iiccumulrition) in thc sourh with ~iccumulation iahlaiicin) to 
thc nonh. The positive (negative) phase of PC2 charricterizcs a meridional riccuniulrition (ablation 1 zone 
oricntcd t'rom the northwcst to southeast o f  the study arca. The positive (ncgativci phase 01' PC3 indicatcs ri 
rcgicinal mclt evcnt (accumulation event) in the lee of the Rocky Mountains. Finally. the positive (negativc) 
phase of PCJ chanctcrizes increasing (decreasing) SWE in thc vicinity of the Rcd River Viillcy. 
National Ccntcr for Environmental Prcdiction (NCEP) gridded atmosphcric data (500 nib gcopcitcntial 
hcight: 700 mb tempenture) md m d e l  prûduced isentmpic potential vonicity (IPV) ticlds arc invcstigatcd 
in conjunction with the tïrst four ASWE principal componcnts to idcntify whcthcr consistcncy cxists in the 
;itmospheric patterns associateci, at no time Irig. with these dominant ASWE mdcs, An investigation of  
campositc and ünomdy atmospheric tlelds illustntes that physicülly logicai unique and consisicnt 
armospheric circulation patterns rire linked to the SWE componcnu. Whcn a dccp castcrn Arctic IOW with 
an rissociatcd trough extends over the continenial intcrior of  North Amcrica, snow riccuniulrition i s  rhc 
cxpccicd rcsponsc (as chüractcrized ASWE PCI positivc. PC2 positive. and Kt positive). Rqicins ut' 
strong [PV arc spsitililly associatcd with arcas of increriscd SWE. Whcn atmosphcric ridging doniinsites 
North Amcrican circulation. snow ablation in the Prairies is the expcctcd rcsponsc. with ridgc I i~r i i ion  
contrcitling the Prairie rcgion whcre ablation occurs (ris chancteriztxi ASWE PC I ncgritivc. PC2 ncgritivc. 
and PCJ ncgritivc). Discontinuous. wcrik IPV rcgions typicaily lwatcd to rhc north and casr 1)fthc .;tudy 
arc3 arc l i  nkcd to thc occurrence OC dccrcriscd S WE. The S WE patterns c harxrcri ~ c d  hy AS WE PC3 arc 
noi logicrilly cxplrtincd by the griddcd atmosphcric data. Givcn thc location o f  the SIVE centres cifaction in 
this componcnt. i t  i s  likcly that thcsc patterns arc chc rcsult of  orogrriphic phcnorncnii. 
Thc imminent launch of a ncw gcnention prissivc microwavc scnsor cinhorird ihc NASA .-\qua platlbrrn 
will cnsurc the confinucd utility of this tcchnology for cryosphcric monitoring. With ;i lcmgcr SIVE imrigc 
iirnc scrics. and ri Iargcr study arcri ris ri rcsult o f  continued SWE rctricvd algorithm cfcvclopmcnt. thc 
passive microwiivc timc scrics wil l  continue to provide signiticant information for rcsolving liircins 
rclationships bciwcsn tcrrcstrial snow covcr and atmospheric circulation. 
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perturbations that are potentially related to global change and variability is of 
fundürnentsi importance. In addition to temperature sensi tivity. intrmtions betwrrrn the 
çryosphrre and othrr climatological diagnostics such as patterns of ittmospheric 
circulation and development need to be identified and quantified. 
- 
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Of particulür interest are iissociations between snow on the eanh's surtÿcr and 
atmosphcric circulation because of the complrx nature of this interxtion. Whilt: the 
presencr or absence of snow cover modifies energy exchange with overlyin~ air masses. 
it is the air muses thernselves that deposit and ablatr snow cover. With unique physical 
proprrties such as a high surface albedo (in open areas) and lovi thermal çonducti\~ity. 
snow extent and depth must be regarded as significünt climatological viiriiiblrs. 
The high aIbrdo. and corresponding low absorption of snow results in  drcrcastfd 
maximum daytime temperatures while the high thermal emissivity and çorrrsponding 
loss of infrared radiation act to lower daily minimum surface temperatures (Cohen. 
1994). Additionally. the low themal conductivity of fresh snow traps heat in the ground. 
acting üs an insulritive layer. Finally. melting snow is a sink for latent heat sincr luge 
ümounts of energy are required to initiate melt. These properties illustr~te the modilying 
rolr of snow cover on the surface energy balance and rnoisture exchanges with the 
ovrrlying atmosphere. Accordingly. Global Climate Modrls (GCM's) must iiccuntely 
ponray the extent. magnitude. and variability of terrestrial snow covrr in ordrr to 
realistically capture the role of snow cover in regional scde climats processes. As 
opposrd to the long residence time of water in the form cf icr sheets. terrestrial snow 
cover is a k t  response cornponent of the cryosphere. Brcause of interaction with the 
overlying atmosphrre. snow covrr can have an irnrnediate rffcct in  Forcing and 
responding to otmospheriç variability . thereby demanding a sy nopt ic approüch to 
invrstigriting these rrlationships. 
In addition to i ts climiitologicül role. terrestrial snow cover also i ntluencrs hytirological 
procesws. Principally . snow covrr represents an important storagr componen t b y x t i  ng 
as the I'rozen storage trrm in the wütrr balance. The releasr of this stored wter  in the 
forrn of spring ninoff meüns chat srasonal terrestrial snow çover is an important source of 
fresh watcr which grnrrcitrs strsamtlow and groundwater recharge. both typicdly 
exploited for human use. In non-pemafrost rrgions, the insulriting effect of snow çowr 
means that drrp-water drainage ruid tlow continues unintrrrupted during pends  o f  snow 
cover. Unlike winfall. soiid precipitation is modified by processes such ris snow 
iiccumulation. mrtamorphisrn. and wind redistribution before rictively entrrinp the 
hydrologie cycle, i l  lustrati ng the synergy between global energy and uritcr cycles. 
lrnplicit in the discussion of terrestrial snow covrr ris both a climatologiçally and 
hydrologically significant variable. is the need to: 
i I ) acquire spatial1 y continuous. temponlly repetitive. and sy nopticd 1 y sensitive 
observations of snow covcr to adequatdy rnonitor and mode1 these sytrms. and 
( 2 )  isoiate associations between snow cover and the ritmosphere in  order to understand 
the responsr of snow extent and magnitude to atmospheric forcing and vice versa. 
In any study involving terrestrial snow cover. considrrûtion of the data source is rssential 
because of the high variübility in synoptic srnsi tivity. timr serirs Iength. spatial domain. 
and the level of information provided by the currently availabls snow covrr data products 
(as discussed and summarized in Chapter 2). Conventional. manulil methods of snow 
measurernent are spatidly constrained. Automatcd measurements have their own 
lirnitaiions. nümely that precipitation güuges are hindered by the hct  that fülling snow is 
diftïcult to capture in a stütionary targrt. Rrmote sensing technology cün providc 
spatial ly çontinuous data. but is üdversrly inîlurnced by wavr lenpth-sprci tic issues 
ranging from cloud penetration to the influence of land covrr. The selection of a snow 
çover data produçt is. thrrefore. application specific. 
Bccüusr of unique propenies such as rqid revisit capabilities. all-wrather imaginy. and 
the ability ro derive quantitative estimates of snow wüter equivaknt (SWE). passive 
microwavr imagery has pÿnicular potential for snow cover applicat ions. Given that 
rernotely sensed imagrry is the only data source that providrs spatially çontinuous. and 
sy noptically srnsi tive monitoring of regional snow covrr. and t hat passive microwave 
meÿsuremrnt is the only spacebome remotely sensrd product that allows opttrÿtional 
SWE retrirval on a day-by-day basis over Canada. it is an appropriate data source for this 
study. The ability to develop and üpply SWE products is pûrticularly important in  
contrmporary snow cover studies because of the importance of snow depth and SWE in 
addition to just snow extrnt as intluences on hydrological. climatological. and 
metrorological processes. For example. Ferguson ( 1999) stresses that the use of SWE 
data is essential to ûccurately mode1 and forecast snow mrit runoff - a cornmodity vûlued 
at six billion dollars per year in the United States alone. Furthemore. Brunet i 1999) 
highlights the nerd for SWE data within the numrncril weathrr prediction community 
becriuse of the sensitivity of variables such as air ternperature to snow covsr inputs to 
torecat models. 
When combined with gridded ütmospheric fields, the passive microwrive drrived SWE 
time srrirs will allow investigation of synoptic-scalr snow cover - atrnospherr ferdbacks 
in order to funher our understanding of the relationships betwern these variables. A 
summriry of the data to be used in this study is provided in Table 1 . 1 .  
Table 1.1 Summary of data utilized in this study. 
Property EASE-Grid Pnssive Microwave Data NCEP Gridded Atmospheric Data 
Timc Series 1988- 1998 l 988- l W8 
Applicriblc StuJy Arcri North Amcrican Prairîcs Northcrn Hcmiqhcrc 
Sy noptic Scnsitiviiy Daily imügcry avcmgcd to pcntads Daiiy grid?; iivcrrigcd io pcniads to 
tnsurc complctc sccnc covcngc. match SWE image?. 
Ori2iniil Data Brightness Tcmperriturcs Gccipotcntiril hcight 
A~mc~sphcric t rnpcraturc 
Seri I c v d  prcssurc 
U and V kind ciimponenis 
Dcrivcd Data Snow watcr cquivrilent ( SWE) Iscntropic Potcntiril Vonicity 
Wet snow covcr identiticd (sec LcDrcw. 1989) 
Comments Wintcr serison ( Dcccrnbcr. Jrrnutiry. O 0  UTC ticlds u t i i im l  
Fchruary ) imagcry utilizcd: 
Morninp ovcrpass cimes onlv 
At this point. it is important to clmify the definition of the terni 'SWE imügrry' lis used in 
this thssis. Strictly speaking, passive microwave imagrry refus to mwsurmnts of 
brightnrss temperature. so the SWE data are estimates derived from the brightness 
temperature irnrigery. SWE is. therefore. not imüged dirrctly. In the interest of brrvity. 
howrver. the trrm 'SWE imrigery' will be rmployed throughout this document to 
descri be the passive microwave SWE estimates. 
1.1 Thesis Objectives 
The investigation of fredbacks betwern snow covrr and the atmosphere through the use 
of rernotely sensed imagery requires that attention be çiven to a number of issues: 
Progras rnust bt: made beyond definintg summary trends in  snow covcr and individual 
climatologicül variables (such as air temperature) for large geogrciphiç regions I for 
excimple. ssr Groisman et al.. 1994). Continuous SWE imqery allows investigation of 
spatial patterns of snow cover distributions. This spatial component allows reriontil 
centers of action to br identified. Subxqurntly. i t  is nrcessary to identitj i in  spxe and 
tims) the titmospheric patterns associatrd with thrse regional crnters. 
The development of coupling techniques that consider the riipidly evolving spatial 
structure of snow cover and the dynamic nature of the atmosphere is essential. It  is d so  
imperütive that methods br adopted which can ingest long timç srrirs of data because the 
satellite record continues to grow. In a reiated manner. it is necessüry to move bryond a 
case study approach and identi fy systernatic lin kagrs. 
3. Does srlow cover force the atmosphere or vice versa? Cm rhe_firrcinqq oc-ctrr in horh 
directions ? 
Cause and effect relationships between snow cover and atmospheric circuliition need to 
be identitied. As emphasized eartier. synoptically sensitive process studies which link 
atmospheric fields and patterns of synoptic development to the spatial distribution of 
SWE ;ire essential (a similar approach is k ing  adopted for sen içr. see LeDrew and 
Derlisen. 1999). Tirne lagged analysis is rssential in order to address the issue of the 
rxtrnt to which the atmosphere leads snow cover and vice versa. Is  greater than normal 
snow cover the result of cold temperatures. or dws  persistent snow covrr initiate cold 
trmpctratures'? Eiirly studies of an empincal nature (such ns Narni~s. 1960) have 
concluded that snow cover supprrsses surface temperatures by up io 5 OC Cor a period of 
düys. wceks. or evrn months. Walsh et al. ( 1982) show that coldcr trmperaturrs are 
associated with above normal snow cover. while atmospheric dynamics. ct.upre.ssed by 
geopotrntial hright data. force surface conditions. Convrrsely. Cohen and Rind ( 1991 ). 
using GCM simulations. concludr that positive snow cover anomalies üct to remove. 
rrither than pcrpetuatc thrir existence. Thry argue thiit cooling is thereforr only slifht. 
and not tempordly persistent. Lead and lag relationships brtwern snow cuver and the 
atmosphere clrrirly require clarification. 
With thrsr issues in minci. the goal of this thrsis is to improvr the çurrent state of 
understanding of the complex associations brtwrrn snow covrr and atmosphrric 
circulntion. specitïcally moving towards the developmrnt of a snow ivatrr rquivalrnt 
(SWE) climatology for central Nonh Amenca. Within this context. 1i srries of speçific 
objectives will be addressed which. when combined. will contribute to the broad issue at 
hnnd. 
Objective 1: Drvelopment of a surface temperature-basrd schrmr for iiccuracy 
assessrnent of passive microwavr SWE irnagery. 
Motivation: 
Passive microwüve estirnates of SWE ürr strongly influencrd by the physical proprnies 
of the snowpack: crystal density. structure and size. ice Irnsrs. and wetnrss. The presrnct: 
of water in the snowpack can iead to regionai underestimation of SWE by passive 
niicrowrivr sensors becriuse wet snow approüches blackbody behaviour. and is thrrrforc: 
"invisi blr" to microwavr sensors ( Walker and Goodison. 1993). Subsequent rttireezing of 
a wet snowpück can result in overestimation of SWE dur to the incre~srd scatter 
rissoc.iatrd with increased crystril s i x  through metümorphism and ice Iayers. Studies have 
sought to mitigatr mors cüused by the physical propenies of the ~nowpcick hy tirsi 
utilizing moming srnsor overpass timrts for which air temperüturrs art. coolest. and 
second. focusing on the winter serison when snow cover is deepsst and driest t for 
examplr. Derksen et al.. 199th). 
Few ritternpts have been made. howevrr, to assess and if necessary adjust. SWE vlilues 
for estimation mors  caused by physical phrnomena. An in dspth invesrigütion of one 
winter season of SWE imsigery by Derksen et al. (2000a). indiçated an intimate 
relationship betwern above freezing surface air temperature. and underestirnation of 
SWE. It  is important. therefore. to identify the intensity and duration of mrlt and refrerzr 
periods within the ten season time series of irnagery utilized in this study. The 
identification of potentidly inaccurate SWE irnagery is clearly essential before the data 
are subjectrd to malysis. Relevant questions include: are melt evrnts prescnt within each 
srason? 1s there a spatial or temporal bias to rnelt evrnt frequency? Whüt are the 
implications for passive microwave derived SWE distributions'! Givrn the large volume 
of imügery availablr. focus will be placrd on developing a rapid and computationally 
simp le procedure in this study. 
Met hod: 
Hourly surface air temperituri: data from the Mrteorological Service of Canada and the 
Hish Plains Climüte Csnter station archives provide an adequate diiiasrt for summarizing 
surface conditions üt the time of passive microwave image acquisition. Station 
distribution is such thüt temperature patterns can be inferred for the North Americün 
Prairie rqion. A srries of temperature threshoids will be used to identify regions where 
temperatures ürr problematic at the time of satellite overpass (üpproxirnütely 0 8 0  locül 
time) and corrections for SWE underestimation and melt - refreeze sficth may be 
r rqu i rd  Temperature filtrn usrd must include consideration of the shon duration of 
most wintsr ssason Prairie melt evrnts. and the time lags involveci in the wiirming and 
subsequent refreezing of a snow pack. An additional challenge is whrn melt events begin 
at the end of one prntad. and overlap into the brginning of the next. essrntiülly creüting 
an iivrraging issue. The temperature threshold technique developed will bc expiainrd and 
applied to the ten season passive microwave dütaset in Chapter 6. Passive microwavt: 
derived wrt snow covcred area imagery (Walker and Goodison. I Y W  1 will provide 
supplementriry information. 
Contri butions: 
Evaluations of commonly used snow cover datasets (such as NOAA snow chiirts: 
Wirsnet et al.. 1987). and cornparisons of multiple datasets (NOAA vrrsus passive 
microwave: Basist et al., 1996) allow for an understanding of the strengths and 
wsüknsssrs associützd with theso data sources. This knowledge iillows decision mrikins 
which mitigates the impact of data biüs on analysis. Just as important. howevrr. is 
consideration of non-systematic errors that may influence analysis results. 
Underestimation of SWE by passive microwave rneasurernents hlls into this clitc-gol. To 
this point. time series analysis of passive microwave data (for example Chang et al.. 
1990: Armstrong and Brodzik. 1998) has not considerrd or applird corrections to data 
collectrd under conditions which knowingly detract from the quality oi' the imagery. The 
temperature threshold screening technique drveloped as the first phase of this study wiil 
identi fy the magnitude and frrqurncy of tcrnprriture-induced underestimation of SWE 
within the dataïet. and tlag problematic measurement intervais within the time series. 
Objectives 2 and 3: Idrntify the extent to which SWE patterns rttoççur within and 
between winter serisons. 
Iden ti fy whether tiriicpir and consistent atmosphcric circulation patterns or anomalies arc 
üssociütrd with any rcpeating modes of SWE. 
 motivation: 
Empirical signais between snow cover and atrnospheric circulation tire cornpliçatrd by 
the ambigui ty i nherent to the inter-relationships betwrcn snow covrr. temperature. and 
circulation (Cohen and Rind. 199 1). Conversely. specific atmospheric patterns do hvour 
precipitation in certain regions, thereby allowing snow covrr distribution tu be a 
consequrnce of sprci fic atmospheric configurations (Walsh. 198-1 ). The exploration of 
analysis mcthods suitable for application CO long tirne serirs of data is therrfore rrquired 
to Fint isolate significant statistical relationships between snow c o w  and the 
atmosphare. and second. identify the physical processes responsiblc for the statistical 
linkrige. 
Method: 
Principal components analysis (PCA) will be used to identify the dominant spatial 
patterns throuph time for three passivr-microwave derived datasrts: i 1 ) prntad SWE. ( 2 )  
prnrad S WE <inornalies based on the 10 srason mean and standard dwiation. and t 3 )  
change in prntad SWE cülculüted by subtracting each SWE pattern frorn the previous. 
Interpretation of the component loading patterns will indicütr which of thrsr SWE timr 
srries is bcst suited for the climatological application of idrntifying associations beiween 
snow cover and atmospheric circulation. The additional objective of this malysis will be 
to isolatr and rrtain cornponents which chüracterize SWE patterns that repeat through the 
ten season time serirs. 
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) gridded atmospheric data will bc 
used in conjunction with the rrtained SWE principal components. An investigation of 
composite and anomaly atmospheric fields will illustrate whether consistent atmospheric 
patterns art: associateci (with tirne lags) [O üny repeating modes of SWE. Figure 1.2 
illustr~tes how the phases of this project will combine to address thrw esxntial resrnrch 
questions. lrading CO the identification of associations between srasonal terrestrial snow 
covrr and atmospheric circulation. 
Contri butions: 
Thsss objectives combine to address a series of important questions thüt w i  l l clarify 
sy noptic-scrilt: sissociations between terrestrial snow cover and ütmospheric circulation: 
To whüt estent does PCA simplify time series analysis? 
Which of the threo pusive microwave derived SWE time series is most appropriütr 
for climatological anrilysis'? 
Do spatial patterns of SWE reappear within and bstween wintrr sctrisons? 
Are unique atmospheric composites and anomalies iissociated w i th an y repeating 
modes of SWE? 
1s thrre consistency i n  the atrnosphrric patterns which coincidr with repeliting SWE 
modes'? 
PCA of SWE imrigcry. 
Assessrnent of passive rnicrowrrvc 
S U E  imagcry wiih station air 
tempenturc data. 
Computc atmosphcric 
composites and rinoma1ic.s thal 
correspond to rctaincd 
Identification of Synoptic-Scale 
Feedbacks in Space and Time 
Between Snow Covcr and 
Atmospheric Circulation 
Figure 1.2 Summary of analysis flow. 
1.2 Study Area 
Because of limitations in püssive microwave SWE retrieval algorithms (dtxribed fully in 
Chapirr 2). this study is Limited to invcstigating the snow cover regirnr for the Canadian 
Prairies and Amcrican Great Plains. The benefits of ri regional approach are presented by 
Lerithers et al. ( 1995). The authors state that a regional approach to examinint the 
sy noptiç-scalr elfects of snow covrr is nrcessary dur to the inter-relared in tlurnce of 
snow and land cover on the cnergy budget. For instance. fresh snowfiill in the open 
Priirir rnvironmrnt of the Great Plains can raise the regionül albedo to 80%. whilc in 
forestrd rcgions. fresh snow will  result in an albrdo of only 25-50%. The effeçt of snow 
on the radiation balance thrrefore varies with region and land cover type. 
Within the North Arnericrin Prairie region. thrre is extremt: viiriability in ihr duration of 
t ht. snow cover sexson, ranging from several weeks to multipl~ months. Intcrannuiii 
variability is strong for both snow rxtrnt and magnitude (Brown. 19971. Robinson and 
Hughes ( i 99 1 ). using a ground station data set that extended brick to the 1920'5. 
identi tkd ii generiil trend of increrrsed snow covrr in the Great Plains. wi th the IC)8O*s 
brins the second snowirst decadr since the 1930's. This trend. howsvrir. contains a high 
levr l of interannual variability. with decadal scale tluctuations. 
The marginal snow cover zone cornposed of the southern Great Plains hüs bern s h o w  to 
have the strongest correlation on the continent between depmures from normal snow 
cover and sudace temperatures (Walsh et al.. 1982). Lerithers and Robinson ( 1993) 
identify Great Plains snow cover. or lack of it, as ii significant moditier of air masses 
moving south out of Canada. If snow is present on the Plains. air m a s  modification is 
minor and below average temperatures can extend far south to the Gulf of Mexico. If 
snow is absent, the air masses are quickly w m e d ,  are less l i  kely to move south. and 
thcrrby do not cause stronz deviütion from normal temperatures. Korl et al.. t 1993) 
identify the Prairie rrgion as a temperature-sensitive snow cover zone for the months of 
Decernber. lanuary, February and March, showing the winter months to btt Lin active 
period for invrstigüting associations betwren snow cover and atmosphcric circiilation. 
This cursory ovrrvirw shows that whilr the passive microwüve derivsd SWE don 
product is limitsd to the Priirie region of North Amerka. this arc3 is Lin active çontributor 
to snow covcr - atmospherr interaction in the wintrr rnonths. and is thus an cippropriatt: 
location for study. 
It  is olso important to considrr the physiological characteristics of the study m a  for two 
rerisons. First. as discussed fully in Chapter two. land cover crin influence passive 
microwave ernission from the surfice. Since the passive microwrive SWE algorithm 
utilizrd in this study w u  drveloped for the Canadian Proirirs. regions of forestcd axas 
and high relief temin should not bt: investigatrd. Srcondly. land çovrr Lind topopphy 
influence the redistribution and retention of snow cover (Konig and Sturm. I9C)S) 
mcaning thot dominant SWE patterns in Nonh Americnn may potentially be linksd CO 
land cover. 
A classi tkd land cover image of North Arnerica. drrived from visible satellite imirgery is 
shown in Figure 1.3. It is apparent from this image thrit the study areri is Iargely free of 
forest covrr encept for the rxtreme northeast. niere may be some topogrophic influence 
dong the western margin of the study area. but the region is Iiirgrly composed of Prairie 
p s s l and  and agrkultural areas with littlr physical relief - conditions [hot çontribute to 
accurate SWE algorithm performance. Within the Prairie region. depression areas will 
retain more snow than surrounding areas. creating a degree of heterogeneity of within- 
pixel snow depth and density. Given the lvge passive microwave imaging footprint. 
however. this large scale variability still provides a more straightforward microwave 
scattering environment when compared to regions with pronounced temin variations and 
a more complex vegetative layer. 
Figure 1 3  Nonh America land cover classification (from MODIS imagery) illustrahg 
regional land cover characteristics. Study area is outlined: inset illustrates the lack of 
topographical relief in the study area. <modis.gsfc.nu~.gov> 
Findly. Figure 1.4 illustrates the low-density drainage network in the continental interior 
of North America. This c m  be contrasted to the region imrnediately north of the study 
area. which contins a lvge number of small lakes. Given the impact of standing water 
on microwave ernission, the relative absence of surface water in the study region is also 
bene ficial to algorithm performance. 
Figure 1.4 Drainage network of Nonh Amenca. 
Study are? is outlined. 
Coninry to the relatively small area of the SWE imagery. the gridded atmospheric data 
study m a  is composed of grid points ovrr the rntire Nonh American continent. including 
the Arctic Archipelago and Greenluid. The larger atrnosphrric data window dlows 
investigation of synoptic telrconnections betwern snow cover and atmospheric 
circulation. 
1 3  Study Outline 
In chapten 2 and 3. 1 will provide contest to the study by reviewing snow cover data 
acquisition methods. and associations between snow cover and atmospheric circulation 
respectively. A summary of the data utilized throughout the study is provided in Chapter 
4. with a description of the analysis methods in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6. 1 summarize the 
surface temperature-based assessment of the time series of passive microwave SWE 
imagery. while Chapter 7 is dedicated to the tirne series andysis of SWE and atmospheric 
data. A summary of results with discussion is contained in Chapter 8. whilr conclusions 
and future research needs are provided in and 9. 
The measuremrnt of terrestrial snow cover can takc many forrns: snow cxtent. snow 
cover duration. snow depth. snowfall. and snow wütrr equivalent (SWE). Thesr variables 
are, however. deceptively diffrcult to rneasure. In sirri estimates of the depth of snow on 
pround art: obtained by niler rneasurement. or by continuously-loggiy sonic snow depth 
sensors. but thrse data are lirnited by the lack of a spatial componrnt. Mrüsurement of 
solid precipitation. expressrd as snowfall, is hindered by the simple f x t  that filling snow 
is difficult to capture in a stationary target. Conventional manuül survrty methods are 
spatially and temponlly constrained. Remote sensing technology cm providr spatially 
continuous snow cover data. but is adversely infiuenced by wavrlrngth-sprci fic issues 
ranging from cloud penetration to the influence of land cover. In the following 
discussion. 1 will show that technological improvements in remote scnsing have not 
addressed al1 the challenges in acquiring snow cover data; however. this development 
does allow increased opponunity for quantitative assessment and cornp;irison of snow 
cover information. which contributes to more accountable dtitrisets. 
2.1 Conventional Surface Methods 
2.1.1 Snow Course Measurernents 
hi siru merisureinent of snow cover in the form of snow courses have formrd the historic 
basis of the Canadiün snow survey network (Goodison et al.. 1957). A snow course is ri 
trwsrct upon a selected line. with marked sümpling points where depth and SWE 
mcÿsurements are made. Snow course Irngth. and frequency of sampling points art: 
definrd drpending on the site conditions such i is slope. aspect. Innd covcr. and uniformity 
of snow cover (Goodison et ai.. 198 1 ). Snow course data collection in Crinadri wris 
camed out in d l  provinces led by the Wüter Rrsources Briinch of the Inland Watrr and 
Lands Di rectorats. and the Atmosphcric Environment Service ( both of Environmrn t 
Canada). The number of sites reporting snow course data have b e n  in constant tlux sincr 
1922. ai sumrnarized in  Goodison et al. (1987). Snow course data collrçtion proprams 
wcre also organizrd in the Western United States by the Department of Agriculture üs a 
response to the severe drought conditions rxperiencrd in the early 1930's (Cayün. 19961. 
A network of more than 2000 sites can be found throughout eleven states. providing an 
unintrmpted timr xnrs of data ( 1946 - 1989) suitüble for eaamining relritionships 
between snow covrr. surface runoff. and mnospheric circulation t for example. Cayan. 
1 996: McCabe and Legütes. 1995). 
Brnrfits of the in sinr snow course collection procedure includr the abi l i  ty ro provide 
basin scale estimates of SWE in regions where remote sensing techniques rire not yet 
operitional (Elder et al. 19%). Local snow course data collection also allows 
investigation of the controis on snow distribution and catchment (for example. 
topography). Additionaliy. availabie time serirs are of sufficirnt Irngth to allow trend 
anüiysis t for rxample. Johnson et al., 1999). 
Snow course measurements are constrained by the manual nature of thrir collection. For 
exarnplr. the Western United States snow course nrtwork hüs consistent data nrar the 
tïrst day of each winter month only (Cayan. 1996). In addition. a sampling schrrnr that 
considers local landscape characteristics is required in order to drrivr accurate büsin scüle 
estimates (Goodison et al.. 1987). From a systrmatic perspective. snow courw SWE 
meuuremcnts (obtained by inxrting a tube through the snowpack to the soi1 to cut and 
hold a snow core). tend to underestimate S WE because of sampling di ftïçul tics associated 
with icr Irnses. ground icr. and drpth hou (Carroll. 1987). The s i x  of the sarnpling 
cutter can iilso intluence riccuracy (Goodison et al.. 1987). 
2.1.2 Gauge Meûsurements 
The merisurement of solid precipitation by automated field instrumentation has motivated 
international standardization attempts (Goodison et al.. 1989) and generatrd controvrrsy 
(sec Groisman et al.. 1996 and Yang and Goodison. 1998) brcüust: of the açknowlrdgrd 
diftïculty in rneasunng falling snow with a cachment gauge. L~ndercntch by standard 
griugrs is a comrnon probiem. predominantly caused by wind-induced turbulence at the 
güuge opening (Groisman and Easteriing, 1994). The use of a wel l design4 shield. 
howrver. reduces these mors to a correctable level. Additional adjustments for wetting 
loss. evapontion. sublimation. and trace snow f d l  events must ülso be adopted (Yang et 
a[.. 1998). 
The Worid Meteoroiogical Organization (WMO) has evaluated and produced correction 
procedures for snow gauge measurements (Yang et al. 1998: Yang et al.. 1999). It is 
important to note that individual stations require individual üdjustments. which are 
ideally applied daily (Yang et al., 1998). When using time series of güugtl nierisurements. 
thorough data evaluation and correction is essentid to ensure that observed variability 
and trends are climate induced. not artificial constructs of methodologicai and rquipmrnt 
inconsistency . Changes in meteorological conditions such as wind speed and air 
temperature. use of different gauges (for example, the Amerkm National Weather 
Service 8-inch standard gauge versus the Russian Tretyakov p u g e  ) or shields ( for 
example. Nipher versus Alter). and changes in snow gauge exposure and location can ail 
iniroduce bias and incompatibilities in time series of gauge measurements iGoodison et 
al.. 198 1 ). Groisman and Easterling ( 1994) state that reliable anüIysis of continental 
North American precipitrrtion using gauge measurements can only be prrforrntrd back to 
195 1.  at which point obsrrving stations werc consistently rrlocatrd to iqxn îrtxs nrür 
airports. and station density in Alaska and Nonhem Canada incrrasrd sufficicntly to 
allow regional estimates. 
In summwy. gauge estimates can provide a long tirni: srries of dnily information on 
snow fall. Wi th current automated data loging technology, ii continuous Stream of 
measurernent is possible. Standardization issues regarding the homogeneity of data from 
multiple sites and instruments, and corrections which must be ripplird to account for 
wrtting loss. wind-induced undercatch. and trace snowfül 1 evrnts remüin important. 
Sparse and irregular gauge networks. especially in remote regions such as Northern 
Canada limit the regional application of these data. Because of thesc chriracteristics. 
rernote sensincg has been turned to as a snow cover data source. 
2.2 Remote Sensing Techniques 
2.2. t Visible and Infrared Sensors 
NOM S m  w Clrcrrrs 
Wrekly snow chats. ris summarized by Robinson (1993), have bern rivailable since 1966 
with the Iaunch of the first National Oceünic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAAI 
mrtrorological satellite. The snow charts are produced from visual intcrprrtation of 
photogr~phic opies of Advanced Very High Resolution (AVHRR) irnogery. prrformsd 
by trainrd meteorologists. Digital information is cornpletely disregarded. The snow 
boundary as detrrmined by the data intrrpretrr is transferred to a 150 000 000 polar 
srereographic grid with crll sizes ranging from 16 000 km: to 42 000 km'. No quantitative 
information on snow drpth or snow water equivalent (SWE) is available. A binary 
snowho snow system is usrd whereby if a ccll is deemed to hwc  over 50% snow 
coveragc it  is classitkd as snow. If a cell is classifird as snow for more days thon it is 
clüssified as no snow within a single week. it is dermrd to bti snow covrrrd for that rntirr: 
week. If cloud covrr does not allow the identification of surthce conditions in a given 
crll. the prrvious crll classification is retainrd until clear sky conditions return. 
Wiesnrt et al. ( 1987) identify a number of factors which clin hindrr the visuai 
identification of terrestrial snow covcr in visible and near infrüred satellite irnagery. Low 
solar illumination becaux of a high zeniih angle diminishes the brightness of snow. 
reducing its discernibility, while dense forest and other types of surface cover can m a k  
the presence of underlying snow. Finally, visual discrimination of snow and clouds can 
be difficult. The most serious deficiencies in the snow charts occur during the riutumn 
season when illumination is typically Lowest and dense cloud covrr is frequent (Wiesnet 
et al.. 1987). Logically. the accuracy of snow charts is greatest in üreris whrre skies are 
frequently cleür. illumination is hiph. and snow cover is stable and evolves slowly 
( Wiesnet et al., 1987). 
A clear asset of the NOAA snow charts is the long time scries of avriilrrblr data. To 
understand and assess natural variability and change. climatological studirs require 
extended time series of data for wtiich the NOAA product providrs t h r  longest satellite 
record. NOAA snow chms were the first spatially continuous dataset suitablc for 
rxamining Nonhrm Hrmisphrre snow covrr variability (see Wiesnrt and Matson. 1976; 
Dewey. 1987a). and rrmain a populÿr data source (for instance. Karl et al.. 1993: Frei and 
Robinson. 1998). 
In June 1999. the weckly NOAA snow chans were replacrd hy the düily Intrnictive 
Multisensor Snowmap (IMS) product. This datasrt relies not only on visible imagrry. but 
supplrmrntül passive microwavr and station data (Ramsay. 1998 1. The intesration of 
thrss data sources hrlps to address the weaknesses in  the wcekly snow ~ h a n s  that wrrr 
discusssd previously. Using a 15-month overlap penod. an assessrnent of the IMS 
product as comparrd to the traditional snow chans is presented by Robinson et al. ( 1999). 
Romanov et al. ( 2 0 0 )  further augment the IMS product with Gsostationary Operational 
Environmental Satei li tes (GOES) imagery . and note the benefits of improved automation 
and objrctivity over the manually derived IMS maps. 
L-\ NDSA T TM IMr\ GER Y 
The use of visible wavelength satellite imagery to map snow cover hris predornintintly 
fallen under the realrn of the NOAA snow charts described previously. However. Lündsrit 
TM data have been explored for mapping snow cover in specific watershrds dur to its 
superior spatial resolution (Dozier et al.. 198 1 : Dozier and Marks. 1987: Dozirr. 1989). 
Using surface retlectance threshold values and band ratios for TM bands 1.  2. and 5. 
Dozier ( 1989) was able to successfully map basin scale snow çover. whilr: areas of large 
surface grain sizes wrrs also discriminated by utilizing TM bands 2.4. and 5 .  The high 
retlectünce of ciouds in the 1.55 to 1.73 pm ringr (TIM band 5 )  allowed quantitative 
müsking of thesr areas. Weaknesses of this mrthodology. howrvrr. includr ( 1 ) difficulty 
in deri ving surface reflectance in mountainous terrain due to changes in air m a s  with 
rlevation. shading, and steeply sloped basins. ( 2 )  the binary classiticaiion output of pixels 
being entirrly snow free or snow coversd. and (3) the extensive field data necçssüry to 
pcrrform an crror assrssmçnt (Nolin et al.. 1993). In addition, Landsat revisit iime is poor. 
( 16 to 18 days) making this data unsuitable for monitoring the potentially rüpid rvolution 
of snow cover. 
Perhaps the grratest drawback to snow müpping using orbiting optical ssnsors is the Iack 
of spectral information. The spectral response of snow dur to changing püramçtrrs such 
üs depth. p i n  size. and contaminant level hiis been established ( srr Wiscombe and 
Warren. 1 980: Warren and Wiscom be. 1980). However the hyperspttctrril information 
needrid to discriminate these surtaces cannot currently br: metisured by an orbi ting sensor. 
Spectral mixture models. which allow sub-pixel spatial annlysis. have b e n  üpplied to 
Airbornr Visi ble and Infrared Imaging Spectrorneter (AVIRIS) hy prrspectral imqery . 
succrssfully discriminating drep snow. thin snow. shaded snow. and snow/vegetation 
pixel classes (Nolin et al.. 1993) illustrating the potential which exists for hyprrspectral 
snow monitoring of snow cover. AVIRIS irnagery has recently bern applird to mappin, 
griin size ( Nolin and Dozier. 2000). Hypenpectral data c m  be used to drterminr optical 
absorption at 1 .O3 Pm. with greater absorption meaning larger snow crystal s i x  t Nolin 
and Dozier. 2000). The Hypenon srnsor. due for imminent Iaunch on the EO-l platform. 
will acquire data in 220 chünnels. allowing hypenprctnl snow mecisurement techniques 
to be trünsferred from üirbome to spacebome imagery. 
'C!ODIS 
The procedure for mapping snow covrr from Modrrate Rrsolution Imqing Speccromrtrr 
(MODIS) irnagery was in the development phase long bttfore the Iaunch of the EOS AM- 
I platform (Terra) in Decembsr of 1999. The MODIS sensor has 36 bands mending 
from 0.4 to 14.5 prn with a spatial resolution of 500 rnetres. A prototype cnow mappine 
alsorithm for blOD[S data was developed using Lrindsat TM imqsry  ( R i g s  et al.. 1994; 
Hall et al.. 1995). The decision criteria for the presence or absence of snow was based on 
a Normalized Differential Snow Index (NDSI) calculated for rach pixel. hlathcmaticall y. 
(with Landsat Thematic Mapper imagery). NDSI is definrd as: 
The orisinül decision criteria for ri snow covered pixel were a minimum NDSI valus of 
appronimately 0.4. and a TM4 retleciance of greater than I I C/c CO avoid misclassi fication 
of wntrr (Hall et al.. 1995). This procedure was evaluatrd using Landsat TM irnagery of 
the Sierra Nevada range. with 98% of snow covered pixels i> 60% within the pixel) 
accurately classified as snow (Hall et al.. 1995). Sources of error were minly 
topographical in nature. while spuse snow coverrige within a sinsle pixel. forest cover. 
and clouds also nsgatively impacted results. 
Of particular concrm is the mapping of snow cover in forestcd regions. As mentionrd 
rarlier. dense canopy cover hampen discrimination of snow cover in visible imagery. 
whi 1s later discussion will show that passive-microwave derivsd snow covrr algori thms 
also strugglr to accurately retrievs snow information in a forestrd environmen t. The 
original NDSI routine did not recognizr snow cover in IO% of forested yrt complrtrly 
snow covrrrd pixrls (Hall et al.. 1995). so the challenge of rnapping snow in regions of 
forested land cover remained. 
An improvsd snow mapping routine for MODIS is presentrd by HaII et al. ( l W B  ). and 
directly addresses the problrm of rnapping snow in forestrd areas. Using MODIS 
Airbornr Simulator (MAS) data collected in Central Alaska. the NDSI procedure 
described previously is snhanced. The initial decision critrriii remain the same. Howwer. 
the minimum NDSI threshold of 0.4 excludes snow covered forests. .An iirbitrary 
decrerisr: of the NDSl threshold is not ri feasible solution, ris this mates mors of 
commission criusrd by the incorrect mapping of snow-frer forcsted land as snow covçred. 
The solucion is to combine NDSI and Nonnrilized Diffferential Vsgtttrition Index iNDVI) 
data. lowrring the NDSI threshold when appropriate. but using NDVI information io 
rxclude snow-free. forestcd land (Hall a al. 19%). Finally. if retlrctancr betwren 0.61 
and 0.67 pm ( MODIS band I ) is below IO%, the pixel will not be rnapprd 3s snow ro 
awid miscIi1~sitic;ltion of dark objects (Hall et al. 1998). 
Results indicrite thrit the new routine correctly classified 98% of pixels in highly 
vrgetiited rrgions. whilr 99% of snow covered pixels were xcurately clüssifird as snow 
whrn vrgrtative çover was less than 50% per pixel (HaII et al.. 1998 ). The improvrd 
MODIS al_oorithm shows potential to provide accurate maps of regional and hrrnisphrric 
snow cover. yrr. some issues remain. Will an accurate global product br generatrd using 
a regionally developed algorithm'? WiII the success in mapping snow cover in vegetated 
regions of Alaska transfer to other biomes such as the Canadian boreal forest'? To what 
rxtrnt will cloud covrr plague efforts to produce a continuous and sensitive timr srrirs? 
The operational MODIS snow cover product has now been releasrd io the public sincr 
Septcmbrr. $000. Initial assessrnent of the product indicated some problerns with the 
cloud masking procedure. (Riggs and Hall. 2000). while concerns have brrn raisrd ovrr 
the sudace clüssification in regions with a high proportion of Iakrs (A.  Walkrr. persona1 
communic;ttion, 200 1 ), 
2.2.2 Radar 
Synthrtic aperture radar (SAR) imagery h a  a similar spatial rcsolution to Liindsat TM 
data (30 rnetres). and likrwise. is suited to bitsin scalt: studirs. Whilr opportunities for 
obtüining visible imagery cm be limitrd by cloud covcr. SAR dütü have the bsnrfit of 
çloud penetration. proving idral for mountainous basins whrrr çlear sky conditions cün 
be rare. The spütial resolution of radar sensors is also compatible with the topogaphiç 
variability present in alpine regions (Shi et al.. 1994). A disadvantüge of SAR. howevrr. 
is the difficulty in constructing a temporally precisr image timr series duc to poor sensor 
revisit tirne. 
Volume scattering within a shallow. dry snow covrr is nrgligibk lit C-band (5.3 GHz. the 
frequrncy utilized by orbiting scnsors such as ERS- 1 and Radarsat). such thlit my 
increzilic in volume scatter attributed to rt deeper snow pack is undetectablc (Rott and 
Kunzi. 1983). Multiple steps are therefore nerded to map snow cover using data üt this 
frequency. Bernier and Fortin ( 1998) explain that a unique rehtionship c m  be found 
between the thermal resistance of the snowpack ( R ) ,  and the backsclittering power ratio. 
Sincr linrar rrlationships have been identified between SWE and R. this indirect method 
for mapping shallow. dry snow cover can be exploited. 
Using SAR data to rnap wct snow. howevrr. crin be based on the observed drcrtt~se in the 
bückscattrring coefficient as snow wetness increasrs (Stiles and L'laby. 1980). Radar 
rctun from wet snow is dominated by volume scattering from the top few centimetres of 
the snowpack. with somr contribution from surface roughnrss ( Rott and Kunzi. 1983). 
Using a multitemporal approach. wet snow areas can br detected by changes in 
backscatter from one image to the next. rissuming a change in snowpack statt. from dry to 
wrt ( Büghdadi et al.. 1997). The drvelopment of an operational snow covcr monitoring 
scherne in Finland has i llustrated that SAR-derived snow cover maps do agrw wi t h 
AVHRR rrtlciçtance through the spring mrlt period (Koskinrn et al.. 1999). 
In cornpanion papers. Shi and Dozier (2000a and 20ûûb) providr e~idençe that the 
correlation betwern radar backscattrr and SWE cün be posi tivr. negati ve. or negligible. 
Thry argue. thrrcforr. that empiriciil rneans cannot be usrd to estirnate SWE from radar 
data. Rathrr. they present polximrtric mode1 results that allow the estimation of snow 
dcpth. snow density. and hence. SWE. Shuttle Irnaging Radar t SIR 1 X and C band SAR 
data wrrr usrd in conjunction with the modelling üpproach and y irldrd hvourable results 
under constrained conditions. Thesr limitations include a dependrncr on incidence ansle 
(so an image area DEM is required). snow physical state (dry snow only 1. and ground 
conditions (bxe  soi1 or rock). 
2.2.3 Gamma Surveys 
Whik not a spaceborne remote sensing technique, aerial gamma survrys have historically 
provided operiitionally sound snow cover information (Rango. 1983). Gamma radiation 
i 10 " pm) tlux from the ground is primarily controllrd by radioisotopes in the soil. 
Xttenuation of terrestrial gamma radiation by water in any statt: cillows estimation of 
winter srüson SWE by a low fly ing airborne sensor (Carroll, 1987). By collecting 
background gamma radiation data before snowfall. subxquent data collctctrd over a snow 
covered surfrice on the same tlight line allows the gamma rittenuation to be rdated to 
snow wcitrr squivalent throueh establishrd calibration curves (for example. Frirzsche. 
1982). A rnean xral rneasure i s  integratcd for the approximütrly 5 km length of ti typical 
tlight line (CrrrroIl. 1987). 
Attenuation of gamma radiation is controllrd by the amount of watrr contriinrd within the 
snowpack and top soi1 layer (20 cm). ;Mathemütically. this is the surn of SWE. ice Irnsçs. 
liquid wliter in the snowpack. ground ice, standing watrr. and soi1 rnoisturr (Carroll. 
1987). The attenuation is not sensitive to the phase of the water. so gamma rneasurrments 
csin be taken independent of the physical state of the snowpack. Data collection is limited. 
however. to VFR (visual tlight rules) conditions due to the low tlying altitude of the 
plane. Correspondingly . gamma data cannot be collrctrd over mountainous terrain. 
Gamma survey data rire currently used operationaIly by the Amencrin National Werither 
Service. and have provided the baseline information from which 0 t h  SWE retrieval 
algori thms have been devc-loped (Goodison and Walker. 1994). Whi le t hrr data are limited 
to calibrated tlight lines, gamma surveys provide a remotely detected rstimate of SWE 
which has proven usehl to water resource managers. 
1.2.4 Passive- Microwave Sensors 
The basic rquation of microwave radiornetry is: 
E = T,/T 
where E i s  the rmissivity of an object. Th is the brightness temperature. which u n  be 
detrctcd rrmotrly. and T i s  the physical temperature of the object (Zwally and Glorrson. 
1977). Naturd objrcts rmit only a Raction of the longwcive radiation cornparrd to a 
pefrct blückbody rmittrr üt the same physical temperature. This relationship is definrd 
by the fraction of Th to T in the equation above. 
The übility to distinguish bstween snow covered and snow free land in the microwavr 
portion of the electromqnrtic spectrum i s  a function of changes in microwcivt. sçüttcr 
caused by the presrnce of snow crystnls. For a snow covered ~urfiicr. Th decreahrh with 
incrrasing snow drpth becüusr the grrater number of snow crystals providrs increasrd 
scattering of the microwavr signal. This simple relationship. howrver. i s  complicated by 
a range of physical pnrûmeters (Table 7.1) which are discussed bclow. 
Tabk 2.1 Parümrtrrs intlurncing interaction betwern micrownvr rnergy and the 
snowpac k. 
Priramctcr [nflucncc on Microwave Encrgv 
Snow Wctncss Wct snow üpproaches blück boûy hehiiviour: hrltwccn chrinncl 
brightness tempenture pd icn t  dcgradcs: snow covcr ticcornes 
"invisible". 
Icc Crusrs Altcrs absorption and emission charactcristics: Incrcriscs crnissivity 
rit high frequencics relative to low frcqucncics. 
Dcpth H«ar and Crystül Structurc Large crystals increase snowprick wattcr. artitlciaily incrcsising 
retrieved SWE. 
Snow Dcpth At  a maximum of approximately 1 mctrc dcpth. relritionship 
bctween brightness temperature and SWE wcrikcns: microwrivcs rire 
tnnsparcnt to thin snow (c 3 cm). 
Tcmpcr~ture Large temperature gradients çontributc to dcpth hoür formation; 
tempenture physicalty associated with snow wetncss. 
Soi1 Conditions Soi1 type and wetness can intlucncc cmissivity. 
Vcgetativc Cover Wide ranging effects: contribures sczittcr. absorption. and cmission 
Snow Wtness 
Unliks  gamma radiation. the presence of liquid water in the snowpack alters microwave 
emission charactenstics. rffectively limiting the quantitative detemination of SWE. 
Undçr wet snow conditions, snow ripproaches black body behiiviour resuiting in a very 
weak brightness temperüture gradient between microwave frequencies. Snow çover 
patterns have been observrd to "apped' "disappeüi' and "reappeür" brtween subsequeni 
orbits of microwüve sensors (Walker and Goodison. 1993). It is important to note only ri 
small itmount of watrr is necrssary within the crystal matrin to signiiïcantly influence 
Sriow C y m l  S i x  Deprh H o m  ancl Icr Criists 
Crystals within a snowpack do not remain constant through a wintrr season. but undcrgo 
mrtamorphism. In the context of snow crystnl evolution. metamorphism cm be defincd 
as a change of interna! structure without any change in depth or watrr rquivalent 
(Colbrck. 1986). The main snow crystal rnetamorphic mechanism is rvüporation from the 
sharp rxtremitirs of snow flakes and condensation on the rounded pans. leading io ihci 
formation of larger qs ta ls .  An increase in snow crystal size increases the sçiitterîng 
cross-section, thereby lowering the microwave brightness temperature. which irnplies an 
apparent incruse in snow amount. Armstrong et al. ( 1993). found thüt a change in snow 
p i n  diûrneter of 0.4 mm is associated wiih a change in brizhtnrss temperüture of 50 O 
Kelvin. This brightness temperature sensitivity to grain size occurs through a rringe of 
p i n  diameten. from 0.1 mm to 1 .O mm (Armstrong et al., 1993). 
The presence of depth hoar, or large faceted grains. has been found to be a significant 
source of error in microwave retrieval of snow covrr parameters (Chang er al-. 1987: Hall 
et al.. 199 1 ). These large crystals develop when the snowpack temperature grridisnt 
rxcrrds 10" C m.' (Colbeck. 1987). The disproponionate sizr of depth hoür to othrr snow 
grüins. iikrws the relationship between brightness temperature and snow drpth. A 
diffrrenct: of 20 O Kelvin has been observed between two snowpacks of sirnilar drpth. but 
with signiîïcant depth hou at only one location (Hall et al.. 1986). 
Using a station rneasurernent nrtwork from the Former Soviet Union. Rosrnfrld and 
Grody (2000) observe that brightness temperatures decreasc: wiih increasing snow çover 
(as raprcted) on1 y unti l mid-winter. whrn btightness temperatures begin to incrrue 
drspite growing snow depth. This relationship is dtiven by snow crystal mrtlimorphism. 
which reduces the single scattering albedo of the snowpück. As snow cowr compacts 
over time. the individual pürticle früction increûses. the single scattering albedo 
decrtrcixs. and brightness temperatures increûse. This crrlitrs a late-winter disruption in 
the sxpected relationship betwrrn increrising snow depth and drcreasd brightness 
ternprratures. 
Utilization of scanning elrctron microscope technology h a  allowcd consideration not 
only of snow crystal sizr but also shape (Wergin et al.. 1995). Initial atrempts to quanti- 
the role of cry stal shape on microwavr scattering using an slt.çtrorniignetic scattering 
mode1 have found no sipificrint relationships (Foster et al.. 1999). In cornpanion study. 
it wüs found that cystal orientation was dso an insignificant influence on microwave 
scatter sit 37 GHz (Foster et al.. 2 0 ) .  
Ice crvsts on the surface and within the snowpack also alter the absorption and smission 
of microwave radiation from the surface. Crustai layers act to increase the emissivity rit 
high frequrncies relative to low frequencies thereby al tering the betwrrn channe 1 
brightness temperature gradient used to make quantitative estirnates of SWE. Grody et al. 
( 1998) suggest that the transmittance of ice (which is a function of thicknrss and 
wavelrngth ), can improvr radiative trünsfer efforts to model snowpiick emissivity . Icr: 
cmst corrections have not ken  incorporated into current passive-rnicrowtive rilgorithrns. 
howrver. becausr of the di fficul ty in quantitatively çorrecting for the presencr and 
thickness of these Iayers. 
Ltrnd Corvr 
Whilr phy sical snowpack parametrrs cm greatly influence the accuracy of passive 
microwrivr monitoring of snow cover. the addition of a cornplex scattrring vqewtive 
Iriyer cm furthsr confound the situation. For instance. a boreal forest canopy contributes 
absorption. ernission, and scattering of microwave energy by the presrncr of tqetütion 
alone. The interception of falling snow by the canopy mems that emittrd energy is 
scattercd by the surface snowpack, vegetative cover and crinopy. and intercepted snow. 
This providrs a much more complex scattering environment compareci to the open 
Prairies. where snow cover exists rit the interface between the surfrice and overlyin_o 
atmosphere (Fostrr et al.. 199 1 ). nie  varied attempts to cornpensate for the role of Iünd 
çovrr in passive-microwave algorithm drvelopment will be discussrd later. 
Atmospheric Limitcitions 
Airborne studies have indicatèd that higher microwave frequrncies (grrater than 94 GHz) 
are ideül for monitoring snow cover because of a heightened sensi tivity to thin snow 
cover and subtle changes in snow depth (Kurvonen and Hallikainen. 1997). 
Unfortunately. these wavelengths are not considered atmospherically transparent and are 
thrrefore not uti lized by spaceborne satellite srnsors. Analysis of airborne Mil lirneter- 
wavr Imaging Radiometer (MIR) data. however. indicatrs that only a 2 a K brightness 
trrnperature differencr over a snow covered surface at 89 GHz cm be atrributed to the 
prrsrnce of cioud cover (Tait et al.. 19994. With higher frequency chünnels ( 89. 150. 
and 110 GHz) planned for future passive millimeter wave srnsors. the lrvcl of snow 
cover information which can be retrieved at these wavelengths is being explored (Tait et 
al.. 1999b3. 
Pa.t-sir~e-r~iicru\t-~~ve Algorithni Drvelopment 
Passive-microwüvr sensors have bren orbiting the emh sincr the Elscironic Scünning 
Multichannrl Radiometer (ESMR) was Isiunched in 1972. t'ollowed by the Scrinning 
iMultichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR -- 1978 to 1987) and the Speciril Scnsor 
Miçrowavc/tmagrr (SSM/I -- 1987 to present). The brnefits of passive-miçrowave 
sensors includr dl-wrathrr imüging capabilities. rapid sccne revisit rime. and the ability 
to retrirvr quantitative information on snow cover parmeters. Broad pixel dimensions 
lrnd thrse data to regional and hernispheric scalr studirs. These qualities have Isd to a 
large rrsearch effort toward devrloping snow water equiviilent retrirvcil dgorithms for 
passive-microwave data. 
Hrrrrispheric cl(Soritlrms 
Hemispheric scalr passive-microwave snow covrr mspping algorithrns (Table 2.1) 
concrptually coniradict some basic principles of microwave radiornetry by applying a 
single snow-rnapping scheme to multiple biomes. Numerous studics have documented 
the complicating effects of land cover on microwave monitoring of snow cover (HaII et 
al. 1982; Foster et al. 199 1: Kurvonen and HaIlikainen ,1997). Convrrsely. justification 
for the use of a single algonthm for large regions is providrd by Josbrrgrr et al. ( 1995) 
who show that the standard deviation of grain size rneasurements in the field indicütr that 
grain sizrs are relütively uniform over large areas. This docs not addrrss. however. 
regional vüriations in land cover. Foster et al. (1997) state that it is usrful to use a single 
algorithm in different regions in order to assess algonthm response to a viiriety of snow 
and land cover conditions. 
Table 2.1 Summüry of hemispheric scale passive-microwüve snow covrr retririval 
algorithms. 
Study Sensor Algorithm Description 
Kunzi et al.. IW! SMMR Discriminates Nonhcrn Hemisphcrc dry and mcliing 
snow: uses horizonially polaritcd hrightncss 
tcmpcnturc pndicnt. I X  ancl 37 CHI. chrinncls. 
Chang c't al.. 1987 SMMR Nonhern Hemisphcrc snciw dcpth using hori~iiniiilly 
polarizcd 18 - 37 GHL brightncss tcnipcrriturc 
Jiffcrcncc. 
Griidy and Brisist. 1996 SSMA Nonhcrn Hcmisphcrc snow cxtcni uhing XS GHL 
frcqucncy. 
Frisier c't al.. 1997 SMMR ModiîÏcs Chang CI al.. I11X7. q u r a t c  North .Amcrica 
and Eur~sii i  algorithms. 
Kunzi et al.. ( 1982) utilizrd the horizontally polarized bnghtnw temperature gradient 
betwern the 1 Y and 37 GHz SMMR channrls to map dry and wet snow for the Nonhern 
Hrmisphere while Chang et al. ( 1987) devised a similür algorithm for drtermining snow 
depth. Chang et al. ( 1990) daim the algorithm is reasonably accurate when snow depths 
are brtween 2.5 cm and I m. although the SMMR algorithm consistrntly undrrrstim;itrs 
hemispheric snow covered area compared to NOAA chans. 
An improvement on the Chang et al. (1987) algonthm is presrntrd by Fostcr et al. ( 1997). 
Thry acknowledp the dependence of microwave scatter on vrgrtativr cover and snow 
crystal size. and adjust the original algorithm by creating sepante North Amrrican and 
Euriian algorithms to better account for fractional forest cover and typical grain s ix .  
Usinz an caisting snow drpth climatology as a baseline, comparative studies by Fostrr et 
al. ( 1997) show that the nrw algorithms perform better over an iinnual cycle than the 
original Chang et al. ( 1987) algorithm. 
In a unique ripproach to using passive-microwave denvèd data for determinins snow 
cover. Grody and Basist ( 1996) use a brightness temperiture threshold decision trre to 
çlassify snow covered ground. They use the 85 GHz SSMA channel. rare for the rrtrievd 
of surfrice parameters because of potential interference of the microwiive signal at this 
frequrncy by atrnospheric watrr vapour. This high frequrncy is. howrwr. ideal for 
merisuring snow cover in marginal rireas as it can identify the weak scattering signature of 
shallow snow. This is obsrrvrd by comparing NOAA snow charts and the 85 GHz 
decision tree output. Whrre snow cover is persistent. the two products üprrc closrly. 
howevsr wherr snow cover is a transient feriture. the SSMII derived product shows 
grwter snow extent (Grody and Basist 1996). 
Rqiorzcrl Al~orithnts 
Regional passive-microwave algorithms (Table 2.3) art: more conceptually sound because 
of the range of regional characteristics that can intluencr passive microwave retrievlil of 
SWE ( Walker and Goodison, 2000). The Meteorological Service of Crinrida t MSC) hlis 
produced an algorithm for determining snow wakr rquivalent (SWE) for the Nonh 
American Prairie region. Field reseairch was conducted in order to identify the 
relütionship betwern S WE and SSMn brightness temperatures (Goodison. 1 989). 
Table 2.3 Summary of regional passive-microwave snow cover retrievril rilgorithms. 
Study Sensor Algorithm Description 
Goodison et al.. 1986 SMMR. now SSMA North Ameriçiin Prairie SWE dcrived using 19 
and 37 GHz venically polarircd hrirhtnesr 
tcmperaiurc grlidicnt. 
Fosicr cf al.. I99I SMMR Considers fractional horcal limst covcr: 
utilizes 18 and 37 GHz hcirizontally polarizccf 
brightness ternpcrritore grridicnt. 
Wrilkcr and Gooclison. 1993 SSMfl North Amertcan Prriiric wei snow indiclitr. 
derivcd using 37 GHL polririzrition ratio. 
Goitit et al.. 1997 SSMfi Considers fractional liircst type; iiiilircs 19 
and 37 GHz vcrticrilly polririr.cd hrightncss 
tcmpemurc gradient. 
Tait. lW8 SSWI Northern Hcmisphcrc. dxhvidcd into rc,' w n s  
bascd on snow statc. various ïrcyucncy and 
poliuization conibiniitions risscsscd. 
Algorithm development was focused on the vertically polrirized temperature gradient 
btttwrrn ri high (37 GHz) and low scattering frequençy ( 19 GHz) because initial field 
studies showed this relritionship with S W E  wüs stronger than that for horizontiilly 
polürized brightness temperatures (Goodison et al., 1986). This finding is consistent wi th 
the results of HaIlikainen and Joirna ( 1992). aIthough other studies have stated the 
opposite (Foster et al.. 1997). 
MSC has dzveloped single (37 GHz) md dual frequency ( 19 and 37 GHz) rilgorithms. 
The single channel algorithm is more sensitive to subtlc: changes in snowpack structure 
such ris ici: or cmstal layers (Goodison and Walker. 1994). therefore the dual channel 
algorithm is recommended (Goodison. personai communicrition ). I t  psrforms strongly in 
open areas covrred with a dry snow pack. with SWE retrirvals failing within 10 to 20 
mm of ground survey merisurements (Goodison and Wal ker. 1 993 ). Algori thm acçurricy 
weaksns dunng periods of shallow snow cover over warm ground (cornmon during the 
autumn season), and a ripening snow pack caused by increasing air temperature (cornmon 
during the spring seson)  due to the presence of water in the crystril mritrix. 
To assist passive-microwave mapping of snow cover undrr thèse conditions. a wrt snow 
indicütor utilizing both polanzations of the 37 GHz SSMlI channel has besn drvsloped to 
indicatr the spatial extent of wet snow cover (Walker and Goodison. 1993). A 
polarization difference of grrater than 10 O Kelvin implies wet snow. whilr ii difkrence 
of less thün 10 " Kelvin indicates snow free land (Wülker and Goodison. 1993 1. 
Quantitative SWE values in wet snow areas cannot be derived. 
As with the previously discussed snow covrr data ;icquisition rnethods i i.e. NOAh snow 
çhans. NDSI mrthod). passivwnicrowave snow covrr retrirvtil also prrfoms weükly in 
forested areas brcüuse of the complrx scattering environment. Given the large spatial 
extent of forest cover within extensive snow covered tenitories such ris Clinrida. it  is clerir 
thrit ticcurate snow cover mapping in the boreal zone is nerdrd to provide comprehr.nsi\~r 
SWE information. 
Foster et al. ( 199 1 ) notrd improvrd idgorithm performance by tidding an expression 
which considered fractional forest cover wi thin ciich pixel. which reduced merin 
measurement error from 2.7 to 2.1 cm of ground snow course depth. The authors statr. 
howsvrr. that 25% of Northem Hemisphere forested land is too dense to rvrr enable 
passive-microwave SWE retneval. Using SSMn imagery. Goitü et al. i 1997) presrnt an 
algonthm which fractionally accounts for deciduous. coniferous. sparsr forrst. and open 
environments within each pixel. It is suggested that vegetativr covrr ülone does not 
impact microwave drrived SWE in forested areas. Variability in air trrnprrature could 
also explain interannual differences i n  algorithm performance with çntremr cold 
temperatures skewing the venically polarized brightness temperature p d i e n t  uwd to 
estirnate SWE (Goita et al. 1997). Chang et al. ( 1997) agree. suzgesting thrit the 
irnplernentation of air temperature data to improve SWE algonthrns for the b o r d  forest. 
The previously discussed regional algonthrns are practically restricted by spatially and 
ternpordly lirnited ernpirical regression coefficients. The algorithrns are only ground- 
validüted for specific regions with specific snow properties. Inversion techniques which 
utilize ground-basçd rxperirncntal data and a snow-emission mode1 u n  avoid these 
limitations. Pulliainen et al. ( 1999) present a modelling approach where the microwave 
emission and üitrnuation propenies of an assumeci homogenrous snow Iayrr ;ire 
modellrd usins ü scalür radiative trinskr approach. Subsequently. scmc brightnrss 
temperature is also rnodelled. accounting for the rffects of soil. forrst canopy. and the 
atmospherr. Whilç the agreement between rnodelled and satellite rnr;~wrcd brightnrss 
temperature is strong. the SWE rstirnatcs büxd on the inversion mode1 show only 
moderütr: agreement with ground data (i = 0.55 to 0.61 ). Errors werr grratest in regions 
of high SWE. because the ÿssumption of a single snow Iayer is not valid in thesr areas. 
All-wrathrr imüging capabilities. rapid scene revisit tirne. broüd pixel dimensions. and 
quantitative rrtrieval of SWE müke passive-microwave data ideal for rrgional scale 
studies. Limitations include radiometric sensitivity to physicül snow parameters. and the 
inability to interpret rnicrowave interaction in cornplex terrain with vrgrtativr cover. 
Comparative studirs indicate that passive-microwave derived imagrry underestimates 
snow covered rireri relative to the visible NOAA snow charts (Chang et al.. I W O ) .  A 
seasonal bias is evident. with agreement stronger during wintrr and surnmrr than the 
shoulder seasons. Marginally snow covrred areas show the werikrst agreement ( Basist et 
al.. 1996). which is attributed to problems mapping shallow wet snow with prrssivr- 
rnicrowave data. and identifying patchy. sub pixel snow covrr with visible imligery. 
2.3 Summary 
A summary of the data acquisition methods reviewed in this chaprrr is presented in  
Tables 2.1 and 1.5. This review shows that no single data product crin be regrirded ris 
ideal. Variations in spatial and temporil resolution. contrast brtwren the retrirval of 
quantitative snow covrr parameters and snow rxtent mapping. diffcrencrs in gound- 
validated data coverage. and the available timr srriçs dictate that data srlrction is 
dependent on the application. Recrnt development of a multiple-dataset snow covèr 
produçt drrived using station rnrüsurements. visible. and passive microwave irnagery 
illustrates the potèntial utility of combining various snow covrr observations into a si nslr 
operationai snow map (Tait et al.. 2000: Romanov et al. 2000). 
Until the time whrn operationai products are derived from multiple data sources. specitk 
snow covrr products wi Il  continue to fiIl specific user needs. Continuously producrd data 
with a historicai tirne series, such as NOAA snow chans. are ri valuable tool for trend 
analysis and climatological studies. Regionally developed SWE products such ris those 
drscribed by Goodison and Walker ( 1994) and Pulliainrn and Hailikliinen ( 100 1 ) cire an 
risset for writer resource managers. The recent work of Bernier and Fortin i 1998) and Shi 
and Dozier (2000ri and 2 0 b )  shows that alternatives to the traditional image- utiiized 
for snow cover monitoring (AVHRR and passive microwavc) are being rnplored. Givrn 
the quadruple polarization data to be collected by the planned RADARSAT 1 mission. 
the focus on active radar data may yet prove to operationally benrticial. Emphasis will 
likely continue to be piaced on the development of remotely drrived products givrn the 
erosion of federally funded reporting stations in countries such as Canada. The corirst: 
resolution of most remotely sensed snow cover products. howevsr, means thrit in s i m  
snow survrys remain important for many basin scalr applications. The drmand for 
ground truth veritication datasets for algorithm development also illustrates the continu& 
netxi for surface measurements. 
Table 2.4 Summary of snow cover monitoring techniques. 
Snow hlonitoring Time Series Snow Cover Sy noptic Applicable - 
Technique Variable Sensitivi tv Geographic Area 
Snow Course 1946 - present Full nnge: dcpth. Poor ( rcquircs Unlin~itcd. 
Jensity. SWE commitmcnt ol' practicall y 
tlcld personnel r consirriincd io 
individual 
wriicrs hcds 
Gaugc Early 1900's - Water Equivalent Good. cspccially Sparsc and 
iClcasurcmc.nts prcscnt Duration with modern data 1rregu1;1r nctwcirks 
logging systcms 
Manual Station Early 1900's - Dcpth Daily Sprirsc and 
blcasurcments prcscnt irrcgulrir nctwarks 
NOAA Snow 1966 - prcscnt Extent Wcckly Hcniiqhcric. scimc 
forcst 
MODIS 1 9119 - '? Extcnt Daily Global data ro hc 
unknown. 
Landsat TM 1982 - prcscnt Extent Poor ( 16 dilys ) Basin wsilc. can hc 
No consistent timc Thin vs. Jeep uscd anyvhcrc 
setics 
Radar IWO - prcscnt Extent Poor(16- I X d a y s ~  Brisinscrilc.crin bc 
No consistent timc Wet vs. Dry uscd anyw hcrc 
scries 
Xirhornc Gamma Early 1980's - S W E  Dcpcndcnt on Limitcd tri 
prcscnt aircnft crilibrritcd tlight 
availahiliiy. VFR Iincs. 
conditions 
Püssivc- 1978 - presen t S W E  Excellent (almost Ground-vrilidatcd 
l i ~ r  Prairies. active 
rcserirch in horcsil 
forcst and othcr 
mnes. 
Glohal usc 
Table 2.5 Advantages and disadvantage of snow cover monitoring techniques. 
Snow Monitoring Advantags Disadvantnges 
Technique 
Snow Course Feiisible in regions where remote Labour intensive. 
scnsing is not-operational. Point data only. 
Long timc scrics. Limited spatial domriin. 
Allows investigation on topographical 
ruid vcgetativc conuols etc. 
Gauge Long timc scncs. Sparsc and irrcgular nctworks. 
Mcrisurcmcnts Automatcd Jaia collection. Gauge caichment inaccurxy. 
Rcçent improvements in dctining High potcntial fur time scrics 
necessary priugc corrections. inhomogcncirics. 
NOAA Snow Chans Longest satellite data record. Snow cxtcnt only 
Quality controllcd and standardizcd. Subjcçtively derivcd. 
Timc scrics disccintinuity duc to cloud 
covcr. 
- - 
surt'iict. wvcr and iighting conditions. 
MODIS Daily imagery. Trcinsfcr of  rcgicmally dcvelopc.d and 
Proposcd automatcd snow mapping asscsscd idgorithm to glohal prcxfuct 
mutine prforms accuntely on regional pcncration. 
data. Timc scrics discontiriuity duc to cloud 
covcr. 
No quantitlitivc informritic~n. 
Landsat TM Suitriblc for basin scale studics. Necd cxtcnsivc ticld infirmation tir 
Applicrtblc in mountainous rcgions. vcriticrition or' variahies othcr than 
cxtent. 
Potcntial clotid ciivcr prohicims. 
16 - 18 day rcvisit timc. 
Radar AIl-wcathcr imriging. Dcpcndcnt cin snrw wctncss. 
Suitablc for brisin scalc studics. 16 - I S d p  rcvisit tirnc. 
.Airborne Giimmri Quantitative derivation of SWE. Limitcd to calihratcd tlight lincs. 
Not sensitive to phase of wciter in Rcquircs knowlcdgri 01' io i i  moisturc 
snowpack. conditions. 
No sysrcmatic rncrisurcnicnt. 
Passivc-mtcrowavc All-wcathcr imaginp. Limitcd rcgional use {II' ground-validatd 
Rnpid revisit tirne. 
Ability to derive Sm. 
algorithms. 
1' wct snow. Problcms rnappin, 
20 year timc serics. Scnsitivity to snowprick structure. 
COVER AND ATMOSPHERIC 
Given the limitations of the snow cover data acquisition mrthods presented in the 
previous section. and the physically complrx interictions betwern terrestrial snow covrr 
and ütrnosphrric circulation. relationships between these dynamic systcms are difficult to 
isolate. H m  and Thomas (1974). stritr: chat "the circulation of the ritmospherr deprnds on 
the radiativr heating and cooling of the rarth's surface. and vice versa." This two-wliy 
frrdbück is clrarly illustrated by attempting to idrntify links bctween snow cover and the 
atmospheric state. The physical proprnies of snow cover strongly intlucnce sudrice 
retlectancc and emission. thrreby influencing enrrgy tlux betwern the surtkc and 
atmosphrre. yrt synoptic atrnospheric circulation drives the conditions rrsponsible for the 
deposition and ablation of snow cover. 
Cohen and Rind ( 199 1 )  suggrst that snow cover. ternprraturrs and atmosphrric 
circulation are interdependent. no any signal between them is subject to the ambiguity 
inherent in the complex dynamics of the atmosphere. Walsh ( 1984) prrsrnts a differrnt 
perspective by explaining that the distribution of snow cover is a consequenct: of specific 
atmosphrric circulation patterns which favour the developmrnt of low pressure systems. 
and therefore precipitation. in certain areas. 
Given these different outlooks. and the variety of available data products discuswd in 
Section 11, a range of different approaches have bern usrd to examine cissociiîtions 
between snow cover and atmospheric circulation. These can be categorized into three 
seneral thrmes which will br examined in the following sections: the temporally coarse - 
low-frequency approach. the synoptically sensitive approach. and the rnodrl-büsed 
ripproach. 
3.1 Temporally Coarse, Low-Frequency Associations 
Empirical studies utilizing long time srries of data typically address avrrqed distribution 
rinci/or trends in terrestrial snow cover. The identification of trends and vtiriability in 
snow cover is an essential endeavor because the hydrological and climatologictil 
significancr of snow cover i s  linked insrpxably to its extent and depth. A s  an 
introduction, ri summary of trends in terrestrial snow cover with no considerrition of the 
ritmospheric statr is prewnted in Table 3.1. A number of factors must be noted when 
examining thrss trends. The start and end dates from which trends tire cornputcd Vary. 
di fferent srasonal perspectives are used. di ffrrent snow cover variables are sxiimined 
(snow durrition, snow extent. snow depth. snowfall. SWE). a variety of data sources rire 
utilizrd. and study areas ranging from the entire Nonhern Hrmisphrrr to srlrctrd 
political q i o n s  are ussd. These factors combine to rnakr a cornprehensivr statement 
regarding terrestrial snow cover trends impossible. 
Table 3.1 Selected trends in terrestrial snow cover. 
-- - 
Studv Area Time Period Data Trend 
Gutrler and Roscn. Nonhern 1972- 1990 NOAA snow chans No signiHcant trcnd dunng 
IY91 Hzmisohcrc winter sc~son t DJF) 
Brown ~ n d  Canada 1955- 1989 Station Conbisteni rcduction « f  -;now 
Godison. 1993 duntion of 1 .O to 1.5 diiyslvear 
Robinson, 1493; Nonhern 1972-1991 NOAA snow chans IL)87-lLM 1 snciw entent wcll 
Hemispherc helow thc 1972- 1091 merin 
a et a .  Y & Yonh Amcrica 1972-1992 NOAA snow chans Decrcasc of 6 x 10' km' snow 
Groisman ct al.. extent over iimc sertes i 10% of  
l 'N4 total ) 
Hughes and Arnençan Great 1909- 1993 Station Incrcasc or' O. Ib  d.iy slwrnter 
Robinson. 1996 Plains vmr)n w iih iw)w dspth of > 
7.6 cm 
Ltrithers and Ellis. Lee of Great 1930- 1990 Station Incrcrisc ot' up to 1.7 cmfycrir 
1 Wb Lakcs. U.S. onlv wou: depth during DJF 
Armstrong and Nonhem 1979- 1996 NOAA snow charts - 104 IO9 km-/ycar 
Rrod~ik. IWH Hemispherc bnow estent 
\now entent 
S e  et 1.. 1 1 1  Eristcrn U.S.A. lr)47- 1993 Siation No itgniliciint trcnd. Dcccmhcr 
Yc ct al.. IO9X Former Sovtct 1936- 1983 Statton 
Union 
N'inter icasim snow dcpth 
~ncre;Ised I)\ cr Ncmhcrn Russia. 
ilecrciwd over Southcm Russili 
Johnson c i  al.. 19 10-1997 Snow course Bcluw IS(Xltn clevrition. 14% 
SN'E. 
Hn~wn. fOO0 'ionh Arnertca 19 15- 1997 Snow sntent C;ener~l 20th ccntrup incrtxtsc 
rcconstructcd fmrn in inwv extent and SWE over 
station snow dcpth midlatiiudes. espccirilly in 
uintcr i Dw.-Feh. ) 
1 OYO's and erirl y 1990's markcd 
hy rcductions in mow exicnt 
rind SWE. espcirilly in Apnl 
Brown. 3 M H )  Eunsiit 1922- 1985 Snow exlent Large rcductions in Apnl: 2 0 9  
rcconstructcd from dccrcasc in wuw cxtcni t'rom 
station snow depth 11111 10 1 W7 
Brown. IOM) Sonhem 1 9 22- 1 997 Snow entent -Apnl w o u  cntcnt decrcrising rit 
Hemispherc reconstmctcd fmm J mtc of 3. 1 K 10 km' ( 100 yr) ' 
station snow dopth 
Rohinson and Frci. Nonhem 1972- 1999 NOAA snow chans I OS7- 1 1109 rncrin snow extcnt is 
3KK) Hemispherc hri briltjw IW'2- IYHh mean 
Ye. 2001 Nonh Ccntnl and 1937- 1994 Station observatians Length ot' snow serison has 
Nonhwest Asia of first and l u t  incmscd at a rate of 4 days pcr 
serisonal snow dates cfscxic 
3.1.1 Temperature and Snow Cover 
The results summxized in Table 3.1 are highly variable, so it is usefd to move bryond 
isoluted snow cover trends, and examine how general clirnatic conditions such ris 
temperature have bcen related to average snow cover distribution. Isolating the signal 
between snow cover and temperature is a difficult process. Is greater than nomid snow 
cover the result of cold temperatures. or are cold ternpcratures initiated by persistent 
snow cover'? Can snow cover extent be usrd to mode1 precrdent and antrcedcnt 
temperature ancifor vice versa'? 1s there a spatial componrnt to these relationships? Table 
3.2 providrs a summary of reseÿrch findings linking snow covrr and temperature using 
temporal l y coarse data. 
Table 3.2 Tcmporally coarse relationships between snow cover and temperature. 
Study Region Temperature - Snow Relationship Time Lag 
Walsh ct al.. United States Tcmperaturc - snow linkage is strongcst dong a Concurrent 
1982 west to cast zone corresponding to the marginal 
snow xea. 
5 - 20% of ternpcrriturc variance crin be cxplaincd 
by snow cover. 
Fostcr ct al.. Eumia 52% of vruiance in wintcr tempcraturc explaincd by I serison 
1983 auturnn snow extent. 
North America 13% of variance in wintcr tcmperiturc cxplaincd hy I w s o n  
autumn snow cxtent. 
E u r i i a  12% of variance in winter tcmpcriture cxplsiined hy Concut-rcnt 
winicr snow extcnt. 
North Amcricri 46% of vriririncc in wintcr ternpcrriturc explriincd hy Ciincurrcnt 
wintcr snow extcnt. 
Namiris. 1985 Eristcrn United Extensive snow in Dec. 1983 produccd rcducticin in 1 month 
S tritcs ternperaturc. most rnarkedly in J m u q .  111X4. 
Walsh et al.. United States Winter snow cover intluencc on temperature i s  Concurrent 
I9X5 prcater in hstcrn U.S.A. than Wcsicrn U.S.A. 
Dcwcy. ! 9X7b North Amcrica Timc lagged corrclation indicatcs tcmpcrriturc Multiplc 
intlucnccs snow cover more than snow wvcr Months 
intlucnccs tempcmturc 
K r  t a.. 9 3  North Amcrica 78% of variancc in snow covcr explaincd hy Concurrcn t 
anomalics of monthly mcm maximum tcmpcrriturc 
Lcathcrs and North Amcricri Cold tcmperatures asociritcd wi th ahovc avcrqc Concurrent 
Rcihinwn, 1093 snow çovcr. 
Wium temperatures iiswciated N ith b c l i ~  crrigc 
snow covcr 
Cayan, 1096 Western U.S.A. Cooler tempcraturcs associatcd with ahcivc norrnril >fultiplc 
S W E .  Mon ths 
Warmer tcmpcrsiturcs associatcd with hclow ncmnril 
SWE. 
The information in Table 3.2 is also highly variable. so it is difficult to hrmuliite 
prrvious research of snow cover and temperature using temporally coxsr datri into 
coherent established throry. The variability in time series. study artrii. and snow cover 
data source allow only general relationships to be inferred. It is apparent that the snow 
cover - temperature relationship is strongest in the vicinity of the snow çovrr margin 
(Walsh et al.. 1982; Karl et al., 1993; Cayan, 1996). a logical finding given that 
tempermres fluctuate around the freezing mark in this zone. 
An additionai complicating factor is the potential di ffering influence of a thin versus 
thick snowpack on overlying air masses. Ellis and Leathers ( 1999) use a one-dimensional 
snow cover mode1 to illustrate the impact of variable snow depth and üssociated surface 
rilbedo on daytime and nighttime rnzan and maximum ternperatures. They associate thin 
snow depth and lower albedo with rnean temperature increasrs of greater thrin 3 "C 
(düytime) and between 0.2 and 0.7 O C  (nighttime) relative to thick snow depth with a 
high albedo. This dependence on snow depth clearly illustrates the need to utilize data 
that providr an estimate of snow mas. instead of simple snow rxvnt in climatological 
studies. 
3.1.2 Low Frequency Atmospheric Circulation and Snow Cover 
Atmospheric telcconnection patterns (see Wallace and Gutzlcr. 198 1 ; Barnston and 
Livezy. 1987 ) provide a rneans for relating prefmed modes of low-frequency 
atmosphcric standing wave structures to variability in snow cover (Table 3.3). The 
siniplistic nature of these indices has made them an apperiling diagnostic. howsvrr. 
ielrconnections done have yet provide a coherent framework for understanding lin küges 
between snow cover and ûtmospheric circulation. 
Table 3.3 Select associations between snow cover and rttmospheric teleconnections. 
- 
Srudy Telecannectian Associations with Snow Cover 
Assc t. 1 902 PNA associated with air temperaturc and icc cover in Grcrit Lakcs rcgion. 
no significant signal with snow covcr. 
Gutzlcr and Roscn. 1992 Positive phase PNA associatecl with dctïcit Wcsm-n North Amcricrin snow 
covcr. 
North Atlantic Oscillation type pattern cxhibits modcrritc to weak 
correlations with regional and hcmispherîc scrilc snow covcr. 
Cqrin, 1996 Positive phase PNA associated with dctïcit Wcstcm North Amcricrin snow 
cover. 
Serrczc et al.. 1998 PNA Iinked with numerous regional snowfall signrils in the Eastern LrSA. 
Positive EP correlated with deticit snowfiill in Amcrican Midwcst. 
TNH associated with snowfall in upper hlidwcst and New England. 
Cohen and Entekhabi. 1999 N A 0  linked to Eumian snow cover - anomalous snow cover crcritcs 
thermalty driven expansion of the Siberian high, which cxtends wcstward to 
Gutzler and Rosen ( 1992) identify the positive phase of the Paci tic Nonh Amcricri ( PNA) 
pattern as correlating strongly with deficit snow covrr conditions in Western Nonh 
Arnerica as derived from NOAA snow charts. Cayan ( 1996) found a similar relationship 
to snow course measurements in the Western United States, which is rxplained by the 
presence of a derp Aleutian low during the positive phase of the PNA. which acts as an 
inhibitor to cold air masses settling over the western portion of the continent. Cohen and 
Entekhabi ( 1999) show that Eurasian snow cover has ri strong relationship with pressure 
patterns in the Nonh Atlantic srctor as expressrd associations with the North Atlantic 
Oscillation. Interestingly. these upstream linkages are stronger thrin the downstream 
reletionships with the Nonh Pacitic sector. This phrnornenon is explainçd by a ihermally 
drivrn expansion of the Sibenan high. with topographicûl constraints pushing expansion 
of this air mius W C S ~ W ~ ~ S  into Northem Europe and Eastern North .Amcricri. 
In 3 study using surface records averaged over two month periods. Scrrezt. et al. ( 1998) 
identitird two snowfall regimes for the Eastern United States. For the dry and cold upprr 
midwest (Nebraska. Kansas) total snowfall is a function of precipitation itrnount meaning 
that nearly al1 winter precipitation falls as snow. Anomalousl y heavy snow hl l yerirs are 
the direct result of greüter than average precipitable rnoisturr advçction ovcr the rrgion. 
In al1 othrr areas of the Eastern US.. winter precipitation is mixcd (min and snow): 
therefore snowfall is more closely related to temperature on precipitation düys. The PNA. 
Eastern Pricific (EP) and Tropical Nonhern Hemisphere (TNH) trlrconncction patterns 
are identitied as the leading spatial modes of atmospheric circulation and can be 
üssociated with snowfall signais becriuse of their influence on temperature in the region 
(Scrreze et al., 1998). Given that the centres of action for these teleconnection patterns 
are loclited over or near North America, the potential for thsir association with snow 
çover is strong. 
In addition to telrconnections, persistent atmosphenc circulation anomalies have becn 
correlated with snow cover. McCabt: and Legates ( 1995) show thrit above average 
snowpack üccumulations in the Western United States are forced by wintrr season 
nrgativr gropotrntial height anomalies over the Eastern Pacitic and Western Amrrican 
corist. Conversely, rvidence of snow extent anomalies acting ris ti precursor to changes in 
atmospheric structure is presented by Wütanabe and Nitta ( 1999). Thry idrntify i from 
NOAA snow chms) deticit Eurrisian snow cover in riutumn 1988. and extensive Eurrisian 
snow covrr in autumn 1976 as ampli fiers of extratropical atmospheric changes in  the 
succeeding winter srason. Whiir the Eurasian snow covrr anomalies for 1988 and 1976 
did not prrsist beyond one season. the associated changes in atmospheric structure 
rrprrsrnt abrupt shifts at the decadal scale ( Watanabe and Ni t u  19 99 1. 
3.1.3 Sea Surface Temperature and Snow Cover 
The signal brtwern seü surface trmperüturr and snow covrr has bern explorcd for a 
varkty of regions. Gutzler and Preston ( 1997) daim that positive Pacitic Ocean 
temperature anomalies are associated with positive winter and spring precipitation 
anomalies drrivrd frorn gauge measurements in the southwest United States. Caym 
( 1996) showed that the warm water El Nifio/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phase is 
xsociatsd with negative snowpück anomalies in the American Rockies and positive snow 
anomalies in the interior United States. whiIe the cool water phiisr is linked with negativr 
snow cover anomalies in these areas. Kunkel and Angel ( 1999) illustrate that average 
snowfall for El Nino winters is klow average across the northern half cf the United 
States, with above average snowfall over the southwestern statrs, whilr La Nina winters 
produce abovr average snowfall in the nonhwest United States. Changes in cyclone 
frequençy usociated with anomalously positive geopotential height over the North 
Amrrican interior, and above normal temperatures dunng precipitation day s are 
presrntrd m possible causes of the observed anomalies (Kunkel and Angrl. 1999). 
An investigation of the Former Soviet Union (FSU) is presrnted by Krrnkr: and Kitarv 
( 1999). Using a 25 year station data record. (which includes 4 El Nino and 4 La Nina 
events) they conclude that during El Nino years, increased SWE is observeci ovrr the 
southrrn ( including the mountainous) regions of the FSU. with below average SWE in 
the Russian Plain and Si beria. During La Ninü years the pattern reverses with increrised 
SWE in the north. and decreased SWE in the southern temtories. During ElXino years 
the occurrence of mzximum snow accumulation is delayed one wetsk. while during La 
Nina yean it is one wcek early. Physical explanations for the ENSO - FSU snow cover 
relütionships are not always clear (Krenkr and Kitarv. 1999). In grneral. precipitation 
anomalies are very similar to the SWE anomalies, indicating availabls moisture is a 
possible factor. Temperature during El Niio yean was consistently below nvrrige. which 
explains the delayed melt onset, however linkages between SWE. precipitation and 
temperature anomalies during La Nifia years are less intepretable. 
Ambiguous results are also presented by Brown (1998), who obxrved different ENSO - 
snow cover signals when cornparing results from a station datuet ( 1 9 1 5- 1 997) and 
satellite record ( 197 1 - 1992). During the satellite record, La Ni fia events were ~ssociated 
with reduced North American snow cover. However with the extended time series and 
latter extreme ENSO event sarnple size provided by station data. the opposite 
rrlütionship was observed. La Nifia was associated with extensive snow cover. while El 
Nino conditions coincided with deficit North Amencan snow covrr. This cornparison 
underscores both the compiex relationship between snow cover and the global cfimatr 
system. as well as the potential role that a snow covrr data record can play in intluencing 
analysis results. 
In s u m m q ,  the ternporally coarsr: low-frequency approach üllows manage able handling 
of long data time series due to reduced data volume, hvours the use of rstablishrci 
diagnostics such as atmospheric teleconnrctions. and isolates relationships with a degree 
of temporal persistence. Limitations of this approach are primlirily büsed upon the 
trmporrtl sensitivity of the data. Dws a coarse temporal average actuaily capture a 
physically relevant pattern that exists within the original data? When two monthly 
patterns or variables are correlatrd togrther. does this realistically l ink vrilid geophysical 
processes? In seeking a response to these questions, the synopticlilly sensitive tipproach 
has been utilized. 
3.2 Synoptically Sensitive Associations 
Synoptically sensitive studies rillow a process-based approach to sxamining ~ssociations 
between the ritmosphere and snow cover. An immediate intluence of terrestrial snow 
covrr is on synoptic-scale temperature perturbations. Lerithers and Robinson ( 1993) 
identify North American Great Plains snow cover, or lack of it. ris a significant modifier 
of air masses rnoving south out of Canada. If snow is present on the Plains. air mass 
modification is rninor and below average temperatures can extend frir south to the Gulf of 
Mexico. If snow is absent, the air masses are quickly w m e d .  are less liksly to trrick 
southward. and thereby do not cause strong temperature perturbations. In addition. air 
mass thickness drcreues over snow covrred surfaces due to the inçreüsed drnsity of cold 
air crrating a trough at height ovrr a cold air colurnn. A positive feedback ensues. 
whereby to the West of the trough. northerly winds advect colder air üt the surfxe. so the 
presrnce of snow contributes to creating the trough at hright. which in tum fseds cold 
temperatures which allow snow cover to persist at the surface (Cohen. 1994). 
From an energy balance perspective. Lrathers et al. ( 1995) statr thüt ü rrgionsl üpproach 
to enamining the synoptic-scaie effects of snow cover is nrcessary due to the variable 
influence of snow on the encrgy budget. For instance. k s h  snow hl1 in the open Prairie 
environment of the Great Plains can raise the regional albedo to 80%. whilr in the 
forestcd Northerist. fresh snow will result in an aIbedo of only 25-50%. The effect of 
snow on the radiritivc balance thetefore varies with region and land cuver type. Brown 
(2000) observes that the extensive boreal forest zone over North Amerka serves to 
dampcn snow covcr - dbedo feedbacks in April becausr of the smaller impact of snow 
cover on dbedo. Conversely. the ApriI snowline in Eurasia is over lower density. 
deciduous needlr leaf forest cover. so snow cover changes have ri more direct impact on 
regional slbsdo. The month of March presents a different scrnimo. as the North 
Amrrican snow linr is ovrr the Great Plains. providing a more direct linli brtwern snow 
cover evolution and radiative energy exchange. 
Grundstein and Leathers ( 1998) further examine the role of energy tluxes. synoptic 
circulation and snow cover within the context of snow ablation events in the Northem 
Great Plains. Three major sy noptic types. each with a midlatitude cyclone. are ossociatsd 
with large midwinter melt events identified from a station dataset. Cyclone passage 
drives changes in cloud cover, wind speed. temperature. and humidity ücross the region. 
During low wind spred evrnts. the radiative flux plays a dominant role. howevrr. 
slevated wind spceds with üssociated temperature and humidity griidicnts increae 
sensible and latent heat transfer to the surface. Variability in synoptic conditions crin 
there fore influence the hierarchy of energy flux associations with the snowpack. 
The scenÿno becomrs more cornplex because the presence or absence of snow can ülso 
control cyclone trajrctory. Ross and Walsh ( 1986) used daily surface observations to 
invrstigatr w hether anornalous snow extrnt increased the intensi ty and trajectory of 
synoptic-scalr cyclones. Thry found that enhanced biiroclinicity contributes to stronger 
cyclone intrnsi fication and motion parallrl to the snow margin in  Ei~stem Nonh Amrrica. 
In surnmary. while cyclone passage has bern identifiecl id a driving force behind snow 
;iblütion events. the prcsence of snow can in tluence cyclone trajeçtory . 
A preliminÿry investigation of forcing relationships betwrrn snow cover and atrnosphrric 
çirculiitioc. using a passive-rnicrowave derived dataset with ü fine tempord resolution is 
presentrd by Derksen et al. ( t998a). The cornplexity that exists betwsen the synoptic 
ütmosphenc statr and snow cover is presented through correlated patterns of snow water 
rquivalent and 500 mb gropotential height. Both zona1 and meridional atrnosphrric 
configurations are lin ked to individual <iccumulation and ablation rtvrnts in central Nonh 
Amrrica over a two year period. In a companion study. it was shown that atmosphrric 
temperature. geopotential height. and sea level pressure c m  al1 combine to force the 
spatial distribution of snow cover (Derksen et al.. 1998b). More specific results rire 
presented by Frei and Robinson (1999). Using the NOAA visible snow chans. they found 
that western Nonh American snow cover is influenced by the longitudinal location of the 
Nonh American ridge, while eastem North Amencan snow cover is associüted with a 
dipolc 5ûûZ pattern with centen over southern Greenland and the midlatitude North 
Atlantic. Notably, the 5 0  mb circulation pattems thüt they link to snow çover are often 
of a secondary nature. and are therefore not captured as lrading components of 
geopotrntial height fields (Frei and Robinson. 1999). 
Funher rmphasis of the importance of the location of the Nonh Amrrican ridge in 
controlling continental snowfall is presentrd by Clark and Serrezr ( 1999). By 
catrgorizing daily 500 hPa fields by the longitudinal location of the Nonh Amcrican 
ridgr. thry link the phase and amplitude of the troposphrric wavrtrain to temperature. 
prrcipitation. and hrncr snow fall anomalies over the United Siatrs. W hen the location of 
the ndge lies wsstward of 130degW. temperature anomalies are cool. and snowhll 
anomalies are positive. As the ndgc shifts eastward of 130dr_oW. trmperrtturr rinorniilies 
wrirm. and snowî3ll skifts to below average. 
Sy noptic controls on western United States snowfall have been a focus of study because 
of the importance of Rocky Mountain watersheds for the supply of water to the arid 
Amrrican southwrst. Changnon et al.. ( 1993) show chat seven 500 mb circulation 
patterns are related to ünomalous snowpack conditions in the American Rockirs. Thrsr 
seven patterns have subsequently been uxd to predict changes in runoff for kry rivers in 
the nonhrrn Rocky Mountain states and southem Alberta (Byrne et al.. 1999). McGinnis 
( 1000) provides evidence that Color~do River basin snowfall is dnven by sy noptic rvrnts 
onginating in the Pacific nonhwest and Gulf of Alaska. Links brtween basin snowpiick 
conditions and large-scale atmosphenc circulation are sufficient to simulate daily 
snowfall using a neural network approach (McGinnis. 2000). 
it W ~ S  prcviously shown chat atrnospheric teleconnection patterns have brrn rissociated 
with various snow cover phenornena at a coarse temporal resohtion. These patterns have 
also bren utilized to explain relationships identified with synopticülly sensitive data. 
Using daily gridded 700 hPa data. and weekly snow cover charts. Clark rt al. 1 1999) 
isolatrd three preferential atmospheric teleconnections with linküges to Eurüsiün snow 
cover. Eurasian temperature anomalies appar to be driven by the North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO). Eurasian type I (EU 1 )  and the Siberian (SIB) patterns. The NA0 is 
üssoçiatrd with temperature depanures in Northem Siberiii. but since merin temperatures 
in this region are wrll below freezing. the impact of these anomalies on snow cover is 
limi tsd. The EL' 1 and SIB patterns are linked to temperature rinomalies in southem. 
marginal snow coverrd xeas. so their signal with snow covtx is more niarkrd. Derksrn et 
al. i 199th) Aso identified tsleconnection patterns within synopticitlly sensitive data. 
showing the PNA pattern to be associüted with deficit snow cover i n  the Western North 
Xmerican Prairies. This reinforces the association identiîied with temporillly corirse data 
by Gutzler and Rosen ( 1992). 
In summary. synopticrilly sensitive studies allow ii process-linkiige tipproitçh whiçh is not 
kasible with temporally coarse data. Regional snow cover pattcrns a n  evolvr quickly so 
dai [y or weekly snow cover data can more accurately capture this dynamic system. A 
synoptically wnsitivr approach also allows verification of associations first identified 
with temporal ly coarsc data. It is necessary. however. to move beyond the cxse study 
approûch favoured by many sy nopticall y sensitive studies. Other chai lrngrs include 
manipulation of large data volumes. and developing coupling techniques to isolate cause 
and effect between snow cover and atmospheric circulation. 
3.3 klodel-Based Analysis 
The studies reviewed to this point have relied upon empiricril evidencc to link snow cover 
and the atmosphere. Cohen and Rind (1991) argue. however. that bccausr snow covrr. 
temperatures and atmospheric circulation are interdependent. ernpirically obscrved 
signals brtwren these variables are difficult to resolve and subjrct to ambigui ty. 
Modelling basrd studies have bern uti lized. therefore. becausc thcy provide a unique 
perspective on in teraction between snow cover and the atmosphere t Table 3.4). 
Table 3.4 Select observations of snow cover - ciimsite modellinp studirs. 
Study Unique Observations 
Walsh and Ross. 1988 Large scalc atmosphenc circulation more scnsitivc ro Eumirin snow 
covcr thm North Ameriçrin snow covcr. 
Bamctt et al.. 1989 blodcl sirnulritions initializcd with snow c w n t  versus snow dcpth 
diffcrcnt climatic statcs. 
Cess ct al.. 1091 Fccdbacks associated with clouds and longwlive rridiation compltcriic 
the simple positive snow - albcdo fccdhaciçk. 
Cohen and Rind, 1991 Fcedbacks rissocintcd with momalously pcisitivc snow covcr do not 
contributc to pcrsistcnt tcmpenturc rcductions. 
IValland and Simmonds. 1997 An inçrcctse i n  the areal cxtent of Northcrn Hcmisphcrc snow covcr 
causes se3 lcvcl pressure incrcüscs ovcr land arclis. rind rcduccs 
cyclone activity. 
Frei and Robinson, 1908 Current models arc inconsistcnt in capturing the ritrnt~sphcric pattcrns 
ernpirically associated with anornalo& sn& extent 
Cohcn and Entckhabi. 1999 Anomalously cntcnsivc Northcrn Hcmisphcrc snow covcr reduccs 50( )  
mb gcopotential height with centres of action ovcr Eristcrn Nonh 
Amcrican and Western Europe. 
Southwafd shift in Atlantic jet crcatcs southwrird shift in storm [rack. 
The ksdback between terrestrial snow cover rind temperature has conventionaily been 
regardrd as positive because a temperature increasr removes snow cover. which crrrites a 
lrss retlrctive planrt that absorbs more radiation thereby amplifying a wanning trend. 
The simplistic nature of this feedback. however. does not accuntcly characterizc the 
complrx physical processes associated with changes in snow distribution. Additional 
feridbacks with respect to cloud interactions and longwave radiation musc be intrgrated 
into the system. 
Cess et al. ( 199 1 )  providr an intercornparison of 17 GCM's. with a sy nthrsis of mode1 
output showing that a cornprehensive snow ferdback involves two separate responses. 
First. the shonwave rüdiative response is a direct effect sumrnarizrd by the conventionül 
positive snow covrr ferdback loop. This is not simply dependent on the model 
formulütion for rilbedo, however, because model snow depths are cornputcd LS ri balance 
of snowfill. melting. and sublimation -- procesxs with individual pmrnctcriz;itions. This 
is illustrrited by the fact that 2 of the 17 GCM's contriined the samc surhcc albedo 
formulation, but drpicted diffrreni snow ferdbacks (Cess et al.. 199 1 ). 
Second. rire the indirect cffects of clouds and longwüve radiativr feedbrrcks. Changes in 
cloud covrr frequency. distribution. and opticid propenies wcrr show to cause 
interüctive effects, with cloud feedbacks havincg the potential to reverse the sign of the 
sirnplistic positive snow feedback (Cess et al., 1991 ). Longwavr radiaiive ferdbacks of 
both signs were associatrd with the retreat of snow covrr funhcr illustnting the çurrrnt 
inconsistency in modrlling the snow - ûibrdo ferdback. 
Cohen and Rind ( 1991). using the Goddard Institute for Space Studirs (GISSI 3-D GCM. 
rrnphasizr strong ncgütive kdbacks which limit the durüiion of the intlurnce of snow 
cowr as a forcing variable. Only the absorbed shortwavr radiation tenn in the snrrgy 
balance is identified as contributing to lower surface temperatures. riIl the remriining 
heating terms contribute to increased net wming.  This nullifirs the impact of cooling 
dur CO a high siirface albedo, a finding clearly opposed to the conclusions of rmpirical 
studies such as Namias ( 1985). who attributes temperature reductions ovrr multiple 
months to regional snow cover anomalies. 
The inverse relationship between Eurasian snow cover and the Asian summrr monsoon. 
tirst suggested by Blanford ( 1  884), has been documented in  a numbcr of studies (for a 
recent summary see Bamzai and Man. 2000). Two hypothesss have been discussed 
rcgarding the direction of this association. Fint. excessive soi1 rnoisture. a result of hravy 
snow covcr. provides üvailable rnoisture through enhanccrd evaporiition for strong 
monsoon prrcipitation (Bamzai and Marx. 2000). This suggests ü positive linkagr: 
betwern snow covcr and general monsoon state. Conversrly. drficit snow cover increÿses 
ihr surface sensible heat tlux. increasing local convergence and hrnce. precipi tütion 
( Bümzai and M m .  1000). This process irnpiies ü negativr snow cuver - monsoon 
relationship. 
Barnett et;il. ( 1989) use the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) medium range forecasting mode1 to invrstigate this Iredbück. .A simulation 
with prrscribed extensive snow cover did not producr a clirnatic statr that diffrtrttd from a 
low snow extent simulation. The output from snow depth cxperiments. howevcr. 
indicated significant changes in atrnosphrric vlinability associatrd with the Asian 
monsoon. The contrat in the forcing role of snow drpth contra? to snow extent is ;i 
signi fiçant tïnding with srrious implications regarding the selrction of data to ini tialize a 
modd. With respect to monsoon conditions. heavy Eurÿsian snow çovrr was found to br: 
~ssociatèd with a genrrally weüker monsoon season (rrduced rainhll. wind speeds. 
temperature. and weaker tropical jet). while below civenge Eurasian snow accumulation 
contributrd to strong monsoon conditions (Barnett et al.. 1989). 
This result is confirmed by Dong and Vaides ( 1  W8), who observe in rinother modelling 
study. that the suength of this relationship is sensitive to the land surface 
parümrterization scheme adopted by a given rnodel. Empiricd lin küges are provided by 
Bamzai rind Shukla ( 1999) who state that only snow extent in Western Eu rasia crin be 
signiîïcantly linkrd to monsoon conditions. Bamzai and M u n  (2000) use a modrlling 
approach to illustrate the impact of Eurasian snow anomalies on atmospheric 
temperiturc. Winters with extensive (deficit) snow cover creatr large scrile cold (wann)  
trmperriture anomalies in the rrgion which persist unti 1 the pre-monsoon months. The 
temperature anomalies associated with low snow cover years create enhünced land-ocean 
temperature contrat. which can drive a strong monsoon. Sincr sea surface irmprriiture 
anorndies (such as those present during El Niio and La Niia events) ülso have an 
in tluence on Eurrisian snow extent (Bamzai and Max. 2000). the interconnectedness of 
thcse processes is truly global in nature. 
The rfkct of snow cover on dynarnical forecÿsts has bern invrstigatrd using the 
Communi ty Forecast Mode l of the National Crntrr for Atmosphcric Resnirch ( NCAR) 
(Walsh rind Ross. 1988). It was found that near surface air temperatures are 5 to I O  O C 
colder locally in rach region whrre greatrr snow cover is prescribrd. This temperature 
responsr is not. however. expressed venically through the atmosphere. Above the first 
IO mb over Nonh America. cooling is reduced to lrss than I o  C. Over Eurusia cooling 
of 2 to J O C c m  be induced as high as 500 mb. and downstrram of the snow anomaly. 
Walsh and Ross ( 1988) conclude that large scale ütmosphenc circulation is more 
sensitive to Eurasian snow cover than North American snow cover. ti tïnding contirmed 
by Cohen and Entekhabi ( 1999). In a study which combines observational and modrlling 
basrd analysis. thry identify anomalously extensive snow covrr as being responsible for 
a regional reduction in 500 mb geopotentiül height and a southwürd shift in the Atlantic 
Jet. 
Under the auspices of the Atmosphrnc Mode1 Intercornp~son Projeçt (AMIP). Frei and 
Robinson ( 1998) evaluated simulations of mean rnonthly snow extent and modelled 
synoptic-scalr troposphenc circulation pattems assariateci with rxtrrmes in snow cover. 
[t  wus conduded that current models are inconsistent in capturing the ritrnosphsric 
patterns empiricülly associated with anomalous snow extrnt. dthough rrgionül succrss 
wüs achieved in modelling the appropriate telrconnection pattems. 
The ability to drfine boundary and forcing conditions in user definrd rxperirnents is an 
asset of modd ling based studirs. Issues regarding mode1 accuricy. srnsi tivi ty. 
pümmetçrizations. and spatial resolution. howrver. must br consicterd rvhen intrrprrting 
rnodrl rcisults. Of primary importance is whrther flaws in the snow covrr modrlling 
process dur to inadrquatr pararneterization schemes confound the rrsults to a greiitrr 
drgree than the natural complexity which hampers rmpiricril isolation of snow çovrr - 
ritmospheric signals. 
3.4 Sumrnary 
This section has provided ÿn overview of associations brtwctrn snow çovcr and 
atmosphcric circulation by rxamining three perspectives: ( 1 ) temponlly coarse. low 
frequrnc y ripproach. (2) synoptically sensitive approach. and ( 3 ) model-basrd approach. 
Table 3.5 shows a summary of strengths and weaknesses üssociated with eüch of the 
above themes. It is clmr that no comprehensive undentanding of the processes linking 
terrestrial snow cover and the atmosphere exists. Different analysis msthods (empincal 
versus modelling). data sources. time series, study areas. and case studies d low ii 
composite. yet fragmentcd and incoherent state of knowlrdgr. 
Table 3.5 Selected strengths and weaknesses rissociated with ripproiiches to study ing 
snow cover/atmos~henc interaction. 
Appmach Strengths Weaknesses 
Ternporrilly corirsc. low Mrinagcable handling of long Significtincc/rctilism of a rncinthly 
frcqucncy time serics. rivcrrtgc. 
Use of simple diagnostics such Pcitcniially ovcrly i~mplistic. 
lis atmosphcric teleconncction Limitcd idcniiticrition ot' physictil 
indices. criusc and cffcct. 
O Isolates relritionships with 
temporal persistence. 
Synopticdly sensitive Capturcs dynamics of npidly h.Ianipullitiiin ot' largc data 
cvolving snow covcr. volumes. 
Veritïcation of tcmponlly Chrrllcngcs idcntil ing criusc and 
coarse associations. c.ffccc. 
Modcl-hascd User defincd experiments. Accurricy o i  parameterimion 
Diffcrent pcrspcctivc hom schcrncs. 
cmpiricril meihds. bloclcl ch;irricic.ristics: hpriiial 
rcsolution. c'tc. 
4.1 Introduction 
A summary of the data thüt are utilizrd in this study is shown in Tÿblr 4.1. As outlinrd in 
chapter 1.  a threc-phase ünalysis is perfomrd. First. surface temperature data is used to 
rnsurr that the time srries of passive rnicrowave denved SWE irnagery wcre acquired 
under suitable conditions. Second. time series ünalysis of the SWE data providcs insight 
into the dominant spatial modes of SWE in central North Amrricÿ. Third. the spatial 
modes of SWE are related to ritmospheric circulation using thrw datasrts whiçh progress 
from atmospheric tcleconnection indices (single standardized values). to atmosphrric 
variables (griddcd fields). to quasi-geostrophic variables (rnodrl derivrd fields). 
Table 4.1 Summm of datasets used in this studv. 
- - 
Research Activity Dataset 
Evriluatc surfacc conditions sit image acquisition EASE-Grid TB'S prrwsscd with MSC dual 
rime Cor the passive micmwave dcnved SWE time channel S WE rcthcvai algonihrn 
 cric^ Suriice tcmpcrriturc data acquircd (rom MSC 
(C;inadirin stations) and HPCC c Amcricrin 
stations) 
Timc scrics rinsilysis (using PCA) of the SWE Passive microwavc dcrivcd S WE imrigcp 
datriscts 
Lin k SWE componcnts to low-frcquency Teleconncction inrficcs acquircd fnlm NOAA 
atmosphcric circutation 
Link SWE componcnts to synoptic atmospheric Gridded SûûZ and 7oOT tïclds ricquircd from NCEP 
circulation 
Link SWE components to formative atmospheric Model derived variahlcs: IPV 
dynamics 
4.2 SSMn Derived Snow Water Equivalent Imagery 
J.2.l SSMfI Brightness Temperatures 
Study of Nonhem Hrmisphere snow cover using passive microwave imagrry has bren 
large1 y faci litatrd by the distribution. starting in 1996. of SSM/I brightness temperatures 
in the Equül Area SSMA Earth Gnd (EASE-Grid) projection by the National Snow and 
Ice Data Center (NSIDC - locatrd in Boulder. Colorado). Acquisition of the completci 
SSM/I tirne series for this study has proceeded as the data have bscome incrcrmentally 
avai lable. 
Prissi ve-microwave radiometers have actually been in orbit si nce 1972 whcn the 
Electronic Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) wiis liiunchd aboard the NIMBUS 
j platform. The remote charxtrrization of surfacc conditions using the microwüvr 
portion of the rlectromagnetic spectrum has improvcd significantly with multiple 
mrüsurrmrnts at different wavelrngths. and the single channel ESMR data were rttplacrd 
with the Iüunch of the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer < SMMR)  in  1978. 
SMMR w u  a ten channel sensor acquiring data at five dual-polarized frequrncirs 
ranginz from 6.6 to 37 GHz. The spatial resolution of SMMR data rangrd liom 136 by 89 
km pixel dimensions at 6.6 GHz. to 28 by 18 km ût 37 GHz. 
The third generation of orbiting passive-microwave sensors is  the Spcciril Ssnsor 
Microwave/lmager ( S S W )  launched aboard the Drfense Meirorologicd Satellite 
Program (DMSP) F8 platforni in June 1987. The failure of SMMR shonly thereafter 
unfonunately providrd only a short time period for radiometric calibriition briwrrn the 
two srnsors (Oelke, 1997). Seven SSMn's were initially scheduled for launch in a twenty 
y s x  span: SSMA sensors currentty in orbit are aboard the DMSP FI 0. FI 1. and F 13 
platforms (Armstrong and Brodzik, 1995). 
The SSMn operates at four frequencies: 19.4, 22.2. 37.0. and 85.5 GHz. with horizontal 
and vertically polarizrd channels at al1 frequencies rxcept 22.2 which has only a vertical 
chrrnnel. A summary of the SSiWI channels are provided in Table 4.2. 
Table 1.2 S S m  channel summary. 
Channel Polarizations Spatial Resolution Design Applications 
(GHz) i km) 
19.4 HV SQ* Surfricc Propcnics 
7 1  7 --.- V 2 5 Atmosphcric W w r  Viipour 
37 .O HV 25 Surt'icc Proputics 
85 .S HV 15 Riiin aiid Cloud Propclnics 
*Crin hc rcsamplcd to 25. 
The DMSP platforms arc: in a circulrir sun-synchronous. nrar-polar orbit rit an altitude of 
833 km. with an inclination of 98.8' (Armstrong and Brodzik. 19951. Thc orbital prriod 
is 102 minutes which results in  14.1 full orbit revolu~ions prr day. The imaging swiith 
width is almost 1400 km. so nrar global coverage is provided daily. Howwer. dirtrnond 
shaped regions near the equator are not swathed in a 24 hour period. Thrsr regions rue 
covrred evrry 2 to J days (Armstrong and Brodzik. 1995). Thert: ;ire ülso circular srçtors 
of 2.4' latitude at each pole that are nevcr viewed becausr the SSMII orbit plane is tilted 
with respect to the Earih's mis of rotation. A raw brightness temperature image is shown 
in Figure 4.1 which shows the swath covenge. A full description of the SSWI sensor 
includi ng trchnical calibration/validaiion specifications can br found in Hollingrr ( 1989 1. 
Figure 4.1 Raw SSMA brightness temperature image 
(37V channel. January 1. 1989)showing daily ascending 
orbit swath covcrüge (From EASE-Gnd projection). 
NSIDC h a  distributed DMSP SSM/I brightness temperature grids for the polm regions 
on CD-ROM since 1989. This dataset has reduced temporal precision. however. by 
averriging nll the brightness temperatures collected for a givrn pixel ovrr a 71 hour 
penod. The original radiometric values are also degnded through the use of the "drop in 
the bucket" spatial interpolation procedure. Using this method. the rarth grid ce11 nemst 
the centre of the satellite observation is given the whole weight of that particulrir 
observation. An example of the original NSIDC released data format (Sgrid) is shown in 
Figure 4.2. In addition to the temporal and radiometric weaknesses of this dataet. the 
spatial projection shown in Figure 4.2 is not appropriate for Nonh Arnerican terrestrial 
snow cover studies. 
Figure 4.2 Original NSIDC polar 
SSM/I brightness temperature product. 
To improve the SSMlI brightness tcmperature product. NSlDC implementctd n grnerd 
user product with full global structure. The objective was to have ü data projection which 
maintained the radiometric integrity of the original brightness temperature mrasurements. 
contained high spatial and tempord precision. and involvrd no averaping of the original 
swath data (Armstrong and Brodzik. 1995). The resultant product wûs the EASE-Grid. 
SSMn swath pixels are resampled to points on the EASE-GRd in a mannrr that retains 
the spatial characteristics of the original data. The density of brightness temperature 
rneasunments is artificially increased to 16 times that of the original pattern. The 
interpolation process uses actual antenna patterns to creaie an ovrrsümplrd array as if the 
actual sensor had collected more measurements. The nearest neighbour method is used to 
obtain a brightnrss temperature for the nearest grid cell from the ovrrsamplrd array. The 
final grid pmduct is 72 1 pixels by 72 1 lines. with brightness temperatures in  16-bit 
format. 
4.2.2 Snow Water Equivalent Retrieval 
The derivation of SWE imagery for use in this study is achieved by applying a dual 
channel algorithm developed and evaluated by the Meteorological Service of Canada to 
the EASE-Grid brightness temperatures. As first presented in Chapter 2. MSC hüs 
developed and evduated single and dual channel algorithms for determining SWE for 
prairie regions using passive-rnicrowave data. An intensive rnul ti-agrncy field climpiiign 
was undertaken in Febmary. 1983 in southem Saskatchewan (Goodison et al.. 198.1). 
with the objective to create a regional snow cover algorithm for application to SMMR. 
and later, SSMA data. Airbome microwave merisurements at 18 and -37 GHz (vertically 
and horizontally polarized) were collectrd using a multifrequency rnicrowtlw radiometer 
t MFMR) provided by NASA. Additional airborne gamma radiation rneasuremcnts were 
taken with systems provided by both the United States National Weathrr Service and 
Geological Survey of Canada. Specially designed ground snow survey s wrre ülso 
conducted dong the flight lines to provide conventional snow survtiy datri to validrite the 
airborne microwave and gamma measurements. A full description of the tïeld experiment 
is provided in Goodison et al. ( 1986). while a discussion of Canadian snow survq 
procedures is in Goodison et al. ( 1987). 
Analysis of the field data by MSC focused on developing empirical rilgorithms for 
deimnining SWE from the airborne MFMR brightness temperritures. The similar 
channels betwern the MFMR and spacebome passive-rnicrowavs sensors allowed the 
application of results to orbiting senson such as the SSMA (Goodison. 1989). 
HorizontaIly polarized data reveded very weak relationships between brightness 
temperature and SWE so further investigation of this polarization was not pursurd. When 
wet and dry snow conditions were considered together. no relationship was found 
between SWE and the microwave vertical polarization brightness temperature gradient 
(37V - 19V). When dry snowpack conditions were considered alone however. rl 
significant relationship (r' = 0.89) was identified (Goodison. 1989). 
Based on the field experiment. two final S W E  ülgorithms were selected for funher use. 
The first utilized only the 37 GHz venically polarized chünnrl, while the second uses the 
bnghtnrss temperature gradient ktwern a high scattering chünnrl (37 GHz) and a lowrr 
scattering channel ( 19 GHz). The single channel algorithm is more sensitive to subtlr 
changes in snowpack structure such as crustal layers (Goodison and Wdker. 1994). 
therefore the dud channel algorithm was recommended for use in  this study (Goodison. 
prrsonal communication). 
The duül channel algorithm perfoms strongly in open areas coverttd with a dry snow 
pack. with SWE retrirvals falling within 10 to 70 mm of ground survry measurrnients 
(Goodison and Wdker. 1993). There are, however, two main limitations of the dual 
channel algorithm. First. ü wet snowpack limits quantitative determination of SWE. rven 
hampering discrimination between melting snow areas and snow fier land ( Wd krr and 
Goodison. 1993). Snow covcr patterns have been observed to "appeai'. "disappcai'. and 
"reappeai' between subsequent orbits. A wet snow indicütor utilizing both polarizntions 
of the 37 GHz SSMn channel has been devrloped CO indicote the spatial extent of wrt 
snow cover. although SWE values are not derived (Walker and Goodison. 1993). 
Secondly. shailow snow cover over w m  ground. a condition oftrn obxnied in the cxly 
iiutumn. also limits the accuncy of snow cover revieval from passive-microwüvr data 
(Goodison and Walker, 1993). These limitations of the dual chrinnel algorithm crin be 
mitigated by utilizing winter seasons (December, January ruid Febniarv) of imügery - the 
period of high snow accumulation over a generally frozen ground. Srcondl y. data from 
morning overpüss timrs only were used to znsure a higher probability of obsrrving a 
coldrr snowpack. thereby minimizing the influence of melt (Derksen et al. 2 0 a :  
2000b). 
Periods of above freezing temperatures can occur throughout a diurnd cycle. so an 
additional data rvüluation procrss is incorporatrd into this study. Station air temperature 
data are utilizrd to isolate periods of image acquisition whrn temperatures wrre abovè 
frerzing, and wet snow conditions were likrly. This technique is drscribrd liilly in 
Chaptzr 6. 
In summary. the use of satellite passivc-microwavr trchnology to map SWE has inherent 
strengths and wenknessrs. The data are ideally suited. in both time and spact.. to 
invrstigriting links between snow cover and the atmosphere dut: to the synoptic sensitivity 
of the timr srries. and regional coveragr of imaging swaths. The çornplicating influence 
of both snow cover physical propenirs (srr Armstrong et al.. 1993: Fostrr et al.. 1999) 
and ovrrlying vagrtation (ser Fostrr et al.. 1991 : Chang et al.. 1997) combine to creatr 
temporal and spatial limitations on the appropriate use of passive-microwavt: retrirved 
SWE. Decisions must be made, therefore. to ensure accurite use of the image-. tn the 
content of rhis study. thrsr drcisions includr: 
utilization of a regional SWE algorithm which considers land cover. 
examination of the winter season when the Prairie snowpack is typicülly deep and 
dry * 
use of morning overpass timrs only. which improves the probability of observing a 
dry snowpack. and 
use of surface air temperature data to identify probkmatic measuremenr inter~fals. 
4.2.3 Snow Water Equivalent lmagery 
For this resrarch. SWE images for the Nonhern Hemisphm in the EASE-Grid projection 
werr derived at a pentad temporal resolution. This is a compromise briwern mainrüining 
synoptic scnsitivity. ensuring cornplete scenr covctragct. and retaining ri managrable 
numbrr of images for analysis. The procrss for convening the S S W I  brightness 
temperatures into SWE values using the MSC algorithm cviu: psrformrd using code 
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Figure 4.3 SWE retrieval algorithm data processing flow. 
Output from the algorithm is an 8-bit 721 pixel by 72 1 line irnase of the entire Nonhem 
Hcmisphcre with SWE values in rnillimetres. The hemisphrric images are visually 
saamined for processing errors. and a U) pixel by 70 line Prairie subsccnr is removed and 
wntten to ü ssparüte file for funhrr analysis. The subscene rezion is outlinr in Figure 4.4. 
1 
Figure 4.4 The Prairie study area used for SWE analysis. 
SSbIII brightness temperatures wrre processrd for ten wintrr seüsons: Decrmbrr. 
Iünuüry. and Febmary l988/89 through 1997198. Eighteen pentcids extend from 
Decrmbrr I CO February 28: during Ieap years the final pentad in  February is composrd 
of 6 dliys. A sunimary of the pentads uxd  in this study is s h o w  in  Table 4.3. Ttiblr 4.4 
summürizss the missing pentads from the time senrs. which can ty picüliy be attributed to 
incomplrtr Prairie coveragr within a pentad penod. a problrm pnmarily çausrd by data 
storage and transfer problems on the orbiting platform. 
Table 1.3 Summary of pentad structure. 
Pentad Time Span 
6s Dec. 2 to Dcc. 6 
Dcc. 7 to Dec. I 1 
D e l .  12 to Dcc. 16 
Dcc. 17 to Dcc. 2 1 
Dcc. 22 to Dcc. 26 
Dcc. 37 to Dec. 3 1 
Jan. t to Jan. 5 
Jan. 6 io Jan. 10 
Jan. I I to Jan. 15 
Jan. 16 to Jan. 20 
Jan. 2 I to Jan. 35 
Jan. 26 LO Jan. 30 
Jan. 3 1 io Fcb. 4 
Fcb. 5 io Fcb. 9 
Fcb. I O  to Fcb. 14 
Fcb. 15 to Fcb. I O  
Fcb. 20 to Fcb. 24 
Fcb. 25 to Fcb. 
291hfarch 1 
Table 4.4 Pentrids omitted from time 
series due to incomplctr Prairie 
coveraor. 
Sewon Omitted Pentrids 
198 3/89 8903 
19XW90 Nonc 
lWW9 1 9072 
1 09 1 192 rlI72. 9173 
19W93 9306.93 12 





After procrssing of prntad SWE imagery. two additional datasrts werc calculated. 
crcating thrrr available SSMn derived datasrts for analysis: 
( 1 ) pentad SWE imagery denved with the MSC dual frequency algorithm 
( 2 )  pentad SWE anomaly imagery based on the 10 srason rnran and standard drviation 
(3) prntad change in SWE (ASWE) imagery calculated by subtncting rach SWE pattern 
from the previous pattern through each season. 
Finally. total Prairie snow covered area (SCA) was derived for sach pentad of SWE 
imagery by summing the total number of snow covered pixels (SWE > O )  and 
multiplying by the EASE-Grid pixel resolution (25 km by 25 km). Likewise. total Prairie 
SWE was crilculated for each pentad by summing the non-zero pixel values. 
4.3 Gridded NCEP Atmospheric Data 
Atmospheric data were takrn tiom the National Centrr for Environmental Prsdiction 
(NCEP. formerly NMC - National Meteorologicril Center) gridded data product Volume 
III üvailablt: on CD-ROM from NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Rrsearch). The 
CD-ROM product only contains data through 1994. so additional datri fi les wrre acquircd 
from NCXR to cxtend the time series through 1998. The octrigonril gridded product 
contains 1977 points which appear squally spaced when displliyed on ri polar 
stereographic projection. The grid is centred on the North Pole and rotrited so thrit I O  
degrers east longitude is a horizontal line to the right of the Pole. and rippcars ris a 47 by 
5 I point array with the corners eut off. Twice daily atmosphcric fields are availablr t ûû 
and 12 UTC). with data based primuily on NMC final analyses tapeb. The tintil data 
fields crin include values received up to 10 hours after the data tirns. For ii completr 
description of the original NMC grid product. see k n n r  ( 1970). 
Thrre arc a vaiety of global gridded atmospheric datasets rivailable for research. each 
with associated strengths and weaknesses. The NCEP data were chosen for this study 
becausr of the low cost of their acquisition. and high level of acccptiincrt and use in the 
atmospheric research community. The majority of problems with the NCEP datriset are at 
near surface levrls. and at the 12 UTC observation timr (Roads et al.. 1995). In light of 
this tïnding. only the 00 UTC data were retained for analysis. Consistent biases have ülso 
brrn identified: a cold tendency during the afternoon. and a warm bias in the morning 
( Rortds et al.. 1995). Generally however, Roads et al. ( 1995) found a strong agreement 
between NCEP and National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) troposphcric fields ovrr the 
continental United States. The NCEP data also compares hvourably to Europran Centrr 
for iMedium Range Weüther Forecasts (ECMWF) fields in the Northcrn Hrmisphrre. 
north of ?O0. Gropotential hright and temperature data are considerrd to bc the most 
üccurntct of the tields producrd by both models. lrnding funher crrdibility to thcir use in 
this study (Trenberth and Olson. 1988). It must be noted. howcver. that good rnodél i 
com parison dors not necessari 1 y mean an accurately modcled atrnosphere becriuse 
changes IO brecast rnodrls are ofren adoptrd in pardlel (Trenbrrth and Olson. 1988) 
Numctrous geopotential hright. temperature. and wind variables are avciilüblr for analysis 
through the NMC octagonal grid product. For the current study. only a selection of  these 
variables will be utilized: 500 rnb geopotential height (5002) and 700 mb temperature 
( 7 0 .  The 500 mb geopotential height field wzs sriected brcausr i t  providcs an 
approximation of the jet stream with no surface influence. 700 mb temperature is not 
intluclnced by the surface. and provides an indicator of thermal advrction. These variables 
have been used in numerous other studies (for example. Leathers and Robinson. 1993; 
Wallace and Gutzler. 198 1 )  providing a means of comparison for aniilysis results. 
From the 47 by 5 l point NMC gnd an 18 by 18 point rezion was entractrd (Figure 4.5). 
This sub-grid covers continental Nonh America. the Arctic Archipelago. and Greenland. 
which allows examination of synoptic conditions outside the Prairie study üreû. and how 
they relate to snow. cover conditions. Daily data from 00 UTC were averqed for the 
samr prntads as summanzed in Table 4.2 to provide a corrrsponding tirne srries of 
atmosphrric data. No pentiids of atmospheric data are rnissing. 
Figure 4.5 NCEP grid points used for analysis. 
The NCEP grids also serve as the input data to a quasi-geostrophic diagnostic mode1 - 
the omega rquation ( LrDrew. 1983). In this study. a revised form of the omcga equation 
using the Q-vector formulation of Hoskins et al. (1978) is uxd. For a complrte 
description of the model. see LeDrew (1988). This model output may providç insight to 
the formative atmosphrnc dynamics which can potentially br linked to snow 
accumulrrtion and ablation. 
The Q-vrctor is defined as the rate of change of the potential temperature gradient 
movinz with the horizontal geostrophic flow. The general interpretative principle is that 
Q-vectors point in the direction of low-level ageostrophic tlow and towards ascent. 
assuming frictionless adiabatic motion. Convergence of Q-vectors illustrates low -1cvel 
creütion of cycionic vonicity (Hoskins et al.. 1978). Advection of cold air wi th the Q- 
vectors is typically indicative of frontogenesis, while advection of wam air retlrcts 
i'rontolytic situations. Q-vectors therefore illustnte the regions of active devrlopment 
resulting frorn the dynamic properties of airtlow. 
Q-vectors do not. however, give insight into the cause of devrloprnent that thry idrntify. 
To that end, isrntropic potential vonicity (IPV) for constant pressure surf~crs was 
çalcuiatrd. IPV expresses the potrntial for creating vonicity by changing latitude and also 
by adiabatically changing the separation of the isentropic Iüysrs (Hoskins et al.. 1985). 
IPV is relatively higher than the surrounding rnvironment ovw o cyclone. and lowcr ovsr 
an anticyclone. The creation or advection of pools of IPV cm be rrsponsible for 
cyclogenesis. For details on the derivation of IPV with the quasi-grostrophic rnodrl used 
in this study. see LeDrew et al. ( 199 1 ). Togrther. the gridded meteorologicül variables. 
and drrived Q-vrctor and IPV fields provide the charactrriziition of iitrnospheric 
processes occumng through the timr series. Whilr: the stütistical analysis of the dominant 
spatial and tempord patterns within snow cover and atrnospheric data can ollow inference 
of causal relationships and feedbacks between surface and atmosphrric phrnorncna. it is 
hoped that the integration of atmospheric diagnostics such as IPV will allow a procrss 
büsrd understanding of the space and time linkages. 
4.4 Station Air Temperature Data 
Hourly surface air temperature data were obtained in  order to drvelop a temperature 
thrrshold technique for evaluating SWE image accuracy. This technique wi l l  be 
prexnted in full in Chapter 6. Data for the Canadian portion of the study area were 
acquirrd frorn the MSC digital data archive. and allow relatively comprehrnsive coverage 
(Figure 4.6). The High Plains Clirnate Centre in Lincoln. Nebraska provided the hourly 
American station data. 
A 
Figure 4.6 Location of MSC and HPCC stations for which hourly air temperature data 
wrre acquired. 
4.5 Atmospheric Teleconnection Information 
Monthly and daily iitmospheric teleconnection indices for three patterns ( East Püci t ic - 
EP. PricificlNorth Amrricci - PNA. and Nonh Atlantic Oscillütion - NA0 patterns) wrre 
ücquired h m  NOAA. m e  trlrconnection patterns are cornputrd frorn monthly mrün 700 
m b gropotrntial height anomalies which are subjrcted to a rotated principal componen ts 
ünalysis. The trn leading patterns for rach cülendar month are rrtainsd. and an amplitude 
is calculatrd for rach using Irast-squares regression analysis. The amplitudes are t hrn 
tissembled into a continuous tirne series and standrirdized. If  ri teleconnection is not one 
of the ten leading modes. no amplitude is denved. 
Daily ütmospheric teleconnection indices are also produced in the same manner. While 
thrsc tirne serias are typically more noisy than the monthly avrrügrd values. they were 
acquired for potentid use in this study because they are at a similu temporal sensitivity 
as the SWE imagery. The daily values for the NAO, EP. and PNA indices were converted 
to prntad avrnges to coincide wirh the snow cover data. 
The NAO, EP, and PNA teleconnections were selected because the centres of action 
usociatttd with thesr patterns intluence airtlow. temperature. and precipitation ovrr 
central Nonh Amenca. The NA0 pattern (sec Barnston and Livezy. 1987: Wallace and 
Gutzler. 198 1 ) is the strongest contributor to low-frrqurncy gropotrntial hright variance 
in the Nonhem Hemisphere. appraring consistently in al1 months of the y r x  (Barnstoii 
and Livezy. 1987). It is composed of a dipole of anomalies. the lirst çrntered ovrr 
Greenland. the second cxtrnding across the central latitudes of the Nonh Atlantic. 
rttaçhin_o from Nonh Arnrnca to Europe. The positive phÿx of the pattern indicates 
below normal height and pressure iit the northem dipolr. and above normal hright and 
pressure at the mid-Atlantic centre. The negative p h w  is ~ssociated with the nvrrsr of 
thrse anomalies. 
The EP pattern characterizes contrasting nonh-south height anomdirs centered ovrr the 
west coast of North America and the Pacific near Hawaii (sec Barnston and Livezy. 
1987). A decp trouph ovrr western North America with positive anomalies to the south is 
the positive phase of the pattem. An influence on westerly tlow will result. with a 
corresponding influence on Noah American precipitation. 
Four centres of action are associated with the PNA pattern. Of like sign are regions over 
Alaska and the southeastem United States, whilr opposite sign centres are found over 
central Canada and Hawaii. The seasonal strengthening and wrtakrning of the PNA 
influences trough and ndge evolution across Nonh Amenca. with blocking episodrs in 
the West associated with negative geopotential height anomalies in the southeast (Wallace 
and Gutzler, 198 1). As mentioned previously, numerous studies have associated the PNA 
pattern with a range of climatological conditions in Nonh Amrrica. Specitïcally. the 
positive phase of the PNA has been consistently linked to defici t snow covrr in 
central/wrstem North America (for example, Cayan. 1 !N6). 
Two additional climatic diagostics were acquired from the University of Washington: 
monthly values of the Pacitic Decadal Oscillation (PDO). and the Arctic Oscillation 
(AO). The PD0 depicts the lrading principal component of monthly ssa surface 
temperature (SST) anomalies in the Nonh Pacitic (polrward of ZOaC - srr Mantua et al.. 
1997: Zhang et al.. 1997). The positive phax of the PD0 produces tmomülousl y negativr: 
pressure. while the negative phase produces a ridge structure in the Nonh Pxific which 
influrncrs atmosphenc airfiow over continental North Amerka isee Bond and Harrison. 
200) .  The A 0  describes the leading srri Iwel pressure (SLP) pattern in the Northrm 
Hemisphere. The primary centre of action is in the Arctic. with opposing anomalies in the 
midlrititude Atlantic-European and Pricific sectors. The A U  is highly corrrlated with the 
NAO. and there is somr debate regarding which of these two patterns btttter surnrnxizes 
the fundamental Northern Hemisphere SLP structure (see Deser. 2000). 
In summary. the PNA. NAO. EP. PDO. and A 0  indices provide simple low-frequency 
clirnatic diagnostics. Whrn combined with the gridded NCEP data. and quasi-grostrophic 
mode1 output. there are a range of atmospheric variables which cm potcntially br linked 
to North American Prairie SWE. 
5 .  METHODS AND 
Brfore describing the rnethods to be used within this study. it i s  helpful to r e v i t  the 
objectives of the thesis, which. dong with the data and ünalysis techniques that will 
riddrsss them. rire summarized in Table 5.1. Each of the methods will be ex plorcd in 
subsrqurnt sections of this chapter. except for the temperature thrrshold method. which 
will bc: rxplained in chiipter 6. 
Table 5.1 Summriry of study objectives. data. and methods. 
Objective Data 51ethd 
1. Dcvclopmcnt of a fast schcmc for i )  MSC station Tcmpcrriturc thrcshoiding 
ciçcurricy asscssrncnt of piissivc surfacc tempcraturc 
micri)wrivc SWE imagcry. data. 
i i)  SShVI denvcd 
Pniric SWE image-. 
i i i )  SSMA derivcd 
Prairie wct snow 
cover imapery. 
2. Idcntify thc cxtcnt to which SWE SSMn derived Prairie Principal Ci~rnpincnis 
patterns rerippear within and bctwcen SWE imagery. tlnrilysis ( PC.4 J 01' SWE 
wasons. imagcry . 
3. Idcntify whethcr uniquc and consistent i) Output from i )  Dcrivation of 
atmosphcric patterns rire associatecf with objective 2. atmosphcric composites 
riny rcpcatinp rnodcs of S WE ii) NCEP gridded and rrnomalics. as rclatcd 
ritrnospheric data. to S WE componcnts. 
i i i )  Model derived Q- ii) PCA to identif? 
vector and IPV fields consistency and 
iv) Atmospheric uniqucncss of 
teleconncction atmosphcric pattcrns. 
indices. i i i )  CompiirÏson of 
componcnts with 
teleçonnection indices. 
5.1 Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 
Researdi Qirrsrion: Do S W E  patterns reuppear iuithiri the tinie serirs :' 
PCA is a provsn technique for extracting information from Ions temporal sequsnces of 
remotely srnsrd data (Eastman and Fulk. 1993: Piwowar and LeDrcw. 1996) and will 
provide the buis  for the tirne serirs analysis contajned within this study. This method 
mathernüticülly trünsforms an original data set into a reducrd set of uncorrelatrd variables 
that rrpresrnt the majority of the information presented in the original time srries. Linrar 
combinations of the vüriablçs are chosen such that each subsequent component has a 
smaller variance (Singh and Hamson, 1985). In this rnanner. redundrrnt information is 
rernovsd from the dataset. 
PCA and associüted techniques (trigctntrtchniques) such as unpirical orthoponal functions 
and çommon füctor tindysis. have been iipplied to n widr range of problrms in  disciplines 
such ris rrrnote stlnsing and clirnatology. Applications of PCA from an image analysis 
perspective include drtrrmining the underlying dimrnsionality of a dalaset. image 
enhancement. and digital change detrction (Fung and LeDrew. 1987). In  this study. the 
use of principal componrnts will simplify the analysis of time series data by isolaring a 
srries of rçpresentativr pentads which proportionall y explain the majority of variance 
within the original time series data. 
For the purposes of this snidy. three types of output from the PCA arc of importance: 
cigrnvalurs. rigenvectors. and the component loading pattern. Eigrnvalucs (Li define the 
rimount of variance rxplained by each component, and rire comrnonl y sxpressed aï a 
prrcentage of the total variance by dividing each individual eigenvalue by the sum of al1 
calcuIated eigenvalues. Eigenvectors (a) are an intermediate value which define the 
relationship betwern the original data and each component. The rigrnvrctors can be 
transformed to component loadings by the equation: 
Loading = a (h)'" 
variance'' 
Becausr PCA wcights the rigenvectors by the square root of the corresponding 
eigenvalur. the component loadings indicate the correlation betwtien ertch spatial mode 
and original pentad spatial pattern on a scülr of - I to + I (Richman. 1986 ). A high 
positive loading msans the pentad data are similar to the componrnt. ii nrgative loading 
indicütrs an inverse spatial pattem betwern the original data and the çoniponrnt. A 
loüding nrar zero meüns there is little similarity. A tirnr srrirs plot of the loadings for a 
gi ven component can therefore be interpreted ris an indicator of the temporal persisrrncr 
of that @en spatial mode. 
PCA was perfomed on the threr passive rnicrowavr drrived SWE tirne srries. Each PCA 
input matrin was composed of columns for each lime series prntad. while SSMlt  pixel 
values comprised the rows. The colurnns of the individual input matrices correspond to 
the numbrr of prntads in the tirne senes (168: missing pentads rire discussrd in chapter 
4). while the rows arc: the pixel SWE values (70 by 40 pixels = 2800 rows). The unit  of 
observation for the input data was millimetres. Richman (1986) susgests that a number of 
specitïc issues should be addressed before performing PCA. Notably. these includr 
rotated versus unrotated PCA. choosing between a correlation and covliriance dispersion 
mütrix. the retention of significant eigenmodes, and the construction of component spatial 
patterns. 
5.1.1 Component Rotation 
The SWE data were orthogonally trrinsformed using the varimu rotation msthod. which 
muimizes the sum of the variances of the squared loadings within rach colurnn of the 
loading mütrix (Richman. 1986). Other rotation methods were rnaminrd. wi th varimax 
subjectively srlected brcause it provided physically logical. cohercnt results. Prefrrtlnce 
towards rotated or unrotated PCA varies among disciplines. applications. and reserirchers. 
Rotation was used i n  this study becausr of a number of advantqrous propenirs of 
rotatrd componrnts. These inciude a lack of predictabili ty in componrtn t sequrncr. 
stability with regard to the dimensions of the input data. and chÿractrrization of similar 
physical patterns to thosr rrnbedded in the dispersion matrix. Riçhman i 1986) providrs a 
complets discussion of the properties of a rotated PCA. 
5.1.2 Dispersion Matrix 
PCX crin be pcrformed with ri correlation or covariance mzitrk structure. A comparative 
study of these two approaches crin be found in Fung and LrDrrw ( 1987 ). Overland and 
Priesrndorfer ( 1982) suggest that the use of a correlation miitrix is advantagrous in 
isolating spatial variation and oscillation. so the PCA perfonned in this study utilizrs rhis 
method. 
5.1.3 Component Retention 
Many tests for component selection exist (see Bealr et al.. 1967: Dyer. 1975). ranging 
from the straightfonvard to the more cornputationally complex ( for example. Ovçrland 
and Priesendortkr. 1982). Griffith and Amrhein (' 1997) prisent ii series of genrrril rules 
when considering component significance: 
1. Only eigenvalues greater thûn 1 are important. 
2 .  Only sigenvalues ûccounting for at l es t  5% of the toial variance are important. 
3. Only those eigenvalues aligning in a Iinear fashion on a screr plot (Yc variance vs. 
sigsnvalue ran k) are important. 
Griffith and Arnrhein ( 1997) explain that the most appropriate of these rules vary with 
factors such ris datriset dirnensionality and size (n). Priesrndorfer et al. ( 1 98 1 note that 
components cün fail al1 münner of selrction tests and still trück <i valid grophysical 
procrss that prrsists through the presencr of noise. With rhese various rules of thumb. 
and the potential for rejecting relevant components. it is clrar thüt the selrction of ri 
method for component retention must consider the application. In this study. loadin_p 
patterns are used lis a merisure of the temporal dominance of spatial patterns of SWE. 
Therrfore. rach component loading pattern is investiptrd individually. and components 
are rctained unti 1 the pcntad to component lin kages (expressed through loadin~ 
magnitude) fluctuate near zero. This illustrates no spatial rrscrnblancr betwern 
componrnts and time series data. 
5.1.4 Component Spatial Patterns 
Principal components do not depict actual observable data patterns. but rather variance 
presumrd to be rvident in al1 cases. The spatial pattems for the most highly loüded 
prntads are. therefore. idrally suited for the interpretation of physical processes to ensure 
the identification of real spatial pattems. In this study. the pentads of tirnr srrirs imrigrry 
that load rnost strongly on rüch retriined component will br usrd to visudizi: the data that 
components are reprexnting. 
In summary. the SWE PCA will providr the foundation for linking Prairie snow covcr to 
atmospheric circulation (Figure 5.1). First. the component loading pattems will providr 
information on the rxtent to which SWE repeat within and betwern scasons. Prntads with 
strong positive or negative loadings to a given component wi I l  be usrd to m a t e  a 
composite cornponrnt pattern for visualizütion purposes. Atmosphrric data (rom thest: 
same strongly loading pentads will then be investigated in ordsr to detrmine the spatial 
uniqucness (se<: Section 5.2) and consistency (sre Section 5.3) of the ;itmospheric 
circuliition patterns thüt coincide with the occurrence of the SWE çomponrnts. An 
additional description and application of this methodology cm be found in Derlisen et al. 
(2000~).  The component loading pattems in their entirety will also bt: utilized through a 
cross correlation iinalysis with teleconnection indices. as drscribcd in Section 5.4. 
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Figure 5.1 Contribution of PCA to subsrquent analysis. 
5.2 Atmospheric Composites and Anomalies 
To examine this research question, merin and anomaly 5002 and 700T fields wi I l  br 
computed to temporally correspond to the dominant spatial modes of SWE aï 
charücterizrd by the PCA. As discusxd in the previous section. PCA of the SWE time 
srries will produce a loüding pattern that explains the association brriween the tims series 
images and each componrnt. The time senes data that load mosc stronsly to rach 
component are usrd to visualize the component spatial pattern. Those tirne series pentads 
which rire used to visualize the SWE cornponent are tlagged. with the tltmosphrric fields 
for thosc dates üvrragrd to c r a i e  patterns of mean atmosphrric circulaiion trmporülly 
coincident with the mode of SWE. This procrss i s  reprütrd for anomal? fields computed 
from the 30-yrar mran and standard dcviation cdculated t'or eiich pentad from the yexs 
1961 to 1990. 
The composite mran and anomüly fields presrnt the ty pical atmospheric conditions for 
intervals when the cornponent SWE pattern exists through the time series. Cornparison of 
these average atrnospheric fields will provide insight into whrthrr unique atmosphrric 
patterns are üssociütrd with any repeating modes of SWE. 
5.3 Within-Croup Atmospheric PCA 
Rrsetirch Qi~estion: 1s there consistency in the otmospheric patterns ii*/iic.h coinc.itki rciitli 
rrpetrting S WE modes? 
As discussed in the section 5.2. average mean and anomrily patterns will be used to 
prrsent the typicül atmospheric conditions associated wi th any repeating modes of Prairie 
SWE as captured by the rotated PCA. These iiveraged fields. howrvrr. are maihrmatical 
constmcts only. In ordrr to identify the consistrncy of the atmospheric patterns 
associated with any retained SWE components. the individual atrnosphrric fields that. 
when üvcrigrd. created the composite mean and anornaly patterns are subjrctrd to a 
roiatrd PCA to m e s s  the within-group vanability. The following hypothesis applirs: the 
p a t e r  the similarity (iherefore consistency) within each group. the p a r e r  the variance 
thüt  wiII be explained hy the leading componrnt. If the first component expliiins the 
müjority of the variance. then the atmospheric pattern visualized by the average tïeld is 
relevant. and cm br: decisively linked to the snow covrr pattern. I f  multiple components 
ürr needrd to enplain the vcinability within each atrnospheric sroup. these various 
atmosphcric patterns nerd to explorcd funher. and the group average must br discarded 
as physicrill y irrelevant. 
5.4 Links With Atmospheric Teleconnoetion Indices 
As presented in Chapter 4. teleconnection indices pmvide a simple clirnatic diagnostic 
through a single standardized index. This standardized value indicates the phase (positive 
or nrpt ivr)  and the magnitude of a given teleconnection pattern. Relating trleconnection 
indices to any repeating modes of SWE will therefore be useful in  linking Prairie SWE to 
largescale climate dynamics. The most stnightfonvard way to link trleconnection 
indices and the PCA results is through cross correlation. In this study. cross correlation 
analysis can be performrd on the PCA loadings and cach atmosphcric teleconnection 
index. The correlation scores indicatc the strength or wrakness of the rrlationship 
betwren surface conditions and the climatic diagnostics. Whilc this statisticril rinalysis 
cannot provide proof of cause and effect relationships. it c m  give insight into 
associations that may be validated by subsequent procrss studirs. Laggrd correlations 
have. for example. bern utilized to investigaie the direction of forcing between se3 icr 
and the atmosphere (Walsh and Johnson, 1979). 
A lrss systrmatic mrthod is ü case by case examination focussing only on thosr pentads 
for which a çomponent loüding is strong. While this docs not considrr ihr sntirt: tirne 
series. it does address whether ri consistent index phase is rissocirited witli the 
reoccurrence of a Prüirir SWE pattern. 
6. ASSESSMENT OF SWE 
The ability to distinguish between snow coverrd and snow frer land in  the microwave 
portion of the rltxtromagnetic spcctrum is ri function of changes in  microwave scütter 
causrd by the presrnce of snow crystüls. Microwavr brightnrss temperatures drcrrasr: 
with increasing snow depth because the greater numbrr of snow crystüls providrs 
incrsased scattering of the microwavr signal. As discussed in Chapter 2. this simple 
relationship is complicated by a rringe of physical parimeters within the snowpüçk 
including snow wstness, snow crystal sizr. drpth hou. and i c r  crusts. 
I t  is impossible to account for the presence or absence of thesr vüriablcs remotely - tkld 
reconnaissance is ncicessary. Ancillary data is thrrefore required to addrrss the impact of 
the physical state of the snowpack on passive microwave retnrval of snow watrr 
rquivülrni (SWE) and snow covcred area (SCA). A discussion of the imponmcr of usine 
screrning criteria to rnsure reliablr and accurate application of passive microwavr SWE 
estirnates is provided by Singh md Gan (2000). In this study. the use of surface air 
temperature data as an indicator of wet snow conditions is a logical approach. The 
hypothesis is direct: when surface temperatures rxcred O" Celsius. conditions are such 
that liquid water is present within the snowpack crystal matnx and SWE and SCA are 
underestimated. Subsequent refreezing can resuit in overestimation of SWE. 
As mentioned in  Chapter 4. efforts have been made during the planning of this study to 
minimizs the potential impact of snow cover melt md refreezr by rxamininp the wintrr 
sèason. and selecting rnoming as opposed to aftemoon ovrrpliss tirnes. a decision 
cmphasized and illustratecl in Derksen et al. (2000a). Two datasets were compared: three 
winter seasons (199393 - 1994195) of pentad SWE and SCA imagery denvrtd from ( 1 ) 
rnoming satellite overpass times (AM). and (2) aftrmoon satellite overpnss tirnes (PM). 
The generül levrl of' agreement between the two datasets is evidrnt in ihr correlation 
rrsults betwern AM SWE and SCA (independent variable) and PM SWE and SCA 
(dependent variable) iis shown in Figure 6.1. A cornpanson of the r-viilues indicates that 
while the estimate for total Prairie SWE il; consistent between datasets. the number of 
pixels dermrd to be snow çovrrrd is more varied. This could be the result of the 
"disappeürünce" of snow covered pixels in the PM dataset causcd by ;i wwmrr and wrtter 
snowpück. a phenomenon noted by Walker and Goodison ( 1993). In 39 of the II 
çorrelated image pairs, PM SCA was less than AM SCA. Therrforc. whilc the SWE and 
SCA correlations crin be considered strong, this initial assessrnent using threr winter 
srrisons of imagery indicates that passive microwave derived maps of snow distribution 
can be systemritically influenced by sensor overpass tirne. 

winter sesison progresses. Multiple physical expianations for this trend are possible. The 
potential for snowpack metamorphism increases as the winter progresses. Cumulative 
rnelt and refreeze events, leading to the formation of ice lenses and the development of 
depth hoar, and repetitive accumulation and ablation events lead to snowpiick physical 
propenies which harnper accurrite monitoring by passive microwavr technology. 
Grnrrally increasing snow depths ;ire also problrmatic. becausr üftrr a threshold drpth of 
approximütel y I mrtre the microwave brightnrss temprriturelS WE relations hip degrades 
(Armstrong et al.. 1993). Snow depths of this magnitude are not cummon. howrver, 
within the study area. Most imponantly. periods of abovr freezing temperatures increase 
in frequency as the season progresses - these wet snow prriods nrr l i k d y  the Irriding 
contributor to mors in microwrive mapping of SWE. 
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Figure 6.2(a) Percentage of differrnce time serirs pixels within + IO mm. DJF 1994195. 
Timç series mean is noted by dashed line. (b) Pentad avcraged surface temperriture 
profile for select Prairie stations. 
Referring to Figure 6.2h). it is evident that agreement bcitween the A,M and PM time 
series weükrns as the winter season progresses. with specific pentads cxhibiting an 
rspcially high degrec of inconsisiency. Derksen et al. (2000a) provide a physicnl 
exphnation for this by examining hourly surface temperature data. A plot of ovrragr 
pentad temperature for selected locations is shown in  Figure 6.3b). The AM trrnperature 
protïle is drrived from the 8:00 a.m. local time measurement: the PM profile is from the 
6:00 p.m. rnrasurement to coincide most close\y with satellite ovrrpüss timrs. The 
intervals when average pentad temperature approaches or cxceeds O" C. match rxactly to 
the SWE images with the strongest disagreement betwesn AM and PM overpass times: 
pcntiids 9472.9507 and 95 1 1 .  Surface temperature data can thrreforcr play a helpful role 
in identifying problrrnatic passive microwavr SWE measurement i nvrvals. 
In sumrnary. Derksen et al. (1000a) illustrate the important rote thar srnsor ovrrpass tirnr 
cm play whrn using passive microwavr imapry to determine regional SWE patterns. 
While the use of moming overpass data during the wintrr season u n  rrducc: the 
probübility of snow covrr mrasurement occumng during mrlt periods. satellite overpass 
during wrt snow prriods can br unavoidable regürdlrss of the srason or overpüss tirnr. 
Thrreforr. brfore subjecting the passive microwave derived SWE imagery to andysis in 
this study. it is important to screen the dataet for intervals whrn the rrmotcr measurrmrnt 
of wrt snow is a possibility. This addresses the first objective of this study: the 
development of an appropriate temperature threshold procedure in ordrr to cvaluate SWE 
irnagrry. given the large data volumes associatrd with timr series analysis. This proccss 
will assist in identifying the magnitude and frequency of temperatureinducrd 
underestimation of SWE within the 10 season tirne suies used in this study. and ensure 
thüt the SWE distributions used for analysis are ris accurate ris: possible. 
6.1 Station Air Temperature Data 
Hourly surface air temperature data for Decembrr. January. and Frbniary 1988/89 
through 1997198 were obtained from the MSC digital archive for select Canadian Prairie 
sites. and the High Plains Climate Centre for Amencan stations. The distribution of thrsr 
sites (Figure 6.3) is such that regional temperature patterns crin be inkrred for the study 
xe3. The most relevant melisurement is 0800 local time, as this most closely corresponds 
wi th  moming sütellite ovcrpass. 'These measuremrnts were therefore rrtained for 
analysis. An initial examination of the station data presents some important information 
with respect to rrgional temperature patterns and the incidence of melt rvents dunng the 
winter season. 
J 
Figure 6.3 Location of stations for which hourly air temperature data wrre obtainrd. 
6.2 Winter Season Melt and Refreeze Events 
The physics of snow ablation are complex. and governed by phrise change processes and 
vertical and lateral energy fluxes within the snowpack. In hydrologiclil tcrms. a snowpack 
is primed for melting when it reaches a temperature of 0' C (Male and Gray. 198 1 ). 
Given the complexity of snow-rnelt processes and di fficulty in determining regional snow 
pack temperatures. a simple procedure using surface temperature data is  pursued in this 
phase of this study. 
A scresning of the station data for measurement intervals when surface temperature 
cxcrrds O0 C shows that above frerzing temperature at 0800 rnists for dl stations. Figure 
6.4 provides a breükdown by station and year indicating that some regions tire more 
prone to mzlt conditions than others, with some seüsons proving tu bs wrirrnrr than 
othrrs. It is acknowledged. therefore. that wet snow conditions are rrmotrly mcasured nt 
various intervals throughout the time sories. The inherent timç Iags involvrd with 
wmning. cooling. and rrfreezing the snowpack complicate the issue. whik i t  must also 
br noted that würm periods can extend across pcntads. What reniains therefore. is an 
ÿveraging problçm: how many abovç freezing days does i t  tükr to mate a penrad of 
inticcurate SWE and SCA retrieval? 
Figure 6.4 Seuon (top) and station (bottorn) summary of daily 0800 mwsurements 
grrater thün O" C. All stations wrre considered for the srasonal totals. 
In order to iiddress this question. the following temperature-bard filters have b r r n  
applied to the time series of station air temperature data: 
1. Condition 1: pentads with 2 successive days of above freezing temprrütures ;it 0800 
2. Condition II: pentads containins at les t  3 days of abovr frrrzing temperatures at 
O S 0 0  
3. Condition III: pentads with an average temperature abovr Ireezing iit 0800 
In ordrr to be classified into one of the three goups listed above. the mrlt evrnt had to be 
simultaneously observed by at lrast 2 stations, thereby creating ri regional influence on 
passive microwavc retrirved SWE. The goal of placing the melt events into rhese threr 
groups is to invrstigate the responsr in SWE. and determine whethsr one these cütegories 
isolates the type of melt event which most significantly alters passive microwave SWE 
determination. For each pentad which rneets one of the three criteriri. wet snow indicator 
imagery werr procrssed for consideration with the SWE imagrry. The wrt snow 
indicritor. developed by MSC. wÿs devrloped using the brightness temperature gradient 
between the horizontal and vertically polarizrd 37 GHz channels (Walker and Goodison. 
1993). Investigation of before and aftrr melt imügery indicatcd that a 37 GHz 
polrirization brightness tempçriture difference of greatrr than 10 " Kelvin implies the 
presrncc of wet snow. while a difference of less than 10 " Kelvin indicatrs snow free 
land. Subsequent tield validation has confimird the accurxy of rhis technique i Wallier 
and Goodison. 1993). Unfortunritriy. quantitative values of SWE ctinnot b r  derived but 
the procedure does al low improved estimates of SCA. 
After clüssification of the melt rvents. s u m m q  statistics were gçneratrd for the SWE 
and wet snow images in each group: 
( I j snow covcred pixels (deteminrd from SWE imagery ) 
(3) wrt snow covercd pixels (detrrrnined from wct snow indicator imqsry 
( 3 )  total snow covered pixels (sum of I and 2) 
(4) perceniaga of total snow covered pixels identified only by wrt snow indicator 
Table 6.1 presents the percentage of total snow covered pixels that are wrt for the three 
melt categories. The values are very similar. although pentads with 2 succrssive days of 
above freezing temperatures contain marginally more wet snow covered pixels than the 
other two conditions. This decision criteria was selected as the most appropriate for 
identifying porentially problematic passive microwave rnrasurrment intervals based not 
only on this result. but also because the majonty of melt events which Ml into the othcr 
two categories also contained successive above frerzing measuremrnts. This is, therefore. 
the most inclusive melt condition. A lis[ of melt and subsequent refreeze pentrids is 
shown in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.1 Summary of wet snow covered pixels by melt condition. 
- - 
Condition 1 Condition II Condition Ill 
Number of pentads which meet melt criteria 9 5 5 
9% of total snow covered pixels identified by wet 12.4 9.2 11.2 
snow indicator 
Table 6.2 List of rnelt event pentads. 
Melt Pentad Refreeze Pentad 
8972 8973 
For each of the pentads listrd in Table 6.2, the change in total Prairie SWE and SCA 
wrre calculatrd for the pentad derivcd dunng the melt rvent (Fig. 6.5). and the pentad 
after the melt rvent (Fig. 6.6). This allows examination of the impact of both the wrtting 
of the snowpack. and subsequent refreeze. on the study area considercd as ii whole. n i e  
calculations show that wetting of the snowpack generally results in a decreüsr in detected 
Prairie SWE and SCA with microwave irnagery, and the subsequent refreeze may cause 
an apparent increase in SWE. SCA tends to exhibit little change. Thesr are exprcted 
results that fit passive microwave theory. Additional investigation is now required to 
Change in Total Sludy 
Atea SWE (mm) 
Change in Total Study 
Area SCA (kmA2) 
Change in Total Study Change in Total Study 
Area SWE (mm) 
To examine the influence of melt and refreeze on the passive microwave mripping of 
Prüirir SWE. the ASWE images for the melt and refreezr pentüds listed in Table 6.2 were 
rxaminrd. These images show areas of increasing and decrrasing S WE. as well as 
regions of change lrss than 20 mm (the error range of the algorithm). Suprrimposrd on 
thesr images are the sien of the O 8 0  surface temperature observation (+ or - ). In the 
ideal theoretical situation, a region of decreasing SWE should be iissocimxî with abovc 
frcrzing temperature observations in  the rnelt pentrid. and this should be followcd by 
incrraïing SWE in the refreeze pentad. In redity, the responsc of passive microwüve 
derived SWE to melt and refreeze events is not consistent: rather the melt and refreeze 
ASWE images crin b r  srpürated into four grneriil classes. as presented in su bsequrnt 
figures: 
i .  Drçreased SWE in the melt ngion. followed by incnl~xd SWE during rrfrcrze 
(Figure 6.7). 
2. Deerraseci SWE in the melt region. followed by decrerised SWE during refrerzr 
(Figure 6.8). 
3. No significant change in SWE during the melt and refrerze (Figure 6.9). 
4. No consistent spatial response in the rnelt and refreeze rrgion (Fisure 6.10). 
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Figure 6.7(a) Pentads 8972 and 8973: case of decreasing 
SWE in the melt region (left). followed by increasing SWE 
d u h g  rrfrerze (right). 
Figure 6.7(b) Pentads 9603 and 9604: case of decreasing 
S W E  in the melt region (left), followed by increasing SWE 
during refreeze (right). 
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Figure 6.7(c) Pentads 98 10 and 98 1 I : case of decrrasing 
SWE in the melt region (Irft). followed by increasing SWE 
during refreeze Wight). 
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Figure 6.8 Pentads 9 107 and 9 108: case of decrtming SWE 
in the melt region (lrft). followed by funher decreasing 
SWE during rekeze (right). 
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Figure 6.9 Pentads 9770 and 977 1 : case of no signifiant 
change in SWE during the melt and refreeze. 
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Figure 6.10(a) Pentads 9206.9207 and 9208: case of no consistent spatial 
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Figure 6.1Wb) Pentads 947 1 and 9472: case of no consistent 
spatial response in the rnek and refreeze region. 
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6.3 Summary 
It is apparent in the four groups of images presented in Figures 6.7 to 6. IO thrit thsre is no 
regionally consistent response in passive microwave retrieved SWE to melt and refrerze 
events. Furthemore, only a small number of pentads are identifieci as contriining 
problernatic mrasurement conditions. The melt and refreezr rffects in thess problrrnatic 
pentads do not appeür to k spatially extensive. Finaily. the melt and refrtxze response is  
not consistent. therefore systematic correction is difficult. With thrse observerions in 
mind. the following conclusions are put forward: 
I .  Surface temperature data alone represent a simple proxy for identitjing problcmritic 
passive rnicrowavr mrüsurement intervals. 
2. Evriluation and correction of MSC algorithm performance rising s~irfiict. 
mrtrorological observations could provide the bais for ri major study unto itsrif. For 
instance. how is the addition of fresh snow within the rnelt and rct'rceze pzntrids 
accounted for'? How do post-refreeze ice lenses impact S WE retrievril t'or the 
remaindrr of the season? What is the intlucnce of rüin-on-snow events during the 
winter season'? This final question is notable because the addition of liquid 
precipitation at the surface adds SWE to the pack when refreezc occurs. A possible 
scenario. therefore. is an actual increase in SWE during an interval of above freezing 
temperatures. The focus of this work, however, is to ripply the passive microwave 
time series to investigating n climatological question. Informed decisions. such as the 
use morning overpass times. and the consideration of surface temperature conditions 
allows the necessary confidence to be placed in the SWE dataset. 
3. No correction of the SWE time series before analysis is necessa-. Instrad. flrigging 
of problematic measurernent intervals is appropriate. with thrsr pentads omitted from 
future visualization of the imagery. and when interpreting the timr srries analysis 
results in subsequrnt chapters. 
In summq, this assessrnent of the SWE time series presents a quülity control procedure 
not applied to this dataset in previous analysis (for example. Drrksrn et al.. 1998a and 
1998b). As a consequence, increased confidence crin be placed in the results of time 
series sinalysis of this dataset. 
The initial objective of this time series analysis is to compare how threr passive 
microwave derived snow water equivalent (SWE) datasets charactrrizr vanabi l i  ty in 
Nonh Amrrican Prairie SWE patterns. As described in Chapter 4. thesr thrre datasets 
art' : 
( 1 ) prntad SWE imagery derived with the MSC dual freqmncy algorithm 
( 2 )  pentad SWE anomalv imagery based on the 10 serison msm and standard drviation 
( 3 )  peniad chanee in  SWE (hrreafter referred to as S W E )  imügery crilculatcd by 
subtrxting rach SWE pattern from the previous. 
.A comparative xrirs of rotated principal components analysis (PCX - driscribrd in 
Chaptrr 5 )  was perforrned to achieve this goal. The motivation brhind this cornparison 
was to isolatr the most sui table dataset for identify ing associlitions wi th atrnospheric 
circulation patterns. The assumption is that strongly seasonal SWE component loüding 
patterns are not appropriate because the dominant Northrm Hernisphrre atmospheric 
circulütion patterns are not seasonal in nature. The most suitable SWE componrnts will. 
therefore. capture spatial modes of snow cover that also rrappeiir within and brtween 
seasons. This analysis phase answers the first resrarch question: are consistrnr SWE 
patterns observed to reappear from one season to the next'? If so. this provides a suitable 
context for identifying associations ktween these repeating SWE patterns and 
atmospheric circulation. While the first section of this chapter summarizes the 
comparative PCA. subsequent sections will examine links between components and the 
atmospheric statc. üddressing the second research question: are ( 1 ) unique and ( 2 )  
consistent atmospheric patterns associüted with any repeating modes of S WE'? 
7.1 Ten-Season PCA of Passive Microwave Derived SWE Time Series 
7.1.1 Pentad SWE Imagery 
A summnry of the first ten SWE imagrry components is provided in Table 7.1. and 
shows that the SWE time srries of 168 images can be effectively reducrd to ri relritively 
small number of components. which characterize the majority of variance in the datÿset. 
Spiitially. the pentads that load rnost sirongly to each cornponrnt (Figure 7.1 ) sxhibit the 
vüriability in SWE extent and magnitude which is rxpected for the Prairie region. SWE 
cxtent varies from continuous and expansive (PC2: PC3: PC 101 io disconti nuous and 
spÿrsr (PC4: PC5: PC8). The regions of hzaviçst SWE concentration are ais0 
inconsistent. vnrying between the nonh (PC I:  PC9). central iPC3 PC5 1. and southeast 
t PC6) of the study region. 
Table 7.1 Summrinl of SWE imaeerv PCA. 
Camponent % Variance Pentad With 
Explained Strongest Loading 
PC I 23.7 9007 
PC2 14.8 9702 
PC3 14.6 9272 
PC4 7.7 9802 
PC5 7.3 887 1 
PC6 6.7 9473 
PC7 3.6 9470 
P î 8  2.4 9069 
PC9 2.1 9572 
pcro 1.9 9308 
Remriinder 15.2 
The cornponent loading pattern for the pentad SWE Emagery is shown in Figure 7.2. Each 
component is strongly related to individual winter seeasons. illustrating the high deyer  of 
interannual variability in Prairie SWE. Only PC 1 characterizes ri SWE pattern that 
entends to consrcutive. multiple seasons. The remaining components serve to 
characterize individual seasons only, except for PC2. which loads strongiy for the heavy 
snow seiisons of 1993193 and 1996197. Because of the seasonal nature of this component 
loading pattern. the output from the SWE irnagery PCA will not likely providr usrful 
information for isolating systrrnatic correlations with wintrr srason North Amrrican 
atmospheric circulation patterns. These cornponents capture hetwrrn-srason, but not 
within-season variability. Since atmospheric circulation patterns exhibit ri high lrvel of 
wi thin-seüson variability (for this study area. sre Drrksrn. 1999 ). this dntüsrt is noi well 





Figure 7. 2 Componrnt loadin g pattern for the I O-s ieason SWE irnügery PC 
7.1.2 Pentad S WE Anomaly Irnagery 
A summary of the first ten SWE nnomaly cornponents is provided in Table 7.2. They 
combine to explain slightly less than 70% of the variance in the datasct. This indicates 
that the anornaly time series contains more variability in spitce and timr than the SWE 
imagery tirne series discussed previously. The first ten anomüly components do. however. 
still provide the strongest Ioadings for all 168 pentnds. just like the SWE imagery timr 
series. The pentad images chat load most strongly to the ûnomaly cornponents are shown 
in Figure 7.4. In a similar fashion to the SWE imagery. the SWE anornaly patterns 
illustrate the high degree of variability in Prairie SWE distribution. Through the ten 
xason time srries. centres of positive and negative SWE deputures are obscrved for a 
varirty of Prairie regions. 
Table 7.2 Summary of SWE anomaly PCA. 
Compnent C7a Variance Pentad With 
Explained Strongest Loadiag 
PCI 11.2 9607 
PC2 10.7 9704 
PC3 10.3 9004 
PC4 6 .O 980 1 
PC5 5.8 9402 
PC6 5.1 9508 
K 7  4.9 9204 
P C X  4.7 8908 
PCrl 4.3 9104 
KI0 3.5 887 1 
Remaindcr 32.6 
Figure 7.3 SWE anomaly imagery with the strongest Ioading to the fint 10 components. 
Similar to the SWE imagery. the SWE anomaly loading pattem (Figure 7.4) illustrates ü 
xÿsonal bias for al1 the high rmked components. Each component pattern loads strongly 
( i n  rhis case typically in the negative direction due to the positive and negative values in 
the anomaiy images) for single srasons only. As stated earlier atmospheric patterns do 
not rxhibit temporal penistence of this nature, so like the SWE imügery discussrd 
previously. this datmct is not well suited for identifying consistent linkages with the 
189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 
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Figure 7.4 Component loading pattem for the IO-season SWE anornnly imagery PCA. 
7.1.3 Pentad AS WE Irnagery 
Although the total variance explained by the f i n t  t rn  ASWE componcnts (Table 7.3) is 
not as high as the other two SWE datasets (see Tables 7.1 and 7.2). the nature of the 
ASWE loading pattern indicates that the components produced from this dataset are well 
suited to investigating associations with atmospheric circulation. As will be illustnted 
shortly. the loadings exhibit peaks (both positive and negative) that exist through the time 
serirs. It  is possible. therefore. to state that consistent SWE patterns are obsrrved to 
reappex within and betwren seasons, but only with the ASWE tirnc scries. For this 
reason. the ASWE components will be retained for funher analysis. 
Table 7.3 Summiuy of ASWE PCA. 
Component % Variance 
Explained 
PC 1 16.5 
The first four ASWE component loading patterns rue shown in Figure 7.5. Lowcr rankrd 
cornponrnts are not considrred funher because the pentad ro cornponrnt lin k q e s  
irxpresscid through loading magnitude) fluctuate near zero d t r r  ASWE PCJ. Thcsci wrak 
relationships are not useful or enlightening given the goals of this study. Thosc pentads of 
ASWE imagrry which load strongly (negatively or positively) to the rrtainrd ASWE 
componrnts wcrr averagcd to produce composite component images. Thrsr: pentads are 
listrd in Table 7.4. and are marked with solid symbols in Figure 7.5. Those prntrids 
identitird ris containing a regional melt or refreeze event in Chapter 6 were encludrd 
from the composite procedure regardless of the loading. The composite images me shown 
in Figure 7.6. Positive ASWE values indicate regions of snow i~ccumulation from the 
previous SWE pattern. while negative values correspond to regions of snow ablation. 
Table 7.4 kntrids with strong component loadings, used to mate composite component 
. . . . . . - - . 
PCl+ PC 1- PC2+ PC2- PC3+ PC3- PC& PCJ- 
8902 8906 8870 891 1 9002 9103 O302 Y 900 
Figure 7.5 Componrnt loading patterns for the retainrd ASWE components. Solid black 
diarnonds rrpresent those ASWE images used to produce the composite patterns that 
illustrate the positive and negative phases of each componrnt. 
Figure 7.5 cont. Component loading patterns for the first reminrd ASWE çomponrnts. 
Solid black diamonds represrnt those ASWE images usrd to producr the composite 
patterns thüt illustrate the positive and negaiive phases of eüch componrni. 
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Figure 7.6 Composite images which characterize the positive and negativr phases of 
retained ASWE components. 
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Figure 7.6 cont. Composite images 
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the positive and negative phases 
of retained ASWE components. 
The positive phase of ASWE PC I captures a pattern of a widesprrad increasr i n  SWE 
values across the northern portion of the study area, with a moderate dscrease in SWE 
values observed across the south. The negative phase of ASWE PC 1 depicts a reversal of 
thesr broad accumulütion and ablation zones. Specific centres of action arc: not apparent: 
this componrnt simply identifies a nonh - south gradient in ASWE values. 
Unlike PC I .  the three rernaining ASWE components highlight spcci tic subrqions within 
the Prairie study area. which characterize cleÿrly definrd changes in SWE. PCI drpicts a 
zone of activity that bisects the study area from the nonhwest to the southeut. In the 
positive phase. this is an üccumulation zone surrounded by vsry little change in  SWE. 
whils in the ncgritive phase it reverses to become ri zone of ablation surrounded by 
moderate increases in SWE. 
PC3 characrerizes a ASWE zone in  the western region of the study area. This reverses 
beiween an ablation zone in the positive phase to an accurnulütion zone in the negative 
phase. ASWE PCJ illustrates a latitudinally oriented re~ion of change in the northeüst. In 
the positive phase this is depicted as accumulation in the Red River Valley. rntrnding 
from Lake Winnipeg south into the Dükotas. The negative mode of this component is ri 
co-locatrd region of ablation. 
In surnmxy. the 168 image ASWE dataset has been reduced to 8 dominant patterns (the 
positive and negative phases of 4 components) which reappear within and between 
seasons through the time series. The first four ASWE components identify four unique 
centers of action in the Prairie study rirea. with the positive and negative phases of the 
cornponents characterizing either accumulntion or ablation in those regions. Thesr 8 
patterns will form the foundation for subsequent analysis which srcks to link Prüirie 
SWE distribution to atmospheric circulation. 
7.1.4 Ten-Season PCA Summary 
Two main rexarch questions were put fonvard at the beginning of this chaptcr: 
( I ) Do consistent SWE patterns reappear from one season to the next? 
( 3 Are. first. unique and. second, consistent atmospheric patterns iissociutsd w ith iiny 
repeliting modes of SWE? 
To addrrss the first question. ü rotatrd PCA was uscd to compare threr passive- 
microwave derived SWE datrisets SWE imagery. SWE sinomrilies. rind S W E .  An 
rumincltion of the componrnt eigenvüluss (Figure 7.7) shows thüt the Irtist variance is 
containrd by the SWE imagrry timr srnes. whilr the ASWE dataset is the most variable 
in spacr and time. The SWE imagery time series cm. therrforrt. be expressed 
signitïçantly by the highrst ranked componcnts. while the ASWE cornponenis rxplain a 
lowrr proportion of variance. 
-++ SWE trrigery 
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Figure 7.7 Eignvalur summary for the comparative ten-srason PCA. Solid symbols 
reprrsent thosr components i llustrated in Figures 7.1.7.3. and 7.6 rr.sprctivcly. 
The componrnt loading patterns. however ( i llustrated in Figure 7.5 1. i ndiccits tliat the 
ASWE time series is  the most suitable for identifying associations with atmospheric 
circulation because unl ikr  the orhrr two time srries (Figures 7.2 and 7.4). the leriding 
ASWE components isolats SWE change patterns which rrpeat within and betwcen 
sruons. Givrn thrit prefrrred spatial modes of Nonhem Hrrnisphrrc iitmospheric 
circularion dso  cxhibit this temporal behaviour. the first four ASWE çompontrnts will be 
usrd to investigatr linkages betwren atmospheric circulation and thex repeating modes 
of SWE. 
7.1 Links Between S W E  Components and Atmospheric Circulation 
As discussed in Chapter 3, associations between atrnospheric circulation and terrestrial 
snow covcrr are difficult to isolate because of the cornplex nature of their interaction. The 
remiiinder of this study is thrrefore dedicüted to investigating a variety of methods by 
which the dominant modes of Prairie ASWE, can be linked to the climatic strite. These 
methods utilize various types of atmospheric data which were presentrd in Chapter 4: 
1. atmosphrric teleconnection indices 
2. gridded atmospheric fields 
3. quasi-geostrophiç modd output. 
7.2.1 Atmospheric Teleconnection Indices 
Teleconnection indices provide ri simple climatic diagnostic through single standardizd 
value that indicrites the phase (positive or negative) and the magnitude of ti given 
preferrcrd mode of low- frrquency atmospheric circulation. Givcn t heir simple nature. 
trleconnçction indices providr a logical means to bcpin the procrss of integratine 
çlimatic information with the ASWE cornponents. Any associations found with the 
trleconnection data will provide the frmework for subsequent linkages isolatrd with the 
oridded atmospheric data products. In this study, two temporzll resolutions of s 
teleconnection indices will be used: pentad and monthly aveqes.  A summruy of these 
datasets i s  shown in Table 7.5. In addition, two analysis rnethods will be used to link the 
teleconnections to the ASWE component loadings: ( 1 )  correlation anaIysis. and (2) ri case 
Table 7.5 Summarv of the teleconnection datsets. 
Pentad Resolution Monthly Resolution 
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 
Eastcrn Psici tic (EP) Eastern Pacitic (EP) 
Paci ficMonh America ( PNA) Paciiic/North Arncnca (PNA) 
Arctiç Oscillation (AO) 
Pacific Decadel Oscillation ( PDO) 
7.2.1.1 Cross Correlation of &WE Component Loadings and Teteconnection 
Indices 
Givrn the variable nature of North Arnerican Prairie SWE distribution ris isolrited by the 
ten season PCA, it  tollows that a variety of atmospheric contjgurritions would br 
~ssociated with the obsrrved variability in surface conditions. If this is the case, these 
atmospheric patterns me not represented by atmosphcric teleconnrction indices becausr 
the correlütions brtwecn the ASWE Ioading patterns and atmospheric teleconnection 
indices (NAO. EP. PNA) at a pentad resolution are consistently wecik i Figure 7.8). 
Beforr analysis al1 variables were standardized by the ten srason mçan and standard 
deviütion. Although two negative correlations involving the EP pattern slighil y exceed 
statistical significancr iat the 95% confidence Ievrl). it  appcürs that no ASWE component 
to teleconnection correlation is sufficiently strong iit ii pentad resolu tion to warrant 
further investigation. 
These rcsults mirror thosc for ii similu andysis applied to the SWE image- cornponent 
loadings. and described in Derksrn et al. ( 1999). S tatisticdly si p i  ficant correlations were 
not idcntitled when the analysis was applied to monthly or pentad averrigrd imagery. 
Figure 7.8 Correlations between ASWE components and pentad 
atmosphrric telrconnection indices. Dashed lines mark the 95% 
signi ticance level. 
The correlation analysis was repcirited using monthly averaged data. ,411 pentad 
information ( ASWE component loadings: NAO, EP. and PNA indices) were degradrd to 
monthl y rivemges to allow correlation of temporally consistent data becausc the A 0  and 
PD0 data iue only available at the monthly resolution. Bsfort: correlation analysis. al1 
variables were again standardized by the ten season mean and standard dwiation. As 
shown in Figure 7.9. the monthly resolution results indicrite somr strongcr correlütions 
than those isolated by the pentad analysis. Two correlations i ASWE PC I and NAO: 
ASWE PC4 and AO) approach statistical significrincr. but as with the pentad resolution 
analysis. systrmritic associations betwern ASWE components and telrconnection indices 
appear to be weak. 
Figure 7.9 Correlations between ASWE components and monthly 
atmospheric teleconnrction indices. Dashed lines mark the 95% 
signi ticance level. 
7.2.1.2 Case by Case Linkages Between S W E  Component Loadings and 
Teleconnection Indices 
A lcss systrmatic mrans of linking telrconncctions with the ASWE PCA wsults is 
rhrough a case by case examination. focussing only on those pentlids that have a strong 
positive or nrigativr loading to one of the retained componrnts. Thrse pentlids ore listrd 
in Table 7.4. and indicated by the solid symbols in the timr srries plots in Figure 7.5. 
Whi le this rnethod does not consider the entire tirne series. i t  does riddress whether a 
consistent index phase is associated with rhr rroccurrrncr of a Prairie ASWE pattern. 
The coincident relationships between the pentads with stronz posi rive and ncglitive 
ASWE componcnt loadings and the three selrcted pentad teirconnrction indices are 
sumrnarized in Table 7.6. The average index value is computrd. dong with the 
proportion of positive and negative index values within each group. In p e r d .  the 
relationships are arnbiguous. with a mix of positive and negütivr phase trlrconnrction 
values CO-occurring with the strong cornponent loadings. As highlighted in  Table 7.6. 
howrvrr. a number of consistent rrlationships can be notrd. 
Table 7.6 Tilly of telecsnnection phase and magnitude between pentads with a strong 
loading to ASWE components and atmospheric teleconnection indices. 
&WE PC1 N A 0  EP PNA ASWEPC1 N A 0  EP PNA 
ASWE PCt N A 0  EP PNA ASWEPCZ N A 0  EP PNA 
Positive Negative 
Average -O. 14 -0.33 0.29 Average 0.93 0-7'7 , 0.6 1 
C7c Positive 50 6 3 50 % Positive 71. 71. 57 
% Nepstive 50 3 7 50 % Naritive 2 9 ~  B . - .  43 
ASWE PC3 N A 0  EP PNA ASWE PC3 N A 0  EP PNA 
Positive Negative 
.4 verage 0.5 1 0.1 1 0.07 Average O .  1 H O .  1 1 O. 16 
C70 Positive 5 7 5 7 43 % Positive 5 0  5 0  3 7 
C70 Negative 43 4 3 57 LTC Negative 5 0  30 63 
ASWE PCJ N A 0  EP PNA ASWE PCJ N A 0  EP PNA 
Positive Nepative 
Thest: consistent linkages include: 
1. The posiriiv phcisr of the NA0 occrirring coincidentcllly wirh S W E  PCI negi~riw, 
S W E  PC2 negiirive. und borli phases of ASWE PC4. Because these four rrlationships al1 
involve the positive phase of the N A 0  (including both positive and nrgritivr phases of the 
sarne ASWE component), this miiy not prove to be a very usefui association. After 
examining the four ASWE components which are linked to the positive phase of the N A 0  
it is apparent that no coherent regions of'snow accumulation or ablation crin be related to 
this teleconnection. The N A 0  has been in a generally positive phase since IWO. with 
sorne of the strongest NA0  periods O C C U ~ ~ ~  between 1988 and 1994 (Srrreze et ai.. 
3000). The lack of seasonality in NA0 phase explains the werrk correliitions. and 
ümbiguous associations with ASWE patterns in this study. 
7 .  Tiir positive p h c m  of the EP occrirring coitrcidentniîy wirli XIVE PC2 >ir,y<rtive. The 
positive phase of the EP is associated with deep trough conditions west of the Pticific 
coüst of Nonh Amrrica. and enhanced westerly flow ovcr the western portion of the 
continent. This westerly tlow may hrlp cxplain the systemütic occurrence of the positive 
EP with the zone of Prairie ablation characterized by ASWE PC2 nrglitive. Figure 7.1 O 
presents a composite EP pattern denved by averaging NCEP 500 mb geopotrntial hright 
fields for the fivr days within the ten season tirne series with the strongttst positive EP 
index values. This visualization of the EP as sxpressed by gropotentilil hright data is 
ovcirlaid on the nesative ASWE PC2 component image. It is apparent that the positive 
phase of the EP pattern is conducivr to warm southerly air prtnrrratin,o the Prüirir region. 
and thrreby forcing the ablation zone evident in ASWE PC2 nqativr. 
Change in SUE (m) 
Figure 7.10 500 mb geopotential hright field 
illustrating the positive phase of the EP pattern. 
Background SWE image is ASWE PCZ negiitive. 
3. The riegatii*e phcise of die EP occiirring coiricidentdl~ i r * i t l i  S W E  PCI po.sitii*e. m d  
S W E  PCJ positive. While the positive phase of the EP appears to be related to a zone 01' 
SWE ablation in the Prairies. the negative phase of this pattern iypically results i n  wrt 
conditions over the continental interior. For example. a prolongrd EP nctgativr rpisode 
from eariy 1992 through mid-1993 resulted in above normal wintrr prrcipitation in  the 
centrd United States. with subxquent Midwest flooding during the summer (Chiingnon 
et al, 1993). The composite negative phase EP 500 mb height field is illustratrd in Figure 
7.1 1 .  Unlike the positive phase of the EP (shown in Figure 7.10). this atmospheric 
configuration allows the import of coid air of Arctic ongin over the continental interior. 
Coincident regions of increased SWE characterized by ASWE cornponrnts PC I positive 
and PC4 positive correspond to the zone of cold air penetration. Both phases of the EP 
pattern can br logically associated. on a case by case basis. with rithrr S WE ablation (EP 
positive) or accumulation (EP negative). 
3 Change i n  SUE (non) 
Figure 7.1 1 500 mb geopotential height 
b Change ln SUE inan) 
pattern. Background SWE images are of ASWE PC 1 positive (a)  and ASWE PC4 positive 
(b). 
4. The nugcitive phase of the PNA occwring coincidentnlly ,rith rire positive p l m e  r>f 
S W C  PCI, mid the neguiive phase of ASWE PC1. Of al1 telrconnection patterns. the 
PNA has bern most conclusively linked to North Arnericün snow coccr by prrvious 
studirs. The grnrral consensus is that the positive phase of the PNA results in anomalous 
atmospheric ridge conditions over the western portion of the continent. which inhibits 
cold air masses frorn settling over the region. Deficit snow cover conditions result (for û 
full discussion ser: Guuler and Rosen, 1992; Cayan. 1996). Both the cross correlation 
and case by case analysis in this study fail. however. to identily any linkagr brtween the 
positive phase of the PNA and Prairie snow ablation. Rather. the negatiue phase of the 
teleconnection is linked to ASWE componenü which chmcterize both snow 
ciccumulation (ASWE PC 1 positive) and ablation (ASWE PC4 positive). Sirnilu to the 
N A 0  results, these PNA associations are too arnbiguous to providr: insight. 
7.1.2.3 Teleconnection Summary 
The initially proposed idra was that the teleconnection indices would provide somr basic 
;~ssociations between the low- frequency clirnatic state and the domi nant modes of Prairie 
snow covrr. Correlation rinalysis failed. however. to identi fy any si p i  ficant. s y stematic 
associations ofeven moderate statistical strength. On a case by crise basis. investigriting 
only thow prntads with ASWE loading peaks providrd some consistent lin kitges. 
howrver. without the statistical rigour of cross correlation results. Two findinps art: of 
particu lür note: 
1. OF d l  the trlrconnrctions examined. the EP providrs the only comistent anci logiciil 
üssociations. The positive phase of the EP producrs an atmosphrric circulation 
pattern which blocks cold air masses from penetrating the Prairie region. Insrçad. 
w a m  air of southrrly origin overlays the study area. Logicdly. a ASWE pattern 
chiiractrrizing a zone of SWE ablation corresponds consistrntly to the presencr of 
this atmospheric configuration. Convenely. the negative phase of the EP produces a 
cold Arctic low centred over Hudson Bay. This pattern is consistently associrited with 
two ASWE cornponents which characterizt: SWE accumulation in the nonhem 
portion of the study area. It is wonh noting that the only statisticdly signitïcmt cross 
correlation results at the pentad resolution also involved the EP pattern. 
2. The PNA pattern (either phase) cannot be systematically linked to Prdrk snow cover 
as characterized by ASWE cornponents. This is a finding of note simply becausr 
pnvious studies tend to identify the PNA, especially the positive phase. as a forcing 
variable on North American snow cover. Studies sited previously that did identify 
significant associations with the PNA (for instance Gutzler and Roxn. 1992) 
invrstigated a hemispheric snow cover dataset. which is likrly nrcrssary to robustly 
link snow cover to these low-frequency atmospheric configurations. Still, central 
Nonh American snow cover is widely regarded to be a variable that is forcrd by the 
phax and magnitude of the PNA teleconnection (sec Cayan. 1996). so this nuIl 
finding is a notable exception. 
In summary. the teleconnection patterns fail to yirld any ngorous. consistent associations 
brtwrrn the atmosphere and snow covrr. This is not surprising. givrn the sirnplistic 
nature of this dataset. Some of the case by case associations discussed in this section may 
provide some useful contextual information to the subsequent analysis of griddrd 
atmospheric fields. 
7.2.2 Gridded A tmospheric Fields 
Analysis of griddrd atmospheric fields will allow the investigation of two specific 
research questions: 
I .  Are unique atmospheric patterns associated with rach of the ASWE components? 
2. Are consistent atmospheric patterns associated with each of the ASWE components'? 
The question of uniqurness can br answered by deriving atmospheric composites and 
ünomalies which correspond to each phase of the first four ASWE components. The 
question of consistency can be answered by invrstigating the within-group wriability of 
the individual atmosphrric fields used to derive the composites and anomalies. 
7.2.2.1 Atmospheric Composites and Anomalies 
In  ordrr to invrstigatr the atmosphcric patterns associaird with the positive and nqütive 
phases of the first four ASWE components. 500 mb geopotential hright t 5002) and 700 
mb temperature (70n composite and anornaly fields wrre derived. Atmospheric data 
wrre takrn tiom the NCEP operational grîdded data product drscribed in Chaptrr 4. As 
prrsented earlirr. pentads that loaded most strongly to the positive and nrgativc phases of 
the tïrst four ASWE components were usrd to derivr the ASWE component patterns 
shown in Figure 7.6. Atmospheric data from thosr same prntads wrrr used to cülculatr 
the ütmosphrric composites and anomalies that correspond a1 zero tirne Iüg to the 
component patterns. Thesr are illustrated in subsequent figures. Table 7.7 provides a list 
of the pcntads used to compute the composites and anomalies for rach ASWE 
component. 
Table 7.7 Pentads with strong loadings to retained ASWE components. and thrrefore 
used to create atmospheric composites and anomaiies. 
PC 1+ PCI- PC2+ PCt- PC3+ PC3- PCJ+ PCS- 
8902 81106 8870 891 1 9002 9 103 9302 8909 
SCVE PCI 
The 5002 and 7ûûT composite and anomaly atmosphcric fields derived frorn pentads thiit 
load most strongly to the positive and negüiive phases of ASWE PC 1 are shown in 
Figures 7.12 and 7.13. As drscribed earlirr. the positive phase of ASWE PC I 
charxterizrs snow ablation in the south, and accumulation in the north of the study area. 
Associated with this SWE pattern is a trough pattern of geopoientiril height ricross the 
Prairies (Figure 7.12ii). with anomdous low pressure orientrd in a çrll from wrst to east 
( Figure 7.1 2b). The low pressure region is brackrted by positive anomiily contres over 
Alaska and the northeast Atlantic coast. The temprnture composite and anomaly fields 
illustrate this similar pattern (Figure 7.17-c and 7.12d). with below nomal rrmprrütures 
over the majority of the study area. 
The nrgotive phase of ASWE PC 1 depicts a reversal of the positive phase wi th snow 
ablation in the nonh, and accumuiation in the south. The composite 5002 pattern (Figure 
7.13a) indicates a shift from the trou@ pattern associated with the positive component, to 
ridging over Alaska. formed by anornalously high geopotential height csntered over the 
nonhern Pacific coast (Figure 7.13b). The transition from positive to nrgativr height 
anomalies bisects the study area, creating a dipole pattern. The temperature iinornaly 
pattern (Figure 7.13d) is similar to that related to the positive phase of this SWE 
component - negativr temperatures are present over the study area. The cold cell. 
however, is shifted southwards, with the strongest temperature departurrs now centered 
over the southem Prairies M opposed to the nonhem Prairies. 
The di fkrence betwern the 5002 trough (ASWE PC 1 positive) and r idp  ( ASWE PC 1 
ncgütive) patterns cûn account for the invened ASWE gradient between the positive and 
nqative phases of ASWE PC 1 .  The controlling intluence is through the source and 
modification of air muses as they penetrate the continental interior. The dsep Arctic low 
assoçiiitcd with the trough configuration extends cold. but relatively dry air in zona1 
frishion over the study area. Consequently. SWE values may tend to show littlç chanse. 
or increüse modrratrly nrar the centre of the negaiive height momaly. Conversely. 
ridging over Alaska allows the penetration of w m e r  air masses of Pacific origin and 
modi tks  the orientation of air tlow over the Prairie region from nearly zona1 to 
meridional. As a result. the Prairie region experiences widespread SWE decrrases - an 
rnpectrd response given the wann air advection in the region. The 700T patterns 
illustrate ri similar change in temperature distribution over the study area. from ri zona1 
grdient during PC I positive and a meridional distribution during PC 1 negativc. 
Temperature magnitude. howevrr. fails to provide much insight. üs thcse values are very 
similar for both component phases. 
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(d) fields. which correspond CO the negativr phase of ASWE PCI. 
LtSWE PC2 
The 5002 and 700T composite and anornaly atmospheric fields derived frorn pentads that 
load most strongly to the positive and negative phases of ASWE PC2 art3 shown in 
Figures 7.14 and 7.15. The positive phase of ASWE PC2 highlights an accumulation zone 
rxtending from the northwest of the study area to the southeüst. .\trnospheriç airtlow is 
orirntrd in the sama meridional direction (Figure 7. Ma). with negativr geopotrntial 
height anomalies foming a clerir boundary at the southm mürgin of the riccumulation 
zone (Figure 7.14b). Generally positive temperature anomalies are lrss coherently 
associateci with the accumulation r i r a  (Figure 7. I Jd). 
Atrnospheric airtlow is again alignrd with the active SWE zone in the negaiive phase of 
ASWE PC2. While a trough and ncigative height anomalies were ~issoçiritcd with PC2 
positive. ridging over British Columbia and Alberta (Figure 7.15ri) and positive height 
anomalies (Figure 7.15b) are linkrd to PC2 negative. A cell of anomalously wrirtn 
temperatures is centered over the study area (Figure 7. ISd). 
The relationship betwren atrnospheric configuration and ASWE identiticd for ASWE PC 1 
apprars to remain consistent for ASWE PC2. A derp Arctic low and a grnerally zona1 
atmospheric circulation pattern over the Prairies coincides with a defineci region of SWE 
increase. The important role of rhe Arctic low is apparent through the relationship 
between negative geopotential height anomalies and the southern t?oundriry of the 
accumulation zone. Like PC 1 negative, the occurrence of an atmospheric ridge to the 
west of the study area is conducive to w m  Pacific air masses penctratin=p the Prairies. 
hence the reversal to a regional ablation zone in ASWE PC2 negative. Contriiry to the 
situation for ASWE PC 1, tempennire magnitude does seem to coincidr with changes in 
SWE for PC2. During PC2 positive the -IO0 C isothem is ülignrd with the southem 
mugin of SWE increrise. whilr during PCî negative the süme isothmn i s  shi fted to the 
nonhem mûrgin of SWE decrease. 
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Figure 7.14 5002 composite (a) and anomaly (b). and 7ûûT composite ( c and anomal y 
(d) fields, which correspond to the positive phase of ASWE PC2. 
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Figure 7.15 5002 compositr (a) and anomaly (b). and 7ûûT composite ( ç )  and anomaly 
Id) fields. which correspond to the negative phase of ASWE PC2. 
ASWE PC3 
PC3 characterizes a ASWE zone of activity in the western rrgion of the study area. This 
reverses between an ablation zone in the positive phase to an accumulation zone in the 
negative phase. While the atmospheric composites associated with the prwious ASWE 
componrnts illustrdted clear trough or ridgr conditions over Nonh America. this is not 
the crise with PC3. A pattern of weak meridional flow is associated with the positive 
phase of this componrnt. and can br observed in both the 5002 (Figure 7.1 6 a  i and 700T 
(Figure 7.16~) composite patterns. The resultant positive hright anomalies (Figure 7.16b) 
art: centred over the Great Lakes. and ex tend westward covenng the entire study rireri. 
Vrry wcak atmospheric trmpcrature anomalies are observrd over the Prairie region. 
although the margin betwern warm and cold trmperiturr drpürturrs is orientai dong the 
ASWE centre of action (Figure 7.164). 
For the tirst time in this study zona1 tlow conditions are associatrd with a ASWE 
component - the negative phase of PC3 (Figure 7.17a). This zonal pattern in the e s t  is 
accompanied by split-flow in the wrst which envrloprs the rrgion of SWE increase. 
Likewisr. the 7ûûT composite illustrates a split-flow pattern in the western portion of the 
study area. (Figure 7.17~). As was observed with the positive phase of AS WE PC2 
(Figure 7.1 Jb). the zone of transition between negative and positive 5OOZ anomaiies is 
spatially associated with the region of snow accumulation. This is also observrd within 
the 700T anomaly field (Figure 7.17d) as the cold to w m  temperature nnomaly 
transition cxists dong the nonhem edge of the SWE accumulation zone. 
The impact of the split flow pattern relative to the meridional tlow is the anomülous 
southwestern penetration of colder air which is illustrated by the location of the -10' C 
isothtmi in the PC3 nrgative composite (Figure 7.17~) .  as compareci to the PC3 positive 
composite (Figure 7.16~).  This region of colder air overlays the region of increÿsed SWE 
in the central-western portion of the study area. The relationship between the split flow 
pattern and a western zone of iiccurnuhtion is consistent with the tinding of Changnon et 
al. ( 1993 ). who link this pattern to wet precipitation rinomiilies in the western United 
States. 
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Figure 7.16 5002 composite (a) and anomaly (b). and 700T composite (c )  and anomaly 
(d) fields. which correspond to the positive phase of ASWE PC3. 
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(d) fields. which correspond to the negotive phase of ASWE PC3. 
AS WE PC4 
ASWE PC4 illustrates a latitudinally oriented region of SWE change in the northeut. In 
the positive phase this is depicted as accumulation in the Red River Valley. The negative 
mode of this component is a co-located region of ablation. The composite 5002 pattern 
illustrites ü drep rastem Arctic low over Hudson Bay which dorninatrs Nonh Amencan 
circulation during the positive phase of this component (Figure 7.1 Sa). This deep low 
producrs a tripolr anomaly field of positive heights in the region of the Alasban low. 
negative height depanures oriented nonh to south over the region of increased SWE. and 
positive departures over the e s t  coast (Figure 7. Mb). Consistent with srirlirr 
coniponents. nrgative height departures are spritially associated with the rrsion of 
increasing SWE. As obsrrved with ASWE PCI and PC2. the çoolins influence of the 
dsrp Arctic low is apparent when cxamining the 700T patterns. Temperatures down to - 
30" C prnrtntr the northrÿstern Prairies (Figure 7.18~).  with cold drpünures bisecting 
thc study arça from north to south (Figure 7. Md). This illustrates cold anomalies in the 
east (SWE ~iccumulation) and w m  anomalies in the West (SWE ablation). 
Unique atmospheric circulation is associated with the negative phase of ASWE PC-I. 
Flow is now nrarly zonal. with a slight trough-likr depression to the wrst of Lake 
Supenor (Figure 7.193) and weak ridging over the Prairies. As enpeçtcd from previous 
components (ASWE PC 1 and PC?) the presence of this wrak rider allows warm air to 
pcinetratr the Prairies. shifting the -10°C isotherm north. with resultant SWE ablation. 
During the positive phase of this component. the -lOCC isothcrm is pushrd southward by 
the deep Arctic low, and SWE increases are observed. 
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Figure 7.18 5002 composite (a) and anomaiy (b). and 700T composite ( c )  and anornaly 
(d) fields. which correspond to the positive phase of ASWE PC-I. 
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(d) tïelds. which correspond to the negative phase of ASWE PC4. 
S~inimap 
An investigation of composite and anomaly atmospheric tields shows that unique rnean 
atmospheric conditions are associated with each phase of the four retaincd ASWE 
components. A summary description of the 5002 and 700T composite and anomüly 
patterns is provided in Table 7.8. A number of consistencies can br notsd: 
Variability in the location of a western Nonh Americün r idg  and ea\trrn Arctic low 
riccount for the differrnces in the 5002 composite and anomrily patterns. These results 
lire consistent with the t'indings of Frei and Robinson ( 1999). who found that western 
Nonh Amencan snow cover is influenced by the IongitudinaI location of the North 
Americün ridge. while eastern Nonh American snow covrr is ;~ssociüted with a dipole 
5002 pattern with centrrs ovcr southcm Greenland and the midlütitude North 
At tantic. 
The trmsition zones between positive and negaiive geoporentinl hright departures are 
ty picülly spatislly aligned wi th the boundûry of a SWE accumulation zone ( PC?. 
PC3. and PC4). with negativc height depanures locsted above regions of increÿsing 
SWE. and positive height drpxtures over regions of decreasing SWE. This 
observation illustrates the role terrestrial snow cover cm play in rcducing 
geopotential height in the region of snow accumulaiion. as s u g p t e d  bycolien and 
Entekhabi t 1999). 
It  is apparent that a derp castern Arctic low with an associated trough circuiation 
pattern ovrr central Nonh Amerka leads to SWE accumulation. whilr ridging to the 
West of the study area contnbutes to SWE ablation. This is evident within the patterns 
related to ASWE PC 1, PC2, and PC4. 
Li ke-direction temperature departures are linked to both the positive and nsgative 
phases of ASWE PC 1 and PC2, so it appears that atmospheric temperature alone may 
be a poor explanatory variable. The location of the - 10°C isotherm at the 700 mb 
levrl. however. appears related to the obsrrved direction of change in SWE. A 
nonhward shiR as forced by ndge conditions is wsociated with dccrrasing SWE. 
whilr ü southward shift forced by trough conditions i s  linkrd to zones of increasing 
SWE. The coincident patterns to ASWE PC 1 .  PC2. and PC-l illustrate this 
rdationship. 
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Table 7.8 cont. Summary of composite and ünornaly fields üssociated with ASWE 
component! 
Compcinent 
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-. 
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To summruize. when mean atmosphrric circulation fields are computed. unique patterns 
are itssociritsd with sach dominant mode of Prüirie ASWE. Arlditional investigation is 
now rrquired to idrntify whrthcr the individual atmosphrric fields which niakc: up rach 
composite rire spatially consistent. 
7.2.2.2 Within-Croup Variability 
The composite and anomaly patterns shown in Figures 7.15 through 7 .22  present the 
mean atmospheric conditions and anomalies associatsd with the repeating modes of 
Prairie snow cover as criptured by the rotated PCA. These results. previously summarized 
in Table 7.8. show that spatially unique mean atmosphrric circulation patterns arc: 
ÿssociated with each phase of the four leading ASWE components. Thrsr tields. 
however. rire mathematical constructs only. In order to identify the consistency of the 
atmospheric patterns ÿssociated with cach of the ASWE cornponrnts. the atmosphrric 
fields thst correspond trmporally to each phase of the components I listcd in Table 7.7) 
wrrr subjrcted to a rotüted PCA to assess the within-group varilibility. 
Four main questions need to be addressrd when rxamining the ivithin-group. atmospheric 
PCA results: 
IF  the ütmosphrric fields. which topther created the Croup composires and ünomdies. cire 
spatially consistent. the first within-group atmospheric compontint should explain a 
müjority of the v;inancr within the dataset (for example. greatcr than i 5 %  1. The grrater 
the similürity. and thewfore consistency. within each group. the p a t e r  rhr variance thût 
will be explained by the first cornponent. The greater the sirnilaricy within proups. the 
greater the predictivr potential of this analysis. 
B. Do riie ma jur i~  of pentads load strongly to the JSrst within-grulrp tltruosphrric 
coniporient ? 
This provides a second rneasure of the spatial variability within each group. If the prntads 
within each group m spatially consistent they will al1 load strongly (greüter thün 0.85) to 
the first atmospheric component. 
C. Does die jirst componenr pattern for eoch trmiosplreric grotip resenihlr rlit' groilp 
c*orripo.sitr ? 
Comparing the most strongly loading pentad in çach group to the averÿge pattern for the 
group (presentrd in  the previous section) is an important task. If the patterns are sirnilar. 
this validrites the computed average as a rneriningful pattern. It could. chcrefore. be 
çlairned that the unique werages cornputrd prrviously are relevant physical patterns. 
D. Cirlrcir lire rlre impacts ofcrny olrtlyiri~ prritods, \r*liic.h do nnr lotd strorigiy to rliejirst 
rr.ithir1-groitp trtmospheric cornpunent ? 
It  is nrcessary to examine individual pentads of ntmospheric tields which do not loüd 
strongly to the first atmosphrric componrnt in order to brttrr undrrsmnd the variability in 
the atmospheric data which. when combined. created the composite patterns. Are wrtikly 
loiiding pentads drÿstically di fferent in spatial structure from the Sroup mran? Wi th what 
frequrncy do thex weakly loüding pentads occur'? 
To interpret and synthesize the within-group PCA results. these four questions will be 
addressed in sequence. 
A summary of the results of the within-group atmospheric data PC.4 are shown in Table 
7.9. They are encouraging with respect to the identification of consistent citrnospheric 
patterns associüted with rüch phase of the first four ASWE componrnts. The tïrst 
componrnt explains over 70% of the variance within each group. This indicatrs that the 
atmospheric patterns (both 5002 and 700T) which occur simultiinrtously with thc patterns 
characterizrd by the ASWE components are. to ü varying degrce. spatially consistent. 
Table 7.9 Summary of 5002 and 700T within-group PCA 
results. Input pentads to the PCA are listed in Table 7.7. 
"o Variance Explained, % Variance Explriined 
ASWE PCI- 79.4 75.7 
JSWE PC2t 77.2 83.4 
ASWEPC2- 81.8 84.7 
SSWE PC3+ i(0.') H 1.7 
ASWE PC3- HO.4 82.4 
JSWE PCJ+ 72.7 80.1 
ASWE PC4- 87.4 87. I 
B. Do the m i j a r i ~  ufpentcids fuiid strongly tu thejirst within-groiip <itnio.sphrric 
corriponen t ? 
When the PCA loadings are investigated. there is some evident vririabiiity in the strength 
of association between each pentad and the first atmospheric cornponent for sach group. 
as sumrnsuizsd in Table 7.10. A positive indicator of the consistency of the ritmospheric 
patterns within e x h  group is the high average loüding. which exceeds 0.85 for üII groups. 
An initial examination of the within-group PCA resuits shows thai the majority of 
pentiids in  al1 groups do have a loüding grrater than 0.85. but "outlier" pentads with 
loüdings weakcr than this average value also exist for each groiip exçrpt ASWE PC4 
negritive (Table 7.1 1 ). 
Table 7.10 Summary of loadings for the first 5002 and 700T principal components. 
1 5002 1 7QOT 
Xi IVE l Average Pentad with Pcntad with Average I Pcntad with Prntnd with Component Loading Strongest Weakest Loading Strongrrst Weakest 
Table 7.11 Proportion of pentads with a loading 
KI+ 
greüter thün 0.85. 
Group 5007, Loriding 700T Loading 
ASWEfC1- 75% 75% 
ASWEPC2+ 755% 88% 
ASWEPC2- 86% 86% 
ASWE PC3+ 71% 71% 
ASWEPC3- 75% 88% 
ASWE PCJ+ 67% 83% 
ASWE PC4- l 00% 
Loading Loading 
0.92 8902 (0.98) 9001 (0.8 12) 
1,oodinp Loadinp: 
0.93 0 O .  9001 (0 .83 )  
C. Does tliefirst cornponent pattern for each atrriosphrric grurip i-eseriiblr die grorlp 
coniposite and nnomaiy ? 
Pentads with a loading of at Isast 0.85 to the first atmospheric componrnt müke up the 
majority of rach group (Table 7.1 1). These pentads can br considrred similar to sach 
other. with the strongest loading pentad in that group sufficicnt to illustrÿte the usociated 
spatial pattern. Comparing the strongest loading within-group prntad to the group 
composite and anomaly will therefore illustrate the degree to which the t i n t  atrnospheric 
çomponent rexmbles computed avcrages. This is an rxtremely important compürison 
becausr: it  wi I l  eirher validate the cornputed averagrs as a meaningiul physical pattern, or 
expose the avrrüges to be meaninglrss statistical constructs. Figures 7.20 through 7.27 
illustrüte the 5002 average and anomaly pattems from the penrad with the highest ioüding 
to the first atmospheric component in eüch ASWE group. The composite and anomaly 
patterns frorn section 7.2.1.1 for rach group are shown again for cornparritive purposes. 
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Figure 7.20 Composite (a) and anomaly patterns f 6 m  the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the fint 5002 component. ASWE PC 1 positive group. The group composite (cl 
and anomaly (d) ;ire reproduced frorn section 7.7.2.1 for cornparison. 
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patterns from the pentd with the strongest 
loading to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC 1 negativr group. The group composite 
(c) and anomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the first 5M)Z component, ASWE PC2 positive group. The group composite ( c )  
and anomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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loading to the first 5002 cornponent. ASWE PC2 negative group. The group composite 
(c) and anomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornpanson. 
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Figure 7.24 Composite (a) and anomaly ( 
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A 
1 patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC3 positive group. The group composite cc) 
and anomaly (d) are reproduced frorn section 7.2.2.1 for compürison. 
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Figure 7.25 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the prntad with the strongest 
loading to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC3 negative group. The group composite 
( c )  and anomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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?igute 7.26 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
ioading to the fint 5002 component. ASWE PC4 positive group. The group composite (c )  
anci anomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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Figure 7.27 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongrst 
loading to the first 5002 component, ASWE PC4 negativr group. The group composite 
(c) and anomaly (d) are reproducrd from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
The most strongly loading 5002 pentads from rach AS WE group strongl y rrsrmble the 
composite patterns from their groups. The anomaly fields tend to be slightly less sirnilar. 
becriuse only a minor difference in the composite fields crin be amplifieci in rhe 
calculation of the anomaly due to the relatively coarse NCEP grid resolution. In addition. 
a similar atmospheric configuration. but with a different magnitude will producs a similar 
composite pattern, but a dissimilar anomaiy Field. 
In surnmq.  nearly riIl the pentads in erich group have a strong loading to the tirst 5002 
componrnt. and the group average and representative cornponcnt patterns cire spütially 
similar. Hence. the composite and anomaly patterns illustrated in section 7.2.2.1 are 
avrrages constructed from a group of spatially sirnilar atmospheric fields. Thrsr are. 
therefore. relevant patterns that can be linked to the specific SWE accumulation and 
ablation events captured by each phase of the ASWE componenis. 
Figures 7.28 through 7.35 illustrate the typical 700T pattern for each ASWE cornponent 
group by illustriting the average and anomaly patterns from the pentad with the highest 
loading to the firsr atmosphenc component. The composite and anomdy patterns from 
section 7.72.1 for rach group are shown again for comparative purposes. 
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Figure 7.28 Composite (a) and anomaly ( 
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1 patterns from the pentad with the strongrst 
loading to the first 700T componrnt. ASWE PC 1 positive group. The group composite (cl 
and ünomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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1) patterns from the pentad wiih the strongest 
loading to the first 7ûûT component. ASWE PC I negative group. The group composite 
(c )  and anomüly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for compürison. 
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Figure 7.30 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pcntad wi th the strongeest 
loading to the first 700T component, ASWE PC2 positive group. The group composite (cl 
and anomaiy (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornparison. 
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Figure 7.31 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the first 7ûûT component, ASWE PC3 nrgative group. The group composite 
(c) and anornaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.7.1 for cornparison. 
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Figure 7.32 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the fint 7ûûT component, ASWE PC3 positive group. The group composite tc) 
and ünomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornpanson. 
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Figure 7.33 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the s t r o n p t  
loading to the fint 700T component. ASWE PC3 negative g o u p .  The group composite 
( c )  and anomüly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornpuison. 
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Figure 7.34 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the first 700T cornponent, ASWE PC4 positive group. The p u p  composite ( c )  
and anornaly id) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for cornpanson. 
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Figure 7.35 Composite (a) and anomaly (b) patterns from the pentad with the strongest 
loading to the tïrst 700T cornponent. ASWE PCI negative group. The group composite 
(c) and ûnomaly (d) are reproduced from section 7.2.2.1 for compürison. 
As with the 5002 data, the rnost strongly loading 700T pentads from rach JSWE group 
strongly resemble the composite patterns from their groups. Again. the anomaly fields are 
lrss similar. dnven by magnitude differences in temperature between the group averüges 
and strongrst loading pentads. The majority of pentads in süch group have a sirong 
loading to the first 700T component. so the average temperuturc çompositrt and anomaly 
fields prexnted in Section 7.2.2.1 are relevant patterns. 
D. What tire the impucrs of trny oiitlying pentuds, wliich do no! lotid r r m ~ t g l ~  to rliejirst 
rtitliin-groirp ~imiospheric components ? 
To this point, i t  has bern illustrated that unique mcan atmospheric circulütion patterns are 
associaird with repeating modes of Prairie snow cover iis characterizçd by the ASWE 
componrnts. Further investigation of these atmosphenc means show thrm to br derived 
from groups of generally consistent spatial patterns. It is. howrvrr. nscrssary to examine 
the cases that do not match the average atmospheric pattern for erich group. Thest. 
"outlier" patterns are idrntified as pentads with loadings less than 0.85 to the tirst within- 
group atrnospheric componrnts. The examination of outlicr pentads wi l l be organized by 
C 
ASWE component. 
fi CVE PC 1 Y osiri t v  
Two of  the tjftrrn pentads (9001 and 9010) in the ASWE PC 1 positive group hüvc 
loüdings lsss than 0.85 to the first 5002 component. Thest: outlier pentads tire shown in 
Figure 7.36. and do not differ dramatically from the group avertigr. X low pressure ce11 in 
the vicinity of Hudson Bay is still a feature, although it is less pronounçrd. rrsulting in a 
wrûkrning of the trough configuration which dominates the group average. While n 
trough pattern can be linked to the positive phase of ASWE PC 1 .  weakrr trough 
conditions driven by variability in the location aiid intrnsity of Arctic low pressure 
riccount for the outlying pentads. 
Figure 7.36 Composite patterns for 900 1 (a) and 90 10 (b). pentads with loadings k l o w  
a Change in SUE (m) 
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b Change ln SUE (mm] 
0.85 to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC I positive group. The group average is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
Only one of the fiftcen 700T pentads (9001) i s  clüssified as an outlirr. and with a loading 
of Iess than 0.83 i t  i s  just below the loading threshold set at 0.85. The composite pattern 
associatcd with this pentad is illustrated in Figure 7.37. and dors not diffcr markrdly 
from the group average. The dominant feature is sti Il a cold cell iissociated with the low 
pressure centre over the eastem Arctic. Some perturbations in the isotherms ovr r  the 
Canada Prairies are the only unique features in the outlying pcntad. Evrn the weakrst 
loading pentad in this group does not characterize an indeprndrnt atmospheric pattern. 
illustrating the lack of spatial vuiability within this group. 
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Figure 7.37 Composite pattern for 900 1. a pentad with ri loading below 0.85 to the tirst 
700T component. ASWE PC I positive group. The group average is shown in gray for 
comparative purposes. 
X W E  PCI Akgcuiw 
The 5002 pentads in the ASWE PC I negative group with a loadine of lcss thün 0.85 to 
the tïrst componrnt are shown in Figure 7.38. Thesr two patterns tout ofeight in ihc 
group) are dissirnilar both to the group average. and to each othrr. During 91 10 (Figure 
7.38a). a deep low over Hudson Bay creates a trough pattern over the Prüiries which 
resembles the group average for ASWE PC I positive. This illustriitrs that similar 
ritmospheric circulation patterns can CO-occur with completely opposed ASWE patterns. 
Fonunately. this occurs only once out of the eight pentads in this group. Prntad 9608 
(Figure 7.38b) is similar in structure to the group average. aalthough the ridging ovcr 
Alaska that is indicative of this group is weiiker as low pressure entends into the western 
Arctic. While a ndge pattem can typically be associated with ASWE PC I ncgative. the 
atmospheric fields in Figure 7.38 show that this ridging can sxist in a wrrilier state. or be 
absent altogether. 
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Figure 7.38 Composite patterns for 93 I O(a) and 9608 (b). pentads wi th loadings below 
0.85 to the tirst 5002 component. ASWE PC 1 negritive group. The group average is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
Two 700T pentads can also be classified as outliers (Figure 7.39). Like the 5002 patterns, 
they do not match the ridging configuration that has typically been rissocirited with this 
group. i n  addition. they illustrate the range in temperature magnitude thrit crin rxist with 
the same ASWE pattern. 
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Figure 7.39 Composite patterns for 9008 (a) and 9608 (b). pentads with loadings bclow 
0.85 to the first 7ûûT component. AS WE PC I negative group. The Sroup average is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
S C V E  PC2 Posiriiv 
The 5OOZ pentads in the ASWE PC2 positive group with a loüding of less thnn 0.85 to the 
tirst componrnt are shown in Figure 7.40. Two of the sight pentads in this group are 
brilow the loading thrrshold. but the pattern for 8912 (Figure 7.10a) does not differ 
appreciably from the group average. Atmosphrric tlow over the study areci remains 
meridional. and in alignment with the zone of increased SWE. The nonh Pacitïc region 
contains the only spatial variability from the group average. On the contra.. the pattern 
for 9568 (Figure 7.40b). with a zonai pattern. clrtxly stands apan from the mcan 
atmospheric conditions associated with this ASWE component. With a loading of only 
0.63. this pentad is in no way similar to any of the other seven in this group. The zonai 
atmospheric pattern illusuated in Figure 7.40b cannot be linked to the snow cover pattern 
of ASWE PC2 positive in any physically logicd way. 
7 
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Figure 7.40 Composite patterns for 89 12 (a) and 9568 (b). prntads with loüdings below 
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0.85 to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC? positive group. The group average is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
Likr ASWE PC 1 positive. only one of the eight 700T pentüds (8870) i s  çlaszitkd as an 
outlicr within the ASWE PC2 positive group (Figure 7.41 ). This is indicative of lrss 
variübiiity within the atmospheric temprÿture data as cornparrd to the gropotrntial 
hcisht tïrlds. Although there is slightly stronger ridging ovrr the nonhwsst of the 
continent. thcre is no feature within the 8870 pattern that illustrates any significünt 
deviation from the group average. 
Change in SUE (mm) 
7igure 7.41 Composite pattern for 8870. ri pentad with a loading below 0.85 to the first 
700T component. ASWE PC2 positive group. The group average is shown in gray for 
compürati ve purposes. 
S W E  PC2 Negcitive 
Only a single 5002 pentad in the ASWE PC2 negativc group (out of seifen) has cr loading 
below 0.85 to the first ütmosphrric component. This one outlier ( pentüd Y8 1 2) dors 
illustrate a signiîïcant deviation from the group average. as shown in Figure 7.12. With a 
low pressure ceIl just West of the Great Lakrs. and split flow over the continental interior. 
this pattern does not resemble any other sern to this point in the study. 
Change in SIJE (m) 
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' i p r e  7.42 Composite pattern for 98 12. a pentad with a loadinp below 0.85 to the tirst 
jûûZ componrnt. ASWE PC2 negative group. The group average i s  s h o w  in griy for 
corn parati ve purposes. 
Likewise. the 700T field for 98 12 has a wrak loading to the tirst 700T componrnt. This 
pattern. shown in Figure 7.43. indicütes that very w m  ternperiitures have prnetrated the 
süstern hülf of Nonh America. with a colder trough to the wrst. I t  is o wiivr! pattern thüt is 
out of phase with the group average. In summary. six of the sevrn pentads in this group 
have a similür spatial structure. with one very dissimilx outlier. 
Change in SUE (non) 
Figure 7.43 Composite pattern for 98 12. a pentad with a loriding below 0.85 to the îïrst 
700T component. ASWE PC2 nrgative group. The group average i s  shown in gray for 
comprirati ve purposes. 
MWE PC3 Positive 
The 5002 pentads in the ASWE PC3 positive group with a loading of Irss than 0.85 to the 
tirst component are shown in Figure 7 .4 .  Two of the sevrn pentüds in this group (9 IO5 
and 970 1 ) are below the loading threshoid. Both of thex pentads. with a low locatrd over 
Baftïn Island. illustrate patterns that differ only subtly from the sroup average. Pentad 
9 105 (Figure 7.Jla) contains a deep low with strongrtr than average meridional flow ovcr 
the Prairies. while pentad 9701 (Figure 7.t lb) chmcterizrs a wrak low with more zona1 
tlow over the study area. The similarity between these outliers and the avm_ers. 
however. illustrates the general level of consistency that crin be found within this group. 
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0.85 to the first 5002 component, ASWE PC3 positive group. The group average is 
shown in gray For comparative purposes. 
As with the 5002 data. 7ûûT pentads 9 105 and 9701 in the ASWE PC3 positive group 
have a loüding of less than 0.85 to the first component. Thrse patterns are shown in 
Figure 7.45. Pentad 9 105 contains a deep eastern Arctic low. and hris rissocirited cold 
temperatures that extend into the study m a .  The configurition of the isothsns is very 
similar to the group average. nlthough the pattern is more meridional over the Prairies. 
Prntad 9701 has a weaker eastrm Arctic Iow with temperatures üt the centre of this iow 
15°C wamer than 9 105. These two outlien therefore capture colder and würmsr than 
normal temperatures coincident to this ASWE component. 
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Figure 7.45 Composite patterns for 9 105 (a) and 970 1 (b). pentads with loridings brlow 
0.85 to the t i n t  700T component, ASWE PC3 positive group. The group riverrigr is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
S WE PC3 Negutive 
The 5002 pentads in the ASWE PC3 negative group with a loading of less [han 0.85 to 
the first component are shown in Figure 7.46. Two of the eight psntüds in this group 
(9273 and 9402) are below the loading threshold. The group average depicts ri zonal 
pattern over the eüstem portion of Nonh America. with weak meridional tlow to the West. 
The two outlirrs in Figure 7.46 indicate only subtle drviations from ihis normal 
condition. During 9273 a zonal atmospheric circulation pattern dominates the entire 
continental intrrior. while during 9402 the average wave pattern is shifted slightly 
eastward. pushing the zonal flow rast of the snidy area. Both cases do not illustrite a 
rntvked deviation from the average, indicating a high levei of spatial consistency within 
this group. 
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0.85 to the first 5002 componrnt. ASWE PC3 nrgativr: group. The p u p  average is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
Only one of the right 7ûûT pentads (9273) is classified as an outlier within the JSWE 
PC3 negative group (Figure 7.47). Differences from the group avcrqr ;ire l i  mi tsd to the 
west. whrre a zonal temperature configuration replaces the meridional pattern of the 
mean. 
Figure 7.47 Composite pattern for 9273. a pentad with Ü loading brlow 0.M to the Tint 
700T component. ASWE PC3 negative group. The group average is shown in gray for 
comparative purposes. 
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ASWE PC4 Positive 
The 500Z pentüds in the ASWE PC4 positive group with ü loüding of Iess than 0.85 to the 
t h i  cornponrnt are shown in Figure 7.48. Two of the sin pentads in this group (9372 and 
967 1 ) are below the threshold. however. they do not deviate strongly frorn ih r  Sroup 
averagrs. A dreper than average low occurs during 9372 (Figure 7.45~)  whilr ü wrüker 
than normal low is present during 967 1 (Figure 7.48b). The strong meridionül tlow ovrr 
the Prairies that is expectrd to co-occur with this ASWE pattern is still prrsrnt within 
these patterns. 
Change i n  SWE (non) Change I n  SUE (mm) 
0.85 to the first 5002 component. ASWE PC3 negative group. The group riverrigr: is 
shown in gray for comparative purposes. 
Whilr two pentads in the 5002 group had loadings below 0.85 to the firsr component. 
only a single 700T pentad (9771) is below the loading thrrshold (Figure 7.49). This 
matches the results of some previous groups (PC 1 positive. PC2 positive. PCS negative 
and can be interpreted in two ways. First. it could be an indication of less vririribility 
within the atmospheric temperature data as compared ro the geopotentiril height fields. 
Srcondly. as is likely the case here. there may be fewer 700T outlirrs in  number. but they 
rnay deviate more strongly from the group averages. 
Change in SWE (non) L 1 
Figure 7.49 Composite pattern for Y77 i .  a pentad with a loading brlow 0.85 to ihr first 
7ûûT componrnt. ASWE PC4 positive group. The group üvrrügr is shown in grüy for 
companti vr purposrs. 
No prntüds within the ASWE PC4 negative group have a loading below 0.85 to either the 
first 5002 or 7ûûT component. Visualization of outlying pentads is thrrrforr not 
Srrrrrnrïr n. 
The within-group PCA of atmospheric data has illustrated that the composite and 
ünornüly ûtmosphenc patterns presented in section 7.2.2.1 were derived frorn spatiülly 
consistent atmospheric circulation patterns. This has been illustrsted in 4 strps: 
A. The first atmosphrric component (5002 and 7ûûT) explains the majority of variance 
in each group. 
B. The mûjority of prntads load strongly to the first within-group atmosphrric 
component. 
C. The first component pattern for each atmospheric group is vrry  simiiür in spatial 
structure to the group composite and anornaly. 
D. The impact of pentads that do not load strongly to the first within-sroup atmospheric 
çomponents is not significant. Firstly. thry make up a low proportion of the total 
number of pentads in rach group. Secondly. the mûjority of thess outlying pcntüds do 
not differ signitlcantly frorn the group avrrages (Table 7.121. 
Table 7.12 Summary of atmospheric patterns with a loading brlow 0.85 to the t i n t  
within-group atmospheric cornponents. 
Croup 5002 Pentads Description of SûûZ 
with a Loading Outliers 
Below 0.85 
ASWE PCI+ ')001 Weaker than avcnge 
North Amena 
ASWE PCZ+ 8913 No significrint devialion 
9568 from rtvengc during 89 12. 
700T Pentods Description of 700T 
with o Loading Outliers 
Below 0.85 
Y001 Ni) higni Iicant dcvirition 
9010 tmugh conditions. 
S W E  PCI- L1310 Weaker than rivengc 
9608 ridging over wcnern 
Vcry dissimilar pattern 
du ring 9568: zona1 
atmospheric structure 
instcad of typicd 
t'rom itvcrqc. 
9008 Ttm pcniu rcs in werikcr 
9608 ndgc prtttcrn. 
rivcngc. 
AS W E PC3+ '1 105 No sipnitïclint deviation 
9701 from average. Siightly 
dceper trough dunng 
L) I OS. w~akcr tmugh 
during 970 1. 
ASWE PC?- '1273 Yo significrint devirition 




ASWEPC2- 9 s I I  Vcry unique pattern - no 
rcsemblancc to group 
98 12 Vcc  dissimilrtr tu group 
.rver.iscr. 
7.2.2.3 Griddeâ Atmospheric Field Summary 
The main rescarch question of this section was whether ( 1 )  uniqur and (2 )  consistent 
atmospheric patterns are associated with the repeating modes of SWE change cüptured by 
the ASWE PCA. 500 mb geopotential height and 700 mb temperature composite and 
anomaly fields wrre produced from the pentads which coincidç witli the strongrsr ASWE 
componrnt loadings. A comparison of thesr composite and anornlily fields shows that 
gnrral ly unique mean atmospheric conditions are associated with eaçh phase of the 
components. although the majonty of  5002 patterns can be genrrnlly classificd ÿs ridge- 
l i  kr  or trough-li kr. Rotated PCA of the atrnospheric patterns lissociated with eaçh 
cornponent phase showed that a single component sxplained the vast mlijority of within- 
group variance. This indicates that the unique averages are composed of sptitirilly 
consistent atmospheric patterns. aithough spatially outlying pentads do enist for most 
groups. The majority of thesr outlying patterns do not differ radicrilly from the group 
averagss: many of the pentads with rrlatively weak loadings s t i l l  resernblr the group 
avcragss. The tïndi ng of wi thin-group spatial consistrncy thrrr fore con firms the ph y sical 
relsvancr of the unique patterns that are associated with cach ASWE çornponrnt. The 
following conclusions on atmosphrnc interaction with Prairie snow cover. bnssd on the 
gridded atmospheric data, can be reached: 
1 .  When atmospheric ridging dominates North Arnerican circulation. snow ablation in the 
Prairies is the expected response. Ridge location controls the Prairie rcgion where 
ablation occurs: 
A ridge over Alaska is associated with northern Prairie SWE drcrrrisrs (chrir;icterizrd 
by ASWE PC 1 negative). 
If the ridge shifts south over British Columbia and Alberta. Prriiris SWE decretises are 
conîïned to a meridional zone extending frorn the northwest to the southsrist 
(characterized by S W E  PC2 negative). 
If the ridge shifts to over the western Prairies. SWE decrsrises are observed in the Red 
River Valley (characterized by ASWE PCJ negative). 
This eastward progression of ASWE centres of action with an enstwürd shift in the 
longitudinal location of the Nonh Amencan ridge is consistent with the finding of Clark 
and Serreze ( 1999). As the ridging shifts eastwards. w m  temperature rinomrilies 
i ncrrasi ngl y penetrÿte the continental interior. 
2 .  When a derp tutern Arctic low with an iissociated trough extcnds over the continental 
interior of North America. snow accumulütion is the expected response t as charricterized 
ASWE PCI positive. PC? positive. and PCJ positive). Similanty in thcsr patterns make i t  
difficult to link a specific sub-type of trough to the Prairie region of incre~srd SWE. ln 
thest. cases. the North American ridge is shifted well to the west. outside of the gridded 
atrnospheric data window. allowing anomdously cold temperature to dominate the study 
rirea. Again. this relationship is consistent with the findings of Clark and Serrezr ( 1999). 
3. The relationships in ( 1 )  and (2) are consistent with the systernatic associations 
identitied with the EP teleconnection pattern'in section 7.2.1. 
3. ASWE PC3 is the only component not relrited to general trough and ridge atrnospheric 
conditions. Instead. a split flow pattern over western Nonh America is linked to snow 
accumulation in the western Prairies (ris characterized by ASWE PC3 negative ). 
S .  The location of the 40°C isothem at 700 rnb appears to play an important rolt: in 
dstrrrnining SWE ablation versus accumulation. For instance. for ASWE PC? positive. 
the -IOC C isothem is üligned with the southern mug in  of SWE increÿse. while for 
ASWE PC2 nrgative the same isothem is shifted CO the northern margin of SWE 
décresise. 
The rrlritionstiips btttween snow cover and atmospheric circulation identified in this 
section arc physically logicril in a cause and cffect sensr. Furthrr insight into the 
dt.velopmental processes khind thesr relationships will now bt. t.xploreci through the use 
of quasi-geostrophic mode1 output. 
7.2.3 Quasi-Geostrophic Mode1 Output 
The investigation of gridded atmospheric data to this point has uti lized prntxi averiiges to 
correspond to rhc temporal resolution of the SWE imagery. Anülysis of this data hiis 
provided of rvidence of consistent and physically logical associations brtwtxn centrd 
Nonh American snow cover and atmospheric circulation. The atmospheric mode1 output 
presrnted in this secrion will clarify the previous findings in two ways. First. rhe 
isrntropic potrntial vonicity (IPV) fields provide an additional variable thüt can providr 
insight into interactions between snow cover and atmospheric circulation. Second. the 
mode1 output is producrd at the daily resolution. meüning a more tcmporully sensitivr 
approüch to investigating the atmospheric data is possible. 
The IPV data will be incorporatrd into this study on a case study bais .  with r x h  phase 
of the four AS WE cornponents explored previously providing one case. The intervals for 
ihese case studies have beri: selècted baxd on pentrids that have (i strong loading to sach 
of the ASWE components. A summnry of the case srudies to be enümined is s h o w  i n  
Table 7.13. 
Table 7.13 Mode1 output case studies to lx explored. 
S W E  Component Case Study Pentad Loading to SWE Component 
for Case Study Pentad 
KI+ 8906 0.72 
KI- 8907 -0.72 
K2.t 5912 0.77 
PC2- 8910 -0.58 
PC3+ 9002 0.57 
PC3 - 9 103 -0.55 
K-I+ 9372 0.65 
K J -  9305 -0.35 
7.2.3.1 Case Study: ASWE PC1 Positive 
Prntad 8906 has a strong positive loading to ASWE PC 1. and is thrrefore a suitable c a r  
for rxamining daily resolution atmospheric data as they relate to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.50 presents the atmospheric data for the individual days that make up this pentad 
(January 3 1 through Febniary 4). 
The pentad averaged data explored previously illustrated thüt an rüstrm Arctic low with a 
trough circulation pattern and cold temperatures over the continentül interior is ty pically 
~ssociatrd with ASWE PC I positive. The relationship bétween the devrloprnent of cold 
temperatures and snow deposition across the Northern Priiiries i s  clearly evidcnt in the 
dai ly atmosphrric fields in Figure 7.50. Through the pentüd. the ccntrc of the Arctic low 
shifts slightly to the east. although its influence remriins rxtended owr the Prairies. The 
location of the - I O  O C  isotherm shifts southward from bixcting the centre of the study 
a r a  (Figurer 7.50b) to being entirrly south of the study arrü ( Figure 7.5Of). Active sy stem 
drvdopmrnt enpwssed by IPV is  spatially extensive and associatrtd wi th  the region of 
increasing SWE across the northern Prairies. By the final driy of the pentüd. this x t i v  tty 
has shifted eastward and is no longer relevant to the study rirea. 
In summary. the d d y  resolution data confirms the interpretation of the pentad averagrd 
patterns. A trough geopotential hçight pattern. southward penrtriition of cold air. and 
active systrm development in the nonhem Prairies occur coincidrntally to incrcasing 
SWE in this region. 
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Figure 7.50 ASWE PC I + (shown in a with pentad average - 10°C isothrrm at 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Jan. 3 1 (b) 1989 through Feb. 4 (0 1989 is shown. Gray tones 
illustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the -10°C isothrrm at 700 mb. 
solid linrs depict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (rnetres 10:). ASWE loading 
for this pentad is 0.72. 
7.2.3.2 Case Study : ASWE PCI Negative 
Pentüd 8907 has a strong negative loading to ASWE PC 1. and is thereforr ti suitüble case 
for exarnining daily resolution atmospheric data as i t  relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.5 1 prrsents the atmospheric data for the individual days that mükr up this pentiid 
(Febniary 5 through Febmary 9). 
The impact of warm air advrction into the Prairie region is svidrnt whcn rxürnining this 
daily resolution case study. The cold temperature conditions obsrrvrd diiring the previous 
penrad (Figure 7.50) remiiin over the study area at the beginning of this pentad (Figure 
7.5 I b). The 5002 field shows that ridge conditions are developing over Alaska by driy 3 
of the pentad (Figure 7.5 Id). The trough conditions over the Prairies with associated 
zonal structure is replücrd by a meridional pressure distribution. Funher devcloprnent of 
the ridge allows warm air from the southwest to advect into the study nren. crutins the 
conditions observeci at the end of the pentad (Figure 7.5 1 f). It cm bc hypothesizcd thiit 
the decreases in SWE observed across the nonhem portion of the study tireri oçcur üt this 
point in the pentad. The core region of IPV evolves eastward dong with the ridge system. 
and is never significani to the Prairie study area. 
The transition from trough to ridge conditions. and the impact this has on Prairie ASWE 
patterns is illustrated clearly by the first two daily case studies < Figures 7.50 and 7.5 1 ). In 
addition to the ciifferences in 5002 and 700T patterns. the IPV fields also show that 
differing atmospheric states are associated with two SWE patterns characterizrd by 
ASWE PCI. 
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Figure 7.51 ASWE PCl- (shown in a with pentad average -IO°C isotherm at 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Feb. 5 (b) 1989 through Feb. 9 (f) 1989 is shown. Gray tones 
illustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the - l O°C isothrnn at 700 mb. 
solid lines depict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (metres 10'). ASWE loading 
for this pentad is -0.72. 
7.2.3.3 Case Study: S W E  PC2 Positive 
Pentad 8912 hiis a strong positive loading to ASWE PC2. and is thrrrforr a suitable case 
for rxamining düily resolution aimospheric data as it  relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.52 prrsrnts the atmospheric data for the individual days that make up this pentad 
(Fsbniüry 25 through Mach 1 ). 
The 5002. 7ûûT. and IPV data combine in a similar fashion for the ASWE PC2 positive 
case study . as for the ASWE PC I positive case presented in Figure 7.50. Given that thesr 
ASWE patterns both chwrtctrrizr accumulation rvents. and the results of the prntad data 
~tnrilysis. this consistency is expected. Again. the developmttnt of an eastern Arctic Iow 
crerites cold. trough conditions over the Prairies. This is clearly devsloped by the third 
driy of the prntild (Figure 7.52d). A clear issue is if üny difference in the ritmospheric 
state cün bc relateci to the different regions of increasing SWE betwren ASWE PC 1 
positive and ASWE PC2 positive. Whilr the 5002 and 700T patterns art. himilar to the 
PC 1 positive case. the IPV fields do providr somr insight. During PC I positive. strong 
IPV values wrre distributrd from the Pacific coa t  across to Labrador. Corrrbpondingly. 
A SWE PC I positive shows widespread SWE increases across the northern haif of the 
study rirea. Conversely, the IPV values for ASWE PC2 positive art: more localized in the 
exact vicinity of the meridional zone of increasing SWE charricterized by PC2. From the 
daily IPV fields. it can be rstirnated that the accumulation evrntb) occurred during the 
final two days of the pentad (Figure 7.52e and f). 
In the surnmary of the pentad data analysis (Section 7.2.2.3). it w;ls concluded rhüt 
differences in the 5002 and 700T fields were insufficient to riccount for the different 
SWE xcumulation zones captured by ASWE PC 1 positive and ASWE PCI positive. This 
case study illustrates the importance of variables such as LPV in intluencing winter 
precipitation rvents. 
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Figure 7.52 ASWE PC2+ (shown in a with pentad average - lOaC isothrm ai 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Feb. 25 (b) 1989 through Much I (0 1989 is shown. Gray 
tones illustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the - IOaC isothem a< 700 
mb. solid linrs depict the SM) mb geopotential height pattern (rnrtres 10:). ASWE 
loadinp for this pentad is 0.77. 
7.2.3.4 Case Study: S W E  PC2 Negative 
Pentad Y910 has a strong negative loading to ASWE PC2. and is therefore a suitable crise 
for exrirnining daily resolution atmospheric data as it relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.53 presents the iitmospheric data for the individual days that make up this pentad 
(Febniary 20 throuph February 24). 
The similxities in the atmospheric dynamics associateci with the first two SWE 
accumulation modes is parrilleled by consistent daily patterns :issociatt.d with the iïrst two 
ablation modes (Figure 7.5 1 and 7.53). Ridge dwelopment is  the prima- katurr in rhrt 
500Z fields. and in the ASWE PC2 negative case. ri ridge is clearly in  pliicc ovcr British 
Columbia and Alberta by the second day of the pentad (Figure 7.53~). This is ri more 
southrrn location thün the ridge observed with PCI negative. and rcsults in li strong shift 
in the - 10°C isotherm to fully north of the study m a  (Figure 7 .53~  ). It crin bt. estimateci 
thrit the melt event occurs during the third and founh day of the pentiid as çoldrr 
temperatures have rrturnrd by the fifth day (Figure 7.530. As with the ASWE PCI 
negative case. IPV centres of action are easrwürd of the study area. and insignificmt to 
the Prairie region. 
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Figure 7.53 ASWE PC2- (shown in a with pentad average - 10°C isothrrm lit 700 mb) 
case study. DaiIy data for Feb. 20 (bj 1989 through Feb. 24 (0 1989 is shown. Gray tones 
illustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the - 10°C isothcrm at 700 mb. 
solid linrs drpict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (metres 10'). ASWE loading 
for this pentad is -0.58. 
7.3.3.5 Case Study: ASWE PC3 Positive 
Unlike PC 1. PC2. and PC4, the linkages between ASWE patterns characterizcd by PC3 
and atrnospheric circulation wcre not clearly defined at the pentad resolut ion. Subsequrnt 
figures and discussion of daily case studics will ais0 show that these ASWE patterns are 
not linked to atmospheric circulation in the same fashion as the other components. Unlike 
the other ASWE components. a coid eastem Arctic low is not coincident to SWE 
accumulation (PC3 negativr). and û western Nonh Arnrrican ridgr is not coincidrnt to 
SWE ablation (PC3 positive). It  cm by hypothrsizrd. thrrrforr. rhat thrsr ASWE patterns 
tire the result of orographie processes and influence, hence the lack of clsar association 
with continental scalr atmosphcric circulation patterns. This rxplanation is pünicularly 
üppeüling for ASWE PC3 positive becausr the ablation centre is loclited in LI region 
influenced by rüpid waning (chinook) ewnts. 
Pentad 9002 hm a strong positive loading to ASWE PC3. and is therrfortt a suitable case 
for rnamining d d y  rcsolution ûtmospheric data as it relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.54 presrnts the atrnospheric data for the individual days thüt make up this pentad 
(January 6 through January 10). As with the previous SWE ablation patterns. strong IPV 
doss not appear to br a factor throughout the pentad. 4 split tlow pattern of <itrnospheric 
circulation is evident over western Canada for riIl five driys of the pentad. Temperatures 
over the Prairies are quite variable. although it is clear that conditions warmer than -10 
O C  dominate the southrrn half of the study area. Given the location of the SWE ablation 
rentre (southern Alberta, Montana), it is plausible that chinook conditions in the lee of 
the Rocky Mountains account for this SWE pattern. This type of regional melt event is a 
common feature in the daily operationai SWE maps produccd by MSC (A .  Walkrr and A. 
Silis. parsonal communication, 2000). Surface data from stations in Medicine Hat and 
Lethbridp confirm that npid surface waming is present throughout this prntad. 
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Figure 7.54 ASWE PC3+ (shown in a with pentad average - IO0C isothrrm at 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Jan. 6 (b) 1989 through Jan. 10 (f) 1990 is shown. Gray tones 
i Ilustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the - 10°C isotherm rit 700 mb. 
solid lines depict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (metres 10'). ASWE loading 
for this pentad is 0.57. 
7.2.3.6 Case Study: ASWE PC3 Negative 
Prntad 9 IO3 has a strong nrgative Ioading to ASWE PC3. and is thrrefore suitable case 
for exümining daily resolution atmosphenc data as it relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.55 presents the atmosphenc data for the individual days that rnakc up rhis pentüd 
(January 1 I through January 15). 
The continental scale atmosphenc conditions identifird to this point as being linbrd to 
SWE accumulation are not evident in the ASWE PC3 nrgativr case study {Figure 7.55). 
Unlike PC I positive and PC2 positive. strong centres of IPV are not spatidly associütrd 
with the xcumulation zone. Split tlow atmospheric circulation is the dominant 5OOZ 
feature (as with PC3 positive). and temperature conditions are highl y variable ovcr the 
study area. A potrntiai rxplanation for the lück of interpretability in  these results. is that ü 
trough over North Arnctrica dws coincidr with this ASWE pattern lis it does for the other 
rtccumulütion modes. As indicated in Figure 7.55(5).  a weak eüstern Arctic low is presrnt. 
with a trough located over the study area. The relatively weak. and trmporally brief 
nature of this trough pattern. however. means that the avrraging procrdurr used to 
produce the 5ûûZ composite may have failed to identify this pattern. 
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Figure 7.55 ASWE PC3- (shown in a with pentad average -10°C isothcnn at 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Jan. 1 1 (b) 1989 through Jan. 15 (0 199 1 is shown. Gny toncs 
illustrate IPV. the dashed line indicates the position of the - 10°C isothen at 700 mb. 
solid lines depict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (rnetres 10'). ASWE loading 
for this pentad is -0.55. 
7.2.3.7 Case Study: ASWE PC4 Positive 
Prntad 9372 has a strong positive loading to ASWE PCI. and is thrrefore a suitable case 
for examining daily resolution atmosphenc data as it relates to this SWE pattern. Figure 
7.56 presrnts the atmosphenc data for the individual days that make up this pentad 
(December 23 through December 26). 
Enaminütion of the daily case studies for ASWE PC1 indicates ü return to the rixpected 
links with the ütrnosphere. ASWE PC4 positive characterizes a nonh to south zone of 
increased SWE in the Red River Valley region. During this prntsid. a dtxp eristen Arctic 
low devclops. creüting very cold temperatures in the castcrn half of North America. The 
IPV data illustrates the source of snow producing systems in the region. with LI strong 
IPV centre scttling over the Great Lakes by the founh düy of the pentüd (Fiyrt:  7.56e). 
As with PC I positive and PC2 positive. the presence of strong IPV can bc. linkrd to the 
zone of SWE accumulation. In this case, a largcr study area (extznding txistwrirds) WOU 
show SWE increases across Northern Manitoba and Ontiuio. produced by the extensive 
region of strong IPV. 
The pentlid resolution daid did not allow specific conclusions to be reached regarding 
links between the location of SWE increases and atmosphenc circulation. Integrrition of 
the mode1 produced IPV data has shown that although 5002 and 700T patterns may be 
simils for three modes of SWE accumulation (PC 1 positive: PC2 positive; PC4 
positive), di fferent centres of system development can account for the variability in 
ASWE patterns. 
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Figure 7.56 ASWE PC4+ (shown in a with pentad average - 10°C isothrrm üt 700 mb) 
case study. Daily data for Dtx. 22 (b) 1989 thmugh Dec. 26 (F) 1993 is shown. Gray 
tones illustrate IPV, the dashed line indicates the position of the - I O O C  isotherm nt 700 
mb. solid lines depict the 500 mb geopotential height pattern (rnrtres 10'). ASWE 
loading for this pentad is 0.65. 
7.3.3.8 Case Study: ASWE PC4 Negative 
Pentüd 9305 hm a strong negative loading to ASWE PC4. and is thrrdore a sui table case 
for examining daily resolution atmospheric data as it relates to this SWE pattrrn. Figure 
7.57 prrxnts the atmosphenc data for the individual days that makr up this pentad 
( J a n u q  2 1 through January 25). 
The düily rcsolution case study data for ASWE PCI negativr indictitrs that one single day 
(Figure 7.57b) likrly contains the significant mett evrnt within this pentad. At only ont: 
intrrval i n  this pentad, do w m  temperatures dominüte the eastern portion of the study 
ares whsrr: the ablation zone is located. This temperiture pattern is intlutrnced by a the 
ntmosphrric wave pattern which indicaies that a wrak ridge is presrtnt to the nonh of the 
Great Lakes. wirh low pressure confined to the Arctic. This ridge shifts eastwxd through 
the remsiinder of the pentrid, creating meridional tlow over the Prairies. which returns 
coldrr air to the study area. From this xqurncr. it is evidsnt that Figure 7.57b likrly 
captures the melt event. 

7.2.3.9 Case Study Summary 
A s u m m q  of the daily resolution case studies presented in Figure 7.53 through 7.60 is 
prescntrd in Table 7.14. The interrelationships between ûtmospheric circulation (500Z). 
temperature (700T). and SWE idrntified at the pentad resolution stand up to scrutiny with 
daily atmosphrric fields as well. Of particular note is the linkagr between 1PV centres of 
action and ASWE patterns. Regions of strong IPV arc: spiitially associatrd with areas of 
incrrrised SWE, while discontinuous, weaker IPV regions typical l y located to t hs north 
and rast of the study xeü arc linkrd to areas of decreasrd SWE. The physically logiciil 
cause and effrct associations identified in this çhapter will bc discussed within the widrr 
research çontrxt in the nrxt chaptrr (8) while conclusions and ii future rc.searçh agenda 
will bs prssentrd in Chapier 9. 
Table 7.14 Surnrnary of daily resolution case studies. 
ASWE Comwnent SOOZ Patterns 7 MT Patterns IPV Patterns 
Stationary eastcrn Arctic 
low. trough conditions 
cx tend over Pnirics. 
Ridge develops over 
Aliïs ka. 
Eastern Arctic low 
dcvclops dong with 
trough conditions ovcr 
Prairies. 
Ridge devclops over 
B.C. and Albcna, movcs 
east. 
Split tlow pattcrn. 
Split flow pattcrn. 
Dccp Arctic low 
develups and shifts eut. 
Ridgc pattern cvolvcs 
cristward açross southcm 
Daily southward 
progression of  - I O "C 
isothcrm. 
Wirm tcmpenturcs push 
into Prairies from 
southwest. 
Cold tcmpcraturcs pus h 
southward. 
Warrn tcmpenturcs push 
into Prairies from 
southwcst. 
High variability. 
although - 10 "C isothcrm 
rcmains centrcd sicross 
w d y  rirea. 
Highly variriblc. 
Very cold conditicms in 
tastem Pnirics 
Warm tcmpcrriiurcs push 
cüst and arc rcplriçcd hy 
-- 
Strong and continuous 
across northcrn Prrtirics. 
evolves to cas[ of study 
arca. 
Centre cil' srrong IPV 
rcmains wst of study 
sircil. 
Strong centrc ol' IPV 
Jcvcli)ps ovcr nonhem 
halt' ci l '  w d y  siresi. 
IPV i s  Jiscontinuous and 
ucrik: not spatially 
;issociatcd with study 
;irc;L. 
IPV i s  uclik: cirrigriphic 
chinrwk plliusihlc. 
IPV rclriiively wcak and 
con lincd to Arctic. 
Strcing IPV ccntrc ovcr 
Grcsit Lakcs. but dws 
cxicnd o w r  castcrn 
Praincs. 
N'ciik. Jisciminuous. 
;incf contlncd to Arctic. 
Crinaddnonhcrn U.S. coldcr air. 
In Chaptrr 7. 1 presented a multi-step. multi-dataset investigation of lin kagm betwrrn 
North Arnerican Prairie SWE and synoptic-scale atmosphcric circulation. The purpose of 
this chapter. is to present the rrsults of this investigation in a concise manner. and place 
thern in the contrxt of the pre-existing body of research. From the multiplc datasets and 
analysis techniques employed in this study. a series of conceptual frrdbaçks involving 
the surface and the atmosphore can be developed for winter serison central North 
Amrrican snow cover. These wil! be presented in section 8.1. with ri discussion placing 
thesi: feedbricks into the context of other recent studies in section 8.2. 
8.1 Conceptual Feedbacks 
The müjority of Chapter 7 focussed on time series analysis of the ASWE dataset. and 
investigation of coincident gridded atrnospheric fields. The results of this analysis can be 
organized into threr distinct categoties of snow cover change - iitmospheric linkages: 
accumulation events (ASWE PCI positive; PC2 positive; PC4 positive), ablation wents 
(ASWE PC 1 negative: PC2 negative: PC4 negative). and orogrüphicüil y drivrn events 
(ASWE PC3 positive: PC3 negative). Consistent relationships betwrrn atrnosphrric 
circulation and changes in central North Amencan SWE crin be identi tïed within each of 
thesc three groups. ailowing a simplified summary of these associations. 
8.1.1 Accumulation Events 
Figure 8.1 summarizes the relationships between atmospheric circulation and snow cover 
for SWE accumulation modes (ASWE PCI positive: PC2 positive: PC4 positive). A 
trough atrnospheriç circulation pattern, typically coincident to the negative ph~sse of the 
EP trleconnection pattern, dominates North American circulation. The resulting negative 
5002 anomalies are associated with cold air penetration over the continental interior. As 
will becornr more obvious when examining the ablation event summriry. temperature is 
not as clear a forcing variable. whrn cornpared io ütmospheric contïgurütion ;LÏ drpicted 
by the 5002 anorniilies. For instance, strongly negative 700T rinomrilies rire not 
coincident to SWE accumulation in  ail three modes. More important is the spatial 
rehtionship betwecn the 5002 anomalies and the rnargin betwtirn increahing and 
decreüsing SWE within the component patterns. It is apparent that the transition between 
ncgütive and positive 5002 anomalies is oriented and CO-located over this marsin. The 
IPV fields also illustrate the important role of the location of the 5OOZ anomaly cçntrrs. 
In ÿ!I three cases. IPV is üssociated with the region of negütivr geopotcntiül height 
anomalies. with the vwiability in anomaly location - and hence. IPV location. o factor in 
determinhg the location of SWE increases. 
TROUGH AThlOSPHERIC 
TY PICALLY NEGATIVE 
PHASE OF THE EP 
TELECONNE~ON NEGATIVE I~NO~IALIES 
SWE ACCLNL'LXTION 
SPXTIALLY ASSOCIATED 
WITH ACCUILIULATION REGION. HOIVEVER NEGATIVE 700T 
REGION r\NOMALlES .ARE NOT 
Figure 8.1 Summary of relationships ktwern atmospheric circulation and ASWE 
accumulation modes. Dashrd lines in (a) depict ccnters of the average negativr 5OOZ 
anomalies. Dashed lines in (b) depict the average location of the - l O°C isothsrm, Gray 
tones in (c) drpict coincident IPV frorn the case study in section 7.2.3. Schemütic in td) 
summarizes the relationships between variables. 
8.1.2 Ablation Events 
When surnrnarizing the accumulation events it was svident that gropotrntial height 
anomalies. not temperature anomalies can be utilized most sirnply to rxplain the resulting 
increases in SWE. This is again the case with the ablation rvents. as shown in Figure 8.1. 
Positive height anomalies with unique spatial locations are associated with the ablation 
modes of ASWE (PC 1 negative; PC2 negative; PC3 negiitive). The temperature tidds 
coincident with these ablation events do not difkr mrirkedly from those coincident with 
the accumulation rvents (Figure 8. l b). In Tact. the pentad üveragrd 7ûûT anomaly fields 
are not useful for interpreting cause and effect relationships because anomalies of the 
same sign are coincident to both phases of the same ASWE çomponçnts i for example. 
PC 1 and PC2). It cm be noted. however. thrit each of the 
- IO0C isotherms shown in  Figure 8.2b illustrate the source of ~ v l i n n  air üdvection 
necessary for the SWE ablation characterized by the ASWE components. For PC I 
nqiitive. the 5002 ridge centered over the Pricitic coast of British Columbia crerttes a 
simiiar ridge in 700T distribution which evolves eastward - a procm clsiirly illustrated 
in the daily crise study in section 7.2.3. For PC2 negative. the ridge over the Prairies 
causes 3 retreat in the -IO°C isotherm to the northern edge of thc study Lirea. rillowing 
warm air from the southwest to penetrate the region. For PC4 negaiive. 1i rid, =e over 
Eastern Canada creates ri temperature disturbance over the Great Lakes. which intluences 
the study area from the east. For all the ablation modes. IPV centers of action rire e s t  of 
the study area. and although they are relatively expansive and continuous. they are not 
significant to the Prairie region. 
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Figure 8.2 Summary of relationships between atmosphrric circulation and ASWE 
ablation modes. Solid linrs in (a) depict crnters of the average positive 5ûûZ anomalies. 
Düshrd lines in (b) drpict the average location of the -IOaC isothrm. Gray tones in (c )  
drpict coincident IPV from the case study in section 7.2.3. Schrmiltic in (ci) summxizrs 
the rrlationships between variables. 
8 . 3  Orographie Phenornena 
Given the lack of interpretability in the coincident atmosphrric patterns to ASWE PC3. 
and the location of the accumulation and ablation regions charac trrized by this 
componrnt. orognphic effects arc! a potential cause. Positive 5002 anomalies. rrsuliing 
from a split tlow pattern. are present for both component phases. and are ccntered in the 
samr location (Figure 8.3a). The IPV values are weak. and distant frorn rhr study area 
(Figure 8 .3~) .  This Iraves the 700T data as the only variable with a discriminaring 
feature. A slipht depression in the - IO0C isotherm is associateci with SWE increüses to the 
ler of the Rocky Mountains (PC3 negativr). Coincident to ablation in this snme ares 
(PC3 positive) this "hitch" in the isotherm is not evident (Figure W b ) .  In  the case of 
AS WE PC3 positive. the orographie hypothesis is appraling becausr rhr ty pical 
atmospheric conditions associatrd with ablation (discussrd in the prrvious section) are 
not prrsrnt. and the ASWE canter of ablation is located in a region known ro be 
intlurnced by chinook rvents. An orognphic rxplanation for ASWE PC3 nepiive is Iess 
convincing given the westerly flow that is present. In any case. the atmospheric 
associations to the ASWE patterns characterizrd by PC3 do not tit into the trough 
(accurnulrition) versus ridge (ablation) context of the other ASWE components. The 
similarities between the 5002,7ûûT, and IPV data to ASWE PC3 positive and negritive 
suggest that thase rvants need to be considered separately from the consistent 
tissocirttions identified with the other components. 
IPV Is WEAK, 
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Figure 8.3 Summary of relationships between atrnospheric circuliition and ASWE 
orographie modes. Solid lines in (a) depict crnters of the averige positive 5002 
anomalies. Dashçd lines in (b) depict the average location of the - IOaC isotherrn. Gray 
tones in ( c )  depict coincident IPV from the case study in section 7.2.3. Schcmatic in (dl 
summarizes the relationships between variables. 
8.1.4 Summary 
This study has illustrated the utility of passive microwave imagel for investigating 
associations between terrestrial snow cover and atmospheric circulation. Xnalysis of 
quanti tiitive SWE irnagery , at a five day temporal resolution. through te n winter seasons, 
has allowed for a detailed study into these variables. The conceptual results of this study. 
surnmarized prrviously in Figures 8.1.8.2. and 8.3. represent ir new understanding of 
sy noptic-scak forcing relationships in ü phy sical systern wi th complcx fsedbüç ks. It is 
important to understand these results in the context of other recent contributions to this 
field of study. The nent section of this chaptcr will focus on this cornparison. 
8.1 Cornparisons with Recent Studies 
Thcrr rue limirrd rccrnt studies of interactions betwren snow sovcr and iitmosphrric 
circulation that can be directly cornpared to the results of this invrsti_eation. Whilr a widc 
range of work has contributed to an improved understanding of snow - clirnate feedbacks 
(see Chapter 3). the majority of these works contain one or more of tlic following 
chwricteristics that mrike cornparison to this study difficult: 
a study areü composed of the mountainous western portion of Nonh r\mrrica (for 
exarnple. Cayan. 1996; Changnon et al., 1993: Byrne et al.. 1999: Ssrreze et al.. 1999: 
McCribe and Legates, 1995). This is a well studied region given the importance of 
spring melt for freshwater runoff in this area. and the historical tirne series of snow 
telemrtry (SNOTEL) measurements that rxist. 
the examination of one short temporal interval, and the precedins conditions. such as 
linking April 1 snow depth to winter season precipitation and temperature anomalies 
(for example. Cayan, 1996; McCabe ünd Legates, 1995). 
the examination of long time series of snow cover and climatic variables. such as 
prrcipitarion and temperature. with no consideraiion of dynamic atmosphrric 
circulation (for rxample Karl et al.. 1993). 
the enamination of relationships betwern snow cover and griddrd atmosphcric data. 
but at a couse temporal resolution. such as rnonthly avcragts (for enample Srrreze et 
snow cover information to atmospheric circulation with synoptiç sensitivity. Threr recrnt 
studirs will provide a context for the results of this study. and ;us sumrnarizrd in Table 
Table 8.1 Summliry of studies to bt: compüred. 
Studv Da ta Time Study ..\rira 
*ries 
Dcrksen. ?(IO I Pcntad passive microwavc derivcd Winter North .4rncric:in 
SWE irnagcry. scasons: 
1988189- 
Griddcd atmosphcric variables 1 907198 
from NCEP. 
Clark ci al.. IO99 Daily snowfall for 1229 stations of 1978- 
CO-opemtive observations takes 1993 
frorn Historicd Driily Climlitiç 
Daiaset (HDCD) 
Daily 500  hPa t?elds from 
NCEPINCAR rerinrilysis 
Frci and Wcckly snow cover extent charts 1072- 






extcnding into Arctic. 
Pacilic and Aillintic' 
rcgions 
North .-\mcrica 
Monthly mem 500mb peopotcntial 
height h m  NCEP 
Grundstcin and Initial snow depth from HCDC, 1966- Amcricrin Great 
Lsaihcrs. 1999 drii ly changes computed usine 1990 Plains 
SNTHERM rndcl, forced by 
station mcteorological data from 
the National Werither Service 
500 mb height fom NCDC 
Clark et al. ( 1999) 
Clark et al. (1999) investigatr relationships between the phase and amplitude of the 
troposphrric wavrtrain and snowfall in the United States. At a diiily resolution. the 
longitude with the nonhemmost point of the 55ûûrn contour line was identitïed. These 
observations wrrr catrgorized into six 10" longitude bins. ranging from i I O  to 100 "W to 
160 to 150 'W. High amplitude cases (strong ndging) were stratitied srparütely from low 
amplitude cases (weak ridging). Average temperature. precipitation. and snowFdl 
anomalies for the conteminous United States w t x  computrd for wch of the ridgr 
location categories. A sumrnary of the high amplitude results of Clark et 31. ( 1999) is 
presented in Table 8.2. As noted in this table. the results of this thesis tïi well into the 
scenarîo presentrd by Clark et al. ( 1999). 
Table 8.2 Relationship between high amplitude ridge location and continental climütc 
response. 
Ridge Description of Pattern Snowfall Response S WE Response 
Location (Clark et al., 1W) (Derken. 200 1) 
I 60- 1 30°W Ridge ovcr Paçitic basin, Negative tempenturc dcprinurcs SWE accumulation i s  
rrough pattern ovcr North Positive precipitation rinomalics cxp~'ctcd 
.L\rncriça Snowfdl i s  prevalcnt 
130- 1 LOoW Ridge over Priciîïc coast of Temperature. prccipitritian and SWE lihlrition xross 
North Arncrica snowfall departurcs nex  zero Caniidian Prriirics 
120- 1 IO"W Ridge over wcstcrn portion W m  and dry conditions = S WE ahliition in i~ 
of North Amcricri ncgritivc snowfall anomiilitls incridionlil rcgicin 
" ;Icross c.ictcndin, 
wuthcm Canadian 
Prdiritls and Nonhcrn 
Lr.S. Grclit Plains 
1 1 O 1 O O ~ \  Ridsc ovcr continental Vcry w m  and dry = ncgritivc SWE ahliition in Rcd 
intcrior snowfall anomalies Rivcr Vrillcy 
The results for the low amplitude conditions are similar to thosr summürized in Table 
8.2. A western rider location is conducive to snowfall in the western and central portions 
of the US. An rüstward ridge shift results in dry and würm conditions not suitable for 
snowhll devrlopmsnt. In gencral. Clark et ai. ( 1999) state that positive snowtill signais 
in the eatem U.S. occur whrn the ridge is amplified and shifted west of its 
çlimatological mean. Low amplitude wave structure. also shi ftcd wrst. contri butes to 
snowfali in the western U.S. An rastward ridge location. boih of high and low amplitude. 
is associated with dry and w m  (snow rnrlt) conditions across the continent. 
Frei and Rohinsori ( 1999) 
The study by Frei and Robinson ( 1999). although utilizing monthly üvrraged atmospheric 
data. provides a rneans of cornparison with the results of this study . The mrthod 
rrnployed wüs to rank total Nonh Amencm snow extent and examine the 500 mb 
composites temporally associated with the upper quartile (hieh snow sxtsnt)  and Iower 
quanile (Iow snow extent) snow extent patterns. In a sense. the high snow rxtent patterns 
can be compared to the accumulation modes in this thesis. with the low snow rxtent 
patterns comparable to the snow ablation modes. Frei and Robinson ( 1999). like Clark et 
31. ( 1999). note that the location of the North American ridge relative to its climatological 
mran position is the atmospheric trigger to extensive snow <~ccurnulation. A westivard 
shift in ridge location of 20 to 30 O longitude is linked to above average snow extent. 
Troughing drepens in the east and meridional flow dominates. This confirms the tlnding 
of this study. where a derp eastern Arctic low and lück of obsrrvcd ridging was 
rissociatcd with SWE increases in various regions of the Prriiriss. The westward shift of 
the North American ridge. essentially out of the NCEP study area used in  this thesis. 
explains the dominant trough pattern associated with riccurnulrition in this stuciy. 
Frei and Robinson ( 1999) also note that nrgative 500 mb hright rinomrilies are commonl y 
found over regions with extensive snow covrr. That gentml finding is rnhancrd in this 
study through the use of SWE rather than snow extent imrigry. This dlowed çlariticlition 
of that relütionship by illustrating that negativr hright anomalies are tyicrilly found to be 
spatially aligneci with regions of incrrasing SWE. 
The analysis of low snow years by Frei and Robinson ( 1999) shows thüt frequent ridging 
ovsr the continent dominates. Since ndge location was shown to control regional SWE 
ablation in this thesis. the findings of these two studies are consistent. 
A number of other observations by Frei and Robinson ( 1999) must be noted. First. thry 
observe that at regional to continental scales, atmospheric control over snow extent 
weakrns duting the melt season (March onwards). Regional snow cover itself phys a 
greater role in controlling thermal conditions. suggesting a wversal in forcing direction 
From the atmosphere leading. to the surface leading. This conclusion cannot be confirmcd 
by this study due to the winter season analysis period, but provides a worthwhils point of 
investigation for future studies. 
Seçondly. Frei and Robinson ( 1999) developed snow indices to cxplain low and high 
snow extent years in Western and Eastern North Amenca. Thrsc indices are basrd on 
centers of action taken from the 500 mb difference charts betwrrn high and low snow 
rxtent years. Notably. these centars of action represent secondq modes of troposphsric 
circulation that are not criptured by eigsnrinalysis of a geopotential hright tirne series. 
This tïnding affirms the vvlidity of the methodological npproach of this thrsis. Rather 
than perîorming PCA on both SWE and atmospheric datri (an iipproach evaluatrd by 
Drrksen rt al.. 1998a). only the SWE data wüs mathrmatically characterizrd before 
intrgrating the atrnosphrric data. Investigating the prima- modes of atmosphrric 
variability captured by a PCA of the NCEP data could hüvr resultrd in the examination 
of ritrnospheric patterns that were insigniiïcant to snow cover. 
In sumrnary. the atmosphrric patterns identified as relevant to SWE increasrs and 
drcrelisrs in this study fit well into the content set by the composite 500 mb charts 
producrd by Frei and Robinson (1999). Similar results are rvidrnt nt both the prntad and 
monthly teniporil resolutions. for both central North Amrrica and the entire continent. 
Grttntlstein c m 1  Lenthers ( 1999) 
The study by Grundstein and Leathen (1999) does not allow for a direct sompürison with 
the rrsults of this thesis because their aniilysis focussed on energy tlux mechrinisms 
brtwecn melting snow and the atmosphere. Point snow depth obsrn~tions and hourly 
rneteorological observations were used as forcing data for SNTHERM. a physically bassd 
snowmelt model. Gridded synoptic data were integnted into the study. but surface 
pressure was the srlrcted variable. Despite the differences in the data utilizrd in the two 
studks. similarities in study area and timing (winter season) üllow somr useful 
cornparisons to be noted: 
1 .  Grundstein and Lrathers ( 1999) determined that three unique synoptic types sire 
rissociated with winter season melt events in the U.S. Great Plains through the 25 
yctars of the study. In this thesis. four unique synoptic patterns wrre linked to centriil 
Nonh Amrncan SWE drcreases. It is not possible to compare the spatial structure of 
the patterns identitird in both studies. as diffrrent variables (surface pressure vs. 500 
mb geopotrntial height) were investigated. It is important to note. howrvrr. that a 
similar degree of vuiability in ütmospheric patterns was identifid by both studies. 
The drcision by Grundstrin and Lrathrrs ( 1999) to retain threr signiticant spatial 
modes out of a PCA of 25 seasons of data. conftnns the decision to retain only four 
Irading modes out of ten srasons in this study. This srnall number of synoptic types is 
sut'ficient to investigate winter season interactions between terrrstriül snow çovcr and 
atmosphenc circulation. 
2. Gnindstein and Lriathers ( 1999) identified the advection of warm air in the Great 
Plains region through rnidlatitude synoptic processes as the most signifiant trigger to 
snow melt events. The 5002 patterns identifird as coincidrnt to rnelt events in this 
thesis al1 allow for the advection of warm air. from various source regions. into the 
study area. The focus of the Grundstein and Leathers ( 1999) study is on the spatial 
pattern of radiative and turbulent energy fluxes. which they tïnd are controllrd by 
multiple variables such as cloud cover. albedo (rstablished by pre-existing snow 
cover). temperature, humidity. and wind speed. While the investigation of these 
variables was bryond the scope of this thesis. these two studirs both identify sirnilar 
fundamental continental synoptic conditions nrcessüry for snow ablation rvents. 
8.3 Summary 
A large body of research with which to compare this study does not rxist. becausr this 
study represents the initial atternpt to apply time srrirs analysis to passive microwavr 
derivrd SWE irnagery. and combine the results with gridded atmosphrric fields. The 
results of this study have contributed towards a nrw application of püsivr microwtivr 
imagery. and have rnhancrd our understanding of the synoptic-scalr: processes associated 
with snow cover accumulation and ablation in North Amrrica. The figures in section 8. I 
presrnt ti succinct summary of thrse proccsxs. The discussion of the work of Clark et al. 
( 1999). Robinson and Frei ( 1999) and Grundstein and Leathers ( 1999) in section 8.2 
confimis the physical plausibility of thrse results. The final çhiipter of  this thesis will 
revisit the conclusions of this study in the context of the original obj~.ctives. and idsntit'y 
necrssary questions that future resrarch should address. 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
I n  this thrsis 1 have focussed on exploring physical linkages betwern central Nonh 
Amencan SWE change patterns and atmospheric circulation. Conççptually. this is a four- 
phase procrss as outlined in Table 9.1. Beforr initiüting analysis. compilation of the data 
wi th considrration of potrntial systematic mors  is nrcrssary . Br forc driveIopi n, a C;LUSF: 
and rffect lin kages. statisticril charactrrization of the data is requi red. Procrss 
rrlütionships cm then br dtwloped through interprrtation and srcondary iinüly sis. 
Finally. intrgrating time lags into the study cm drrive forcing relationships. 
As outlined in  Table 9.1. this study has focussed on the tirst three phases of this 
çoncrptud research flow. Through the twelve generil reseiuch steps listsd in Table 9.1. 
the rrsearch questions outlined in Chapter 1 have b e n  ÿddressrd. A discussion of thrsr 
rrsults is includrd in previous chapters: what follows is a succinct sumrnary of the main 
conclusions. 
I I .  Srtrristicd chrucieri:arion of 
SWE and atmosphcric datriscis. 
III. Idcnti fication of proress 
rclationships. 
IV. Idcnti ticrition offi.i,rcing 
rclationships. 
Scrcening o f  SWE imagcry with 
surfacc icmpcrrtiurc Jrira. 
Principal componcnts iinalyhis 
[ K A )  o f  SWE Jsi;isers. 
Dcrivittion o f  iiimcisphcric 
compositts and rinonialics. as 
rcliitcd to SWE coniponcnts. with 
na timc hg. 
Within group PCA O( riirnosphcric 
tÏclds. 
Intcrprctation oï  ;itmcisphcric 
cornpositc and anomaly ticlds. 
intcgriition ot' mode1 dcrivcd Q- 
vcctor and IPV ticlds. 
Invcstigatc links with ritniohphcric 
tclcconnection indiccs. 
I 
Rcperrt prcvious milysis wirh 
timc Irigs. 
Figure 9.1 Genrrd overvirw of research progression and relütrd iindysis for linking 
snow cover and atmosphcric circulation. 
Table 9.1 Research progression. Research phase rekrs to Figure 9.1 
Step Action Research Phase 
I Compare SWE imagery from A M  and PM overpass times I 
2 Use surface tcmpcnture data to identify problematic me~surcmcnt intcrviils 1 
3 Produçc SWE anomaly and ASWE datasets to complcment SWE image- 1 
4 Compare tcn-season PCA o f  the three passive rnicrowave SWE datasets I I  
5 Selcct tour leading ASWE components. and creaic composite patterns II  
6 Cross correlate componcnt loading pattcms with pentad and monthly III  
tclt.connection indices 
7 E.uriminc tcleconnection indices on a crise by case bais III  
3 Compuie 5002 and 700T composites and anomalies that coinçidc with thc II  
ASWE component loriding peaks 
1 Pcr fon within-group PCA of 5002 and 700T fields to invcstiptc I I I  
consistcncy 
10 Examine outlying 5002 and 700T patterns 111 
1 I Devclop physically plausible linkagcs between 5OOZ and 700T compcisitcs III 
and anomalies and ASWE componcnt patterns 
12 [ntcgrite modcl output throuph case studics to clarify physicd l i n k a p  I I  IAV 
9.1 Sumrnary of Conclusions 
Analysis of a distributrd network of hourly surface temperature mrasurrments showrd 
thüt by identifying melt rvents. these data can used to isolate problemütic passive 
microwave mrasurement intervals. A cornpanson illustratrd that morning ovrrpass times 
çontain fewer problematic mrasurement intervals than afternoon ovrrpass timrs. rcsulting 
in the use of the former for time series analysis. Snow melt and refrtreze rvents were 
shown to occur throughout al1 winter seasons in dl regions of the study cireci. Notably. the 
response of passive microwave retneved SWE to melt and rsfreçzr is gçnrrally consistent 
(drcrrased Prairie SWE during mclt. increased SWE following refreezr 1. howrver the 
spatial response of SWE to melt and refreeze is not consistent. It wüs concludrd. 
thrrrfore. that correction of individual SWE images for the rfkcts of rnrlt and rrfreeze 
wris not possible. rather problernatic pentads were identified. and removed from ûny data 
visualization. 
It is important to note. therefore. that melt events (which are also episodes of nrgativr 
ASWE) that occurred in the morning were not considered in the integrrition of 
atmospheric data. This is. therefore. an exclusionary procrss but wüs nrcessary because 
the atmosphenc analysis w u  based on the results of the ASWE timr srries ancilysis. It 
wris necessary to ensure that the ASWE patterns were cornposrd of passive microwavc. 
derivcd data upon which confidence in the accuracy of the SWE patterns could br placed. 
The Iow nurnber of moming melt events relative to the complete tirne series of data 
rneans the impact of excluding these events is minor. 
Significance of Results 
An ciçknowledged wrakness of passive rnicrowave SWE monitoring is the cornplex 
changes in rnicrowavr emission causcd by changes in the physicd sratr: of the snowpack. 
The dynarnic nature of the relationship between emission and various snowprick 
propenies affects SWE algorithm performance on both daily and srüsonal time scalrs. 
The use of surface temperature data in this study h a  illustrateci that relritively himpls 
procedures c m  be incorporated into analysis plans to improvr user confidence in passive 
microwave SWE imagery. 
Three trn-season. pentad resolution SWE datasets were compiled mi subjectrd to a 
rotated PCA: SWE imagerv, SWE anomaiies. and change in SWE (ASWE). For the 
resrarch application of linking snow cover patterns to atmosphrric circulation. the most 
appropriate dataset was that which contained SWE patterns that reprat within and 
between seasons because this is the same temporal and spatial behaviour rxhibited by 
North Amrrican atmospheric circulation patterns. Within this context. the ASWE datriset 
was dermed most appropriate. and was therefore selrcted for continuai ünülysis. The 
PCA of the ASWE tirne series produced four components that characrrrized ASWE 
patterns that repeat within and between seasons. 
The positive phase of ASWE PCI captured a pattern of a widssprerid incrusr: in SWE 
values across the northem portion of the study area. with a moderate decrerisc. in S WE 
values observrd ircross the south. The negative phase of ASWE PC 1 depicts ri reversa1 of 
these broad accumulation and ablation zones. SpeciîÏc centres of action are not apparent: 
this component simpiy identifies a north - south gradient in ASWE values. 
Unlike PC 1. the three remainine ASWE cornponents highlight spccifiç subrqions wirhin 
the Prriirie study rirea. which chmcterize cleürly defined changes in SWE. PC2 depicts ri 
mne OF activity that bisects the study m a  frorn the northwest to the southrast. In the 
positive phase. this is an accumulation zone surrounded by very little change in SWE. 
whi le in the negaiive phase it  reverses to becornr ü zone of ablation surrounded by 
moderate increrises in SWE. 
PC3 characterizes a ASWE zone in the western region of the study rirea. This reverses 
between an ablation zone in the positive phase and an accumulation zone in the negative 
phrise. ASWE PC4 illustrates a latitudinally oriented region of change in the northeast. In 
the positive phase this is depicted as accumulation in the Red River Valley. extending 
from Lake Winnipeg south into the Dakotas. The negative mode of this component is a 
CO-located region of ablation, 
Thrse eight patterns provided the foundation for linking central North Amrrican snow 
covsr to atmospheric circulation in the final phase of this study. 
Signifieance of Results 
The characterization of the dominant regional SWE patterns is of fundrimrnttil 
importance to watrr resource managers. It was this need that motivütsd devdopmrnt of 
passive microwave SWE monitoring capabilities at MSC (Goodison and Walkrr. 1994). 
Potential value exists. however. for other research cornmunities. For sxtimple. the 
numerical rnodelling community requires existing datasets wi th which to veri fy modelai 
snow covrr fields (Foster et al., 1996). An understanding of the enpectrd spatial modes of 
SWE çtin provide a mrans of assessing mode1 performance - both in the simulation of 
snow covrr fields and the expected coincident troposphrric patterns i Frei and Robinson. 
19%). 
Objecriiv 3: Irlentifi irhrtkr rrniqice cind consistent utmosplwric circiilritiori p«trrnis tire 
msocicired icirlr urzy rrpeoting modes of SWE change. 
- some Atmospheric telrconnection indices were utilized with the hope of providin, 
general contextucil linkages between the snow cover patterns isolated by the ASWE PCA. 
and low-frequency atmospheric dynamics. Cross correlation analysis tir the pentad and 
monthly temporal rrsolution failed to provide rvidencr of my strong associations. A case 
by case investigation of pentads with strong loadings to the ASWE components provided 
some insight which. whilr not rigorous rnough to allow for definitive linliasp. provided 
some context. 
First. the positive phase of the EP teleconnection produces an liimospheric circulation 
pattern that blocks cold air masses from penetrating the Prairie region. Insicad. warm air 
of southerly origin overlays the study ürea. Logically. a ASWE pattern çhiiracterizing a 
zone of SWE ablation corresponds consistently to the presence of this atmospheric 
configuration (ASWE PC3- negative). Conversely. the negativc phase of the EP produces 
a cold Arctic low centred over Hudson Bay. This pattern is consistently associated with 
two ASWE componsnts that chamterize SWE iiccumulation in the northrrn portion of 
the study a r a  (ASWE PC I positive and PCJ positive). It is worth noting that the only 
stütisticdly significant cross correlation results at the pentad resolution iilso involveci the 
EP pattern. 
Srcondly. the PNA pattern (rither phasr) cannot br systematically linked to Prüirir snow 
cover üs characterized by ASWE components. This is a tinding of note simply becausr 
previous studirs tend to idrntify the PNA. especially the positive phase. as a forcing 
variable on North Arnrrican snow cover. Studies cited previously thrit did identify 
signi ticant associations with the PNA (for instance Gutzlrr and Rosen. 1992) investigaicd 
a hemispheric snow cover dataset. which is likely nrcessary to robustly link snow cover 
to these low-frequency atmospheric configurations. Still. centrd North Americm snow 
covrr is widrly regarded to be a variable that is forcrd by the phasr and magnitude of the 
PNA teleconnection (see Cayan. 1996). so this nul1 finding is a notable exception. 
Links to the atmosphere using gridded atmospheric fields wrre subsrquenrly explored. 
Derivation of armospheric composites and anomalies was bued on those pentads with 
strong ASWE ïomponent loadings. Results indicated that unique 5002 composites and 
anomalies wrre associated with each phase of the four lrading ASWE componrnts. 700T 
composites and anomalies were also spatially unique; howevrr. th ry  were lrss significant 
as an explanatory variable because like-sign anomalies were associatrd with both phases 
of the same ASWE component. 
Within-group PCA of rach series of pentads that composcd rach composite and anomaly 
shows that the üverages are genrrally made up of spatially similar patterns. n i i s  makrs 
the average patterns physically relevant. and allowed for linliages to be drvrlopsd 
between ASWE patterns and atmospheric circulation at no timr laa. Ir  must br noted that 
outlicirs within srvrn of the eight component groups did rxist. illustrÿting the variability 
in atmospheric conditions thüt can be associated with a similar ASWE pattern. 
Mode1 producrd IPV fields were integrated into the study and provrid useful in rxplaining 
the developmrntal atmospheric dynamics associated with snow riccumulation svrnts. 
Strong IPV centers are spatiitlly aligmd with negativr gropotsntial height anomal y 
çrntrrs during rpisodrs of SWE increase. but are not significant during ablation rvrnts. 
Combinrd. the 5002.700T. and IPV data allowed the devrlopmrnt of a conçrptuül 
procrss understanding that illustrates the atmospheric conditions responsible for 
accumulation. ablation. and orographically driven ASWE patterns in central Nonh 
Arnrrica. A full discussion of these processes was included in Chapter Y. 
Brietly. when atmosphrric ndging dominates Nonh Amencan circulation. snow ablation 
in the Prairies is the rxpectrd response with ridge location controlling the Pnirir rrgion 
where ablation occurs. An eastward progression of ASWE centres of action with an 
rastwxd shift in the longitudinal location of the North Amcrican ndgr is consistent with 
the finding of Clark and Serreze (1999). As the ridging shifts eastwards. warm 
temperature anomalies increasingly penetrate the continental interior. It is important to 
note that although analysis of the atmosphenc teleconnection data did not isolats any 
üssociations between the PNA pattern and SWE distribution. these ridge patterns that are 
coincident to SWE ablation events can be categorized ris 'PNA-type' becriuse of the 
strong ridge development over western Nonh Amencri. 
When ii deep eutern Arctic low with an associatrd trough extends ovrr the continental 
interior of North Arnerica, snow accumulation is the expected rssponse (ris chriracterized 
ASWE PC 1 positive. PC? positive, and PC4 positive). Sirnilarity in thesr: patterns rnakçs 
it diftkult to link a specific sub-type of trough to the Prairie region of increrised SWE, 
althou_gh the IPV data do illustrate spatially unique regions of dcvrloprnent ;issociüted 
with the ASWE riccumulation modes. For the riccumulation cases. the Yorth Americrin 
ridgr: is shifted wcll to the s ~ s t .  outside of the gridded ritmosphtxic dritri window. rillowing 
rinomalously cold temperatures to dominate the study area. Agriin. this relritionship is 
consistent with the tïndings of Clark and Serreze ( 1999). 
Significance of Results 
Understanding the linkages between SWE distri bution and iitmospheric circuirition in  
spacr and time is fundamentally important to both climatologicül and hydrological 
applications. For instance: 
Monitoring SWE patterns in central North Amerka is essentid for hydrologicül 
forecasting and management. especially during the spring melt psriod. An 
understanding of atmospheric mechanisms that contribute to SWE riccumulation and 
ablation will. therefore, improve predictive understanding of the coupled snow - 
ritmosphere systern. 
A consequence of identifying the links between snow cover and atmosphcric 
circulation is understanding how changes in the frequcncy of the dominant 
hrrnispheric circulation patterns. due to global climate change. will impact regional 
S WE patterns. 
As discussrd previously. identification of the expected rr~ional SWE and coincident 
troposphrric patterns can provide useful mode1 usessmrnt and rviiluation 
information CO the numerical modelling cornrnunity. 
9.2 Future Research Agenda 
Five thcmcs can bc pursued within future rexarch endwvors. to improw the utilizütion 
of passive miçrowavr imapry in explorhg associations brrween snow cowr ;ind 
ritmospheric circulation: 
1 Irlcrectsu rhe SWE fime series length. 
The passive microwave tirne xrirs can be fully exploitrd through the use of Scanning 
iblultichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) data thrit c m  extend the time series back 
to 1979. but was not yet widely available in the EASE-Grid projection for this study. The 
imminent launch of a new generation passive microwave sensor onboard the NASA Aquri 
platform will rnsure the continued utility of this trchnology for cryospheric monitoring. 
Attention must be given, however. to the impact of slightly different rüdiometnc channels 
on SWE algorithm performance and time senes continuity and consistency. 
2. Imreose seasoriali~ of rime series. 
This study focussed solely on the winter season. Incorpor~ting the shouldrr seasons of 
autumn and spring would not only increasr the effective tirne series. but allow 
examination of climatologically signi ticant variables such crï date of  initial snow 
xcumulütion. and date of complete snow ablation. Investigating these seasons with 
passive microwavr data. however. will require additional effort to b r  givtin to the 
identification of problematic measurement intervals. Thin snow cuver on warm ground 
(riutumn) and wet, melting snow (spring) are two clear scenarios within which passive 
microwlive SWE retrievals are notably error pronr. 
3. itlcrmse .srri& areci dimensions. 
The results of this study are clcarly limitcd by the srnall Prairie stutly areci. Inçrrasing the 
usable window of SWE imagery could more clsrirly illustrate thc impacts of citmospheric 
circulation on regional snow cover and vice versa. Linkages brtwwn snow cover and 
low-frequency trleconnection indices will potentially be more clwrly identifiable when 
Iürger study area can be considrred. Spatial oscillation in snow covrr patterns - rnuch 
Iike the 'seesaw' effect documented from Arctic sea ice concentration mriy rilso becorne 
rvident if more extensive SWE imagery crin be produced. 
Changes in the study area are dependent on improvements to SWE itlgorithms. to allow 
ticcurate SWE retrievals over ri variety of land cover types. Recent research has led to a 
mu1 ti-algorithm approach to mapping SWE. with separate aleorithrns for di fferent land 
cover classes resulting in one SWE map (Goita et al.. 1997). Whi le this irnqrry is now 
releüsed by MSC to the operational water resource management community. work is 
already underway to evaluate its utility for time senes analysis. Rrsults of an initial 
rvaluation using a distributed network of in situ rnrasurernents spanning ün sntire wintrr 
season are favourable (Derksen et al., in press). 
4. Irrtegrare u fonn of [rend analyis for gridded atmospheric fields. 
The results of this. and other studies, has illusrrated the importance of atmospheric ridge 
location in controlling the occurrence and location of snow mrlt svsnts in centrül North 
Amrrica. Future resruch questions. therefore. include: is there a trend in the frrquency of 
ridge versus trough atrnospheric patterns ovcr Nonh Amrricü during the passive 
microwavr data record'? Are there trends in Nonh Arnrrican ridgr location'? Can these 
trends be linkrd to the frequrncy of occurrence of givrn SWE patterns? Cm geophysical 
phenornena with global implications (for cxamplr. strong El NifioISouthrrn Oscillation 
events: the 1992 Mount Pinritubo eruption) be iinked to linked to variability in  SWE 
patterns? 
5. Integmre rinie Ings. 
As discusssd earlier in the Chapter. there is a conceptual four-svp procrss when linking 
surfrice and atmospheric variables. The final phase - identifying forcing relationships 
through time lagged analysis was not the focus of this study. Addrttssing this issue. 
however. would funhrr clarify the process relationships idsnti fied in this study. 
This study hüs illustrated, through time series analysis of synoptically sensitive surface 
and atmospheric datasets. the fundamental linkages between central North Anierican 
snow covrr and atmospheric circulation. The passive microwavr imqery uti lized in this 
study is indispensable in the study of spaiially and ternporally dynümic variables such as 
SWE. The results of this study provide a foundation for linking patterns of central North 
Arnerican snow cover distri bution with synoptic-scak atmosphcric circu liition. 
Identifying the specific atrnospheric patterns which coincidr consistently with a given 
snow covctr pattern hüs important implications for both climütological and hydrological 
forecasting in the region. We are now moving towards the ability to prediçt 
systernaticatly. the impact of change and vxiability in  atmosphcric circulation on Prairie 
snow distribution. and hrnce. a significant freshwnter resource to the region. 
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